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PREFACE 

This study seeks to deal with the arguments of the 

two sides of the struggle over the recognition and advancement 

of the rights of women. This struggle has spanned one 

hundred and thirty-two years, and thus presents some term

inological problems. First, what to call the struggle, 

"struggle" being somewhat too polemical to be used repeatedly? 

For simplicity and continuity I have chosen to designate 

it "the movement." It is essentially a continuous battle 

with relatively few chronologic breaks, and, although the issues 

changed over the course of the years, the struggle w~s 

always over the rights of women. Second, what to call the 

two sides? Those who seek to make women's rights before the 

law equal with those of men, I have designated "feminists" -

because this is how they have generally designated themselves 

and is the accepted designation for all periods of the 

movement by writers on the subject. The other side is more 

of a problem. They have had no consistent name for themselves. 

Since, however, they tend to construct ttieir arguments and 

conceive their goals as opposition to femi~ists challenges 

to the established order, I have designated them "anti

feminists." This term is intended to be descriptive, but not 

evaluative. 

As this study is a work in the area of political 

thought, the materials have been selected on the basis of 
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their concern with the issues surrounding the movement 

(political authority, equality of rights, the status of 

women), and on the basis of their existence as documents 

in the public domain. Thus, beliefs, attitudes, or opinions 

expressed in private papers or in interpersonal letters have 

not been included in this study. The materials have also 

been selected for their existence as documents in the political 

domain, and hence essays and books have not been included 

(with one exception - Phyllis Schlafly's book has been used 

because of the unavailability of other sources of her work 

to the author of this study). 
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ABSTRACT 

The premise of this dissertation is that the political literature 

and rhetoric of the two opposing sides (feminism and anti

feminism) in the struggle over the recognition_ and advance-

ment of the rights of women in America illuminate the existence 

of at least two traditions of American political thought and 

practice. These two traditions are based on distinct 

epistemological premises about how an object or person is 

considered to be known. The epistemological categories 

explicated by F.S.C.Northrop ("concepts by postulation" and 

"concepts by intuition") and two of the categories of legal 

and ethical views developed by Northrop ("abstract contractual" 

and "natural history") provide the framework within which 

feminist and anti-feminist political literature and rhetoric 

are examined. 

It is argued that feminism is informed by an abstract 

contractual legal and ethical view based on a postulational 

epistemology which considers the truly known individual to 

be an instance of deductively postulated universal laws. 

Anti-feminism is argued to be informed by a natural history 

legal and ethical view based on an intuitional epistemology 

which considers the truly known individual to be as given 

by the senses (which are informed in what is directly observed 

by custom and tradition). The distinct epistemological 

premises of feminists and anti-feminists and their divergent 

legal and ethical and ethical views are shown to inform and 
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structure their positions on the issues of political authority 

and political membership, equality of rights before the law, 

and of the status of woman as a distinct and individual 

person. 

It is demonstrated that feminists define women as 

autonomous persons who are, for political and legal purposes, 

essentially similar to men. Thus, political authority 

relations, political membership, and rights before the law 

must recognize the equality, individuality, and autonomy 

of each person. 

Anti-feminists are shown to define women by their 

reproductive differences from men and to argue that men and 

women are, thus, essentially dissimilar. Woman, by nature, 

belongs in a family headed by man, which family is the unit 

of society and polity. Woman's rights and her relation to the 

polity are directly linked to her nature as mother-wife. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

The arguments presented in public fora by opposing 

sides in the century-and-a-third struggle over the recognition 

and advancement of the rights of American women - that is to 

say, over women's social, civil, legal, and political status 

in America - have consistently been presented in terms 

derived from coherent legal and ethical views grounded in 

distinct, and incompatible, epistemologies. This conflict 

of legal and ethical views appears to have centered on two 

preeminently political issues - the sources and limits of 

political authority, and the meaning of equality before the 

law and the criteria of relevance for inequalities before the 

law - and, thus, has merited a careful attention it has been 

denied in practical politics and in descriptive studies. 

Moreover, the political thought of American women 

(and their male compatriots) concerning their status and 

rights in this polity illuminates a source both of continuing 

strain in American political practice and of confusion in 

American political thought. This source is the continued 

existence of two incompatible strains of political thought 

in America: the one based in tradition, received authority, 

cust'om as embodied in common law (and in religion) and 

in customary (traditional) relations; the other based in 
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concepts - of natural rights, of the rule of reason, and 

of universality - as taken from the Enlightenment (and, to 

some extent, from the 'ancients'). 

Thus, the nineteenth century political arguments of 

the movement centered on the righ~ of married women and the 

suffrage rights of all women. The "real" argument, however, 

was over two interrelated issues: the origins and scope of 

political authority, and the bases and meaning of citizen

ship. In the twentieth century in American politics the 

arguments have centered on the Equal Rights Amendment; the 

issue has been the meaning of equality before the law and 

criteria of relevance for inequalities before the law. The 

fundamental, the essential, issue throughout, has however, 

been neither of these two. The underlying issue has been the 

status of women: as persons in the legal and ethical senses 

of the word, and as individuals in the same senses - individuals 

who retain their individuality and their individual rights, 

regardless of their social and legal relationships, on the 

same basis as do men. This issue underlies all political and 

social concerns of the movement, and it underlies the conceptual 

issues of equality and of authority. It is, at heart, an 

epistemological question: that is to say, that the position 

taken on this issue depends on the position-taker's notion 

of what a "truly known" human being is. Differing answers 

to the question "What is a truly known person?" will yield 

differing legal and ethical views~ which, in turD, structure 



~he political viewpoints of their adherents. As shall be 

seen, there is an essential connection between epistemology, 

language, and legal and ethical norms. 

3 

F.S.C. Northrop (1949, pp. 172 ff.) in discussing 

epistemology, distinguishes between "concepts-by-intuition" 

and IIconcepts-by-postulation." To explain the differerence, 

he uses the example of color. On the one hand, one directly 

senses, within the "all-embracing continuum of immediacy," 

a specific and differentiated color. To this immediately

experienced datum, convention has assigned the word "blue," 

and the entire meaning of the word is given by the datum in 

immediate experience .. Such a symbol ("blue"), Northrop 

calls a concept-by-intuition, where by intuition is meant 

something not mediated to the knower through something else, 

but given to the knower immediat.ely through his senses. 

On the other hand, one has an electromagnetic wave 

traveling in vacuo with a speed of 186,000 miles a second with 

a wavelength of 4862 abstroms, to which the English language 

also assigns the word "blue." This "blue" is however, an 

obj ect of knowledge inferred from, but not contained in, 

the immediacy of experience. Moreover, this symbol obtains 

its meaning only through the construction by some scientist 

of d deductively formulated theory in which the entity 

functions as a variable, satisfying a certain type of 

formally-defined order of relatedness. Because "blue" 
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in this sense depends upon a set of deductively formulated 

postulates for its meaning it is a concept-by-postulation. 

There is a fundamental difference in the relation 

of the object to the symbol in the two sorts of concepts. In 

the instance of "blue" in the sense of the ineffable sensed 

color, the symbol qua symbol says nothing: it is merely a 

conventional pointer which can be thrown away the minute 

the immediately-experienced object of its pointing is found. 

In the case of the symbol "blue" for the number of the electro

magnetic wave length, however, to throwaway the symbol is 

to be left with nothing: without the concept the object 

cannot be known. 

In the sensed "blue," language in the indicative 

mode, ordinary language not only suffices, but is the only 

language available. This language refers to objects 1n 

common-sense terms, based in direct observation. It can 

refer to nothing but what 1S glven, to nothing but the status 

quo. In the case of the postulated "blue," however, the 

relatedness of the postulated characteristics to one another 

is of the essence and, consequently, the only exact language 

for indicating such inferred objects (as this "blue" 

is inferred) is the language of mathematics - more particularly 

the symbolic logic of relations. That is to say that in 

speaking of a postulated object, one must specify its, 

postulated, characteristics and their relationships to 

one another; unless one knows these, one cannot be said to know 
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the object. 

Thus, in mathematical physics, individual entities 

are not regarded as truly known unless the "universal laws" -

the complex relations which define their properties and 

which they satisfy - are specified. A truly known individual 

is always an entity which in its essential nature is an 

instance of a universal law. Carrying this epistemological 

assumption over into consideration of human beings or, more 

specifically, persons, one must draw the conclusion that a 

truly known person is one who is defined by and who satisfies 

a set of postulated complex relations. What does this mean? 

It means that, on this view, one cannot be said to truly 

know what a "person" is if one only takes that person as 

given by the senses - any more than one can be said to 

truly know "blue" in its technical, scientific meaning from 

what is given by the senses. To truly know what a person 

is, one must postulate the characteristics o~ "personness" 

and specify the relations among these characteristics: one must 

specify the universal laws of personness. One instance 

of such a formulation (although not in the language of 

mathematics - which is inappropriate to the discussion of 

intentional beings but which can serve as.a model for objective, 

universalistic, and public terminology and meanings) is the 

following by A.I. Melden (1977, pp. 192, 199, 228.): 

.. it is not ... by reference to some sort of attribute 
that constitutes the essence of human beings, to ... 
matters that pertain to their endowments merely as 
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individuals - that it is possible to comprehend how it js 
that each person has that moral status as the possessor 
of human rights. The rights that all human beings have 
in common cannot be explained simply by distributing 
among all of the members of the human race features 
that each has as an individual and in independence of 
any relation in which he stands to others . 

.•. the explanation cannot be given in terms of 
mysterious and hidden phenomena of human life ... but in 
those general and familiar features of the lives of 
persons which are so accessible to all of us: the 
fact that they may have interests in the pursuit of which 
they seek to achieve a variety of goods for themselves 
and for others; the fact that these interests are 
intelligible to us and that they and the goods they define 
are in large measure similar to our own; the fact that 
their lives like our own are bound by love and affection 
with those of others within the circle of their own 
family and friends; the fact that like ourselves they 
are beings who carry_ on their affairs with others to 
whom they are not bound by love and affection but with 
whose well-being they are concerned, adjusting their 
desires and their concerns to theirs, and joining in their 
lives with them give them the support they need and 
require for the successful pursuit of their endeavors. 
The philosophical understanding of the rights of human 
beings must come to rest on nothing less, and on nothing 
else than, this enormously complicated and moral form of 
human life'itself ... 

The concept of a person ... is the concept of an 
individual human being whose features enable him to 
join some segments of his life with others ... 

Melden states those characteristics which specify those who 

are to count as persons (with human rights) and the relation-

ships among those characteristics: anyone who satisfies 

these "laws," these complex relations, is a person with the 

attendant rights of persons. These characteristics must 

be "verified" by observation of actual aspirants to the 

status of person, but they are not limited by any features 

given inductively by the senses; they are not predicated 

on observable differences between potential ~ersons. It 
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is the postulated characteristics of persons which will 

be proved or disproved by observation, rather than observation 

yielding characteristics or classes of observed human beings 

<where those who are classified as non-persons must either 

disprove that they have the characteristics of non-persons or 

prove that they do have the characteristics of persons). It 

can be seen, then, from the preceding example that a truly 

known human being ~s, on this e.~::' stei'10 1 of'" ical view} a 11.7 ':::.'/ s 

an instance of the universal Jaws concernin~ hu~an be~n:s. 

Directly experienced man is, however, of a quite different 

character. Human beings, as given to us by direct, sensual 

observation, come in two sexes, many colors, different sizes, 

shapes, ages, and with varying capacities and capabilities. 

Moreover, directly experienced man comes replete with family, 

tribe, station, status, wealth, poverty, etc. As noted 

earlier, ordinary, common-sense language is the only language 

available to describe sensed objects in comprehensible terms. 

As Northrop (1959, pp. 316ff.) notes, in cultures where only 

the ordinary languages are used, truly known man, and thus 

moral man, is always inductively observed family and tribal 

man. Induction from direct observation of common-sense 

substantial persons and things, however, restricts knowable 

reality to the status quo. In the status quo, human beings 

would appear to have very few, if.any, universally shared 

characteristics, and so, in this view, there is no single 
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concept of a truly known person. There are, rather, truly 

known men, truly known women, truly known Blacks, truly 

known Whites, etc.: human beings are categorized into classes 

which can overlap (e.g. White men are categorically different 

from Black men). 

These epistemological assumptions have important 

normative implications. In the case of the directly observed 

human beings, of human beings as seen in the status quo, 

these individuals are not identical. Thus, to treat them 

the same, to treat them as equals, is therefOre, to b~ 

untrue to their essential natures. Never, in the norms for 

ordering human relations, is the individual human being 

formally conceived of as "universal" man (generic). One 

has, then, ,using Sir Henry Maine's (1917) term, a la~v of 

status: the type of ethics and law which according to Northrop, 

goes with a a symbolism which restricts its reference to 

experience as conceived in terms of common-sense substantial 

persons and things. The legal and ethical norms of such a 

linguistic symbolism have nothing to which to refer but the 

status quo. Such legal and ethical norms leave exceedingly 

little room for social or political change. 

The more complex syntactical symbolism of mathematics 

(which serves, as noted earlier, as the model for the term

inology and meaning for the symbolism of political thought) 

permits, on the other hand, the construction of new, ideal 

norms. The ideal is freed from the actuality of the directly 
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observed status quo. The norms for ordering human relations 

are not given in the present ordering of those relations: other 

orderings can not only be conceived, they can, potentially at 

least be achieved. Within this sort of epistemology, it becomes 

possible for an ethics of the law of contract to corne into 

being. As Joyotpaul Chaudhuri (1976, p.55) notes, "Unlike the 

. . 

statically fixed legal codes of naive realistic societies, 

contractual law introduces concepts which involve abstract 

relationships between persons, rather than sensed relation-

ships alone. Contractual law allows society to be more dynamic 

in chara~ter, s~nce the referents of its symbols are not 

fixed permanently: as sensed characteristics." 

Thus the type ot law a society develops is intimately 

tied to the prevailing epistemology embraced by its lawmakers. 

Some of these relationships are traced by F.S.C. Northrop 

(1946, pp. 172, ff), who asserts that, as a first approxi-

mation, the world's legal procedures and codes fall in three 

major groups. The first of these he designates the "intuitive-

mediational" type. The procedure ln this type is to push 

fixed legal codes into the background- preferably dispensing 

with them altogether - and to bring the disputants into a 

warm give-and-take relationship, usually by way of a mediator. 

The goal is a unique and mutually satisfactory solution taking 

all the exceptional circumstances of the case into account. 

Behind this type of law is an epistemology which affirms 

that full, direct, and exact empirical knowledge of any 
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individual, relation, or event in nature reveals it to be 

unique. From this observation i.s inferred the norm that to 

treat any individual or any event as an instance of a universal 

legal rule is to act contrary to fact and hence, to falsify 

human nature. This type of law will not concern us as it 

is rarely of import in the context of formal legal institutions 

in America. 

The second classification of legal codes and procedures 

Northrop designates the "natural history" type. It has 

codes which are expressed in the syntactical grammar of 

orqinary language, of the language of common-sense objects 

and relations. It is a "law of status," (Maine, 1917) with 

legal codes based on sensed categories, and with rights and 

duties assigned on the basis of the apparent biological 

characteristics of the persons involved. (Chaudhuri, 1967, 

p.54). In such a legal system, conduct is "good" if it 

corresponds to the common-sense code (as applied by the 

appropriate authority in a system of arbitration). The 

unique aspects of the dispute have nothing to do with the 

decision. Before this code all men (within the inductively

and sensuously-given common-sense categories) may be equal; 

each is an instance of its class - men, women, Blacks, 

children, etc. - and within each class each instance of 

that class can be considered an equivalent instance. 

The third type discussed by Northrop is that designated 

the "abstract contractual." This type of law or system 
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of adjudication replaces common-sense language with 

technical terminology, thus freeing ethical and legal norms 

from biologically conceived descriptions of the social 

status quo. This freedom, in turn, permits construction of 

legal and social entities and relations different from 

any which are observed in traditional society. In this 

type, moral man becomes increasingly identified with universal 

man, and the "good" can be identified with all individuals 

who freely accept the postulates of the contractually 

constructed system. That is to say that, if our conceptions 

of how persons are to be treated ethically and legally, 

and, indeed, of who are to count as persons, are not "given" 

to us by direct sense observation, then we must postulate the 

characteristics of persons and of their relations; and, 

as these are not given, we must agree to accept and to act 

upon these postulates. 

It is the latter two of Northrop's types which will 

concern us. We have seen above that epistemological positions 

have important normative implications. These implications 

carryover into the political concepts which are the concern 

of this essay - political authority, equality before the 

law, and the status of women as persons and individuals. 

As noted earlier, the "natural history" type of legal 

and ethical view is based upon common-sense observation of 

the status quo, on inductively- and sensuously-given norms 

based in immediately perceived differences (and in customary 

relationships which are founded in these biological differences 
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family, tribe, patriarchy, matriarchy, etc.). What import 

do such norms have for a concept of the source and scope of 

political authority? Richard B. Friedman (1973, pp. 123-124) 

discusses one approach to the concept of authority which 

maintains that society cannot exist in the absence of a 

consensus of authoritative beliefs about the meaning of 

human life and the ends of human conduct. Political 

institutions are said to have "authority" or "legitimacy" 

to the extent to which members of society regard those 

institutions as reflecting, embodying, or promoting their 

shared set of beliefs. Beliefs, in this approach, are held 

on the "principle of authority," that is, "on trust and 

without discussion." Using the terminology of our epistemo

logical categories, one can say that such beliefs are 

inductively given. One has only to look at the society, 

or more specifically its tradition' bearers (religion, 

customary practices), to know what the sources and bases 

of political authority are. Moreover, since a common set 

of authoritative beliefs is held to be constitutive of 

the social order, the limits of political authority are 

set: the weakening or dissolution of these beliefs is, 

on this view, bound to generate destructive acts directed 

against the values and practices of the established social 

order and, ultimately, against the self (e.g., suicide, 

madness). 

Friedman also identifies a second approach to the 
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concept of political authority which clarifies the import 

of the "abstract conceptual" type of legal and ethical 

view and the norms associated with such a view. This 

second approach to the concept of political authority holds 

that it is precisely political authority that is needed 

just because men are individuals who do not share the. same 

values, so that no social order could be maintained if each 

were to insist that government reflect his "values." 

All members of the society, then, must submit to common rules, 

regardless of their private opinions: the authority necessary 

to the existence of society is not conceived in terms of 

common beliefs, but in terms of a common framework of rules 

of conduct (a contractually constructed system) within 

which individuals can then pursue their own ends. 

Friedman notes an additional dimension to the 

authority relation. This dimension involves a certain kind 

of "recognition," historically known as the "mark" of 

authority. This is to say that there must be some public 

way of identifying the person whose utterances are to be 

taken as authoritative. This "mark" is necessary because, 

as Friedman notes, to defer to authority is to refrain from 

insisting on a personal examination and acceptance of the 

thing one 1S being asked to do (or to believe) as a necessary 

condition of doing it (or believing it). To cite authority 

as a reason for doing an act (or believing an opinion) is 

to put a stop to the demand for reasons and to transfer one's 
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reason to another person's will or judgment. In this 

relation, the status of the speaker is decisive. Thus, 

the authority relation may be depicted as two-tiered: at 

the first level, there is a special kind of influence one 

person is exerting over another person; at the second level, 

there is the recognition and acceptance of certain criteria 

for designating who is to possess this kind of influence. 

If a mark of authority is central to the suspension 

of private judgment in an authority relation, then we need to 

ascertain how the two opposing legal and ethical views will 

assign this signal. The natural history type, being based on 

inductive observation of the status quo, and being grounded in 

common-sense, biologically derived norms, can fairly be 

presumed to assign this mark on the basis of physical traits 

(sex, color, age) and/or social status. Thus, for instance, 

being a white male has been taken by society in general and 

by particular individuals, to be sufficient "mark" of 

general societal authority over those who are "not white males. 

That this situation has been the status quo, has been taken 

as sufficient reason to preclude questioning of this authority 

relation. 

The abstract contractual type legal and ethical Vlew 

must approach the problem of assigning the mark of authority 

differently. For this view, a truly known individual is 

always an entity which in its essential nature is an instance 

of a universal law; true man is not directly experienced man, 
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his postulated characteristics and the relations among those 

characteristics are not given by sensuous obervation, are not 

contained in sensed categories. The postulated "laws" are prior 

to observation of actual aspirants to the status of person, and 

any who satisfy these laws are to be counted as persons. Thus, 

this view cannot assign the mark of authority on the basis of 

physical traits. Rather, the~e must be explicit rules or con-

ventions defining the conditions that must be satisfied In order 

for the declarations of a man or a body of men(generic) to count 

as authoritative. Such conditions have, for example, been the 

mutual consent of all parties who will be bound to accept the 
, 

authority; or the equal and impartial concession of human dignity 

and rights to all who will be bound by such authority;or equal 

access to opportunities for being accorded authority under the 

agreed-upon rules. Such a legal and ethical view cannot 

accept in good faith a mark of authority which is grounded in 

directly experienced biological categories nor in the inductive-

ly observed status quo, nor, certainly, can it accept a mark of 

authority assigned solely on the basis of tradition and custom. 

The implications of the two opposing epistemological 

positions for the concept of equality before the law are more 

readily apparent. Some brief discussion of the concept of 

"equality" is merited however, at the outset of this exposition. 

As Richard Flathman (1973a, p.373) points out, equally 

means "according to one a.nd the same rUle," and he 

argues that the concept of equality can be explicated 
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in terms of generalization. The Generalization or Universal

izability Principle can be stated as, "Wha.t is right (or 

wrong) for one person ,must be right (or wrong) for every 

relevantly similar person in relevantly similar circumstances." 

Clearly then, the crucial questions are "What are the criteria 

of relevance?" and "According to what rule should we treat 

people in this case?" J.L. Lucas (1973, p.348) makes a similar 

point," ... in the political sense of "Equality," we can never 

say simply that two people are equal or ~nequaJ,but we must have 

in mind the respects in which they are equal or unequal." Both 

Flathman and Lucas point out that "Equality" lS not a unitary 

concept: depending on the criteria one chooses to regard as 

relevant and the rule one chooses to use in applying these 

criteria, one will arrive at different equalities. The "equality" 

at, which a society aims is a matter of choice among equalities -

some of which are mutually exclusive. 

Clearly, the natu~al history legal and ethical 

view must yield a conception of equality which, to use the 

Aristotelian term, is "proportional:" one should treat equals 

equally, but directly given human beings are clearly not 

the same as one another and, thu8~ must be accorded 

differing treatments - according to their station in life, 

their function, their color, their sex, etc. The criteria 

of relevance for equality are not universal laws, but, 

rather, the criteria will vary according to the situation; 

the rules will vary according to the theory of societal 
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ordering espoused. 

The implication of the abstract contractual legal 

and ethical view is put quite succintly by J.L. Lucas, 

(1973, p.349) " ... The strong principle of "u.niversalisability 

... can ... be called Equality before the law, which lays 

down that we should treat each case in accordance with an 

\ antecedently promulgated rule, which we should apply to all 

cases that fall under it, and which thus specifies what 

features are to count as relevant." Of course, the "ante

cedently promulgated rule" is the crux of the matter here. 

For this view, it must not be based on sensed characteristics 

of individuals; hence, sensed characteristics cannot count 

as relevant criteria. Whatever the rule, it must be based 

on the deduced characteristics of "persons," not induced 

from direct observation of people. 

The import of the two epistemological positions 

for the issue of personhooa can be inferred from the earlier 

discussion of what a "truly known" human being is. Thus, 

for the natural history legal and ethical view, there is, 

theoretically, no unitary concept of personness: human beings 

as given in direct observation, appear to have very few 

universally shared characteristics from which the observer 

could induce a universalized concept of a person. Thus, one 

can have White male persons, White female persons, Black 

male persons, etc; the variations are potentially unlimited. 

It must be noted, nowever, that such limitlessness is only 
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a potentiality, and the multiplicity of types of persons 

tends to be only theoretical. It entirely depends on who 

is doing the observing and the defining. Thus, in the West, 

the observers and definers have generally been white males 

and,not surprisingly, the only human beings counted as 

persons for political, social, and legal purposes have 

been white males, 

For the abstract contractual view, anyone who satisfies 

the postulated characteristics (which cannot be based in 

sensed characteristics) of a person is a person. Tli~matter 

is that simple. Moreover, for this view, the potential" 

person is always a single human being, not social groupings, 

or classes, or biological groupings. Thus, if society is 

composed of persons, and if only individual human 

beings can satisfy the postulates of personness, then the basic 

unit of society has to be the individual person. This 

premise carries over into the polity which is also constituted 

of persons: the basic political unit is the individual, and 

citizenship and political rights can only accrue to that 

individual person. 

The natural history view does not, however, necessarily 

entail the individual person as the unit of society or polity. 

Human beings, as directly observed, tend to come in families 

and other groupings. Thus, for this view, a logical unit 

of social and political ordering is the family; citizenship" 

and political rights would then accrue to this unit 
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and would be exercised in a unitary manner by this unit. 

Such a conception of the ordering of the polity does not 

of necessity entail patriarchy (or, with a slightly different 

perception of "natural" groupings, white male rule), but, 

again, it all depends who is in the position to stipulate 

the observational criteria and the definitions and norms 

arising out of the observations. 

It was stated at the outset of this chapter that the 

arguments presented ln public fora by feminists and anti

feminists over the recognitions and advancement of the rights 

of American women have consistently been presented in terms 

derived from coherent legal and ethical views grounded in 

distinct, and incompatible, epistemologies. The two opposing 

legal and ethical views just explicated are those of the 

feminists ("abstract contractual") and the anti-feminists 

("natural history"). The broad outlines of their positions 

will be briefly surveyed here, but will be documented and 

elaborated upon in the following chapters. 

The argument of this paper will be that feminists 

and anti-feminists have two dramatically distinct perceptions 

of what a "truly-known" woman is, and, thus, different 

theories of her relation to man, society, and government. 

The theories revolve around such code-words as "family" 

and "individuality," "community" and "autonomy." These 

words are signals that do indeed point beyond themselves to 

important conceptual issues. Two of the issues to which they 
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point will be dealt with in this study. 

In Chapter Two, the issue of authority - in society 

and in the polity - is taken up. ~As shall be demonstrated, 

anti-feminists have a conception of authority based in a 

natural history legal and ethical view. This conception of 

authority views the natural unit of society as the family 

(that being the state in which the majority of people can 

be found at many points in their lives). This view holds that 

authority-relations should reflect the consensus of values 

in a stable community - and that those values held by "the 

community" and the relations based upon them are divinely 

given. Moreover, this conception holds that one of those 

"natural" and divinely ordained relations is that woman's 

relation to society' and the polity is to be mediated through 

her relations to man (as father, husband, or even brother 

or son) in a family. "True" authority reflects these 

relations and, thus, political authority is mediated to 

woman through man and she has,naturally, no direct relationship 

to the political order. 

Feminists have a conception of authority, however, 

which is based in an abstract contractual legal and ethical 

view. For such a view, it is individual persons, instances 

of the universal laws defining person that constitute society 

and that create a polity. Each individual is, moreover, a 

discrete instance, a distinct and - for purposes of political 

relationE and political rights - separate entity. Thus, each 
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individual person stands in a direct relationship to the 

political order. Citizenship and political rights belong, 

therefore, to individuals - not to families. Moreover, 

if some members of the polity base their claims to political 

rights and to citizenship on universalistic premises,then 

these are premises which must be said to define the bases of 

these rights and of citizenship for all persons in the 

polity. When these premises are universalistic and individual

istic, there is little ground for denying them to other 

members of the polity - ascriptive characteristics such as 

race and sex are not, under these circumstances, valid grounds 

for such denial. 

An abstract contractual legal and ethical view, as 

reflected in a conception of authority-relations, holds that, 

as the political order is not "given,"individual persons 

must, 'commonly, decide upon the political order under which 

they will live. For American feminists, such a view seems 

obvious. Ours is a political order consciou~ly constituted, 

deliberately chosen. Those who constituted it, however, 

chose to exclude all in the society who were not physically, 

ascriptively, similar to themselves - i.e. black men and all 

women (as well as Indians, Chinese, Hispanics, etc.) - from 

participation in the polity as choosers and affirmers. Yet 

the grounds upon which they claimed their rights to constitute, 

and periodically affirm, a political order were precisely those 

universalistic and individualistic premises referred to above. 
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Feminists point out that either individual persons commonly 

have these rights - or no one has them inalienably; either 

society and polity are legitimately constituted and affirmed 

by all - or they are a form of domination. 

Thus, we are confronted with two distinct conceptions 

concerning the constitution of society and the polity, the 

relation of individuals to society and polity, and the values 

which those relations "should" reflect. Central to these 

problems is the questions of the "true" nature of woman -

how is she "truly known?" 

Chapter Three takes up the issue of equality. For 

feminists, the type of equality sought is equality of rights 

under the law. For anti-feminists, any attempt to equalize 

the positions of men and women is an attempt to destroy the 

naturally given differentness of man and woman and, therefore, 

to make them the same. Again, the positions of the two sides 

reflect epistemologically based legal and ethical views. 

Feminists assert that "rights under the law" in 

America are, historically and philosophically, based on 

universalistic premises and should not, therefore, prejudicially 

'discriminate on the basis of ascriptive characteristics. 

If rights belong, or accrue, to persons, then they belong, 

or accrue, to all persons and to each person. Moreover, 

feminists assert that the law cannot legitimately seek to 

limit the scope of activities or regulate the lives of a 

class of individuals solely on the basis of ascriptive 
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characteristics. Feminists assert the individuality and 

autonomy of each person and hold that ascriptive differences 

must be proved relevant - not presumed relevant - when rights 

and freedoms are to be granted or witheld on the basis of 

these differenceG. Moreover, in asserting the individuality 

and autonomy of each person, feminists are also denying the 

validity of presumptive role- and occupation-classifications 

based on ascriptive characteristics. For the abstract 

contractual view, each individual is a discrete and equal 

entity and an instance of the same universal. Thus, where 

the law is (and where it is not but claims to be) universal

istic, each individual must be dealt with as equally and 

individually subject to and protected by its universalistic 

premises and formulations. 

For anti-feminists, the term "equality of rights 

under the law" has a quite different import. For them the 

natural role of woman is wife and mother and her natural 

status is in a family. Anti-feminists see men and women 

as fundamentally different and, therefore, assert that their 

"true" rights are different. Anti-feminists stress the 

rights and privileges of women as wives and mothers. They 

do not object to the limitation or denial of more general 

economic or political rights to women, as long as they believe 

that these limitations or denials will enhance the strength 

and status of woman's natural and proper realm - the famil~ 
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Women are thus defined, for rights under the law, on the 

basis of their reproductive capacity and its "naturally" 

attendant roles and responsibilities. 

Moreover, since women are fundamentally different, 

equality of rights under the law cannot mean treating women 

the same as men are treated. To do so would be to treat 

dissimilar beings similarly and would violate the true 

natures of both parties. Those true natures ar~ reflected 

in the status quo, and, thus, to disrupt that status quo 

(except to go backwards) would be to go against nature and 

thereby disrupt the very foundation of justice and goodness 

in society and the polity. To disrupt the status quo would, 

indeed, be to go against those very values which the law, for 

this view,should reflect. 

It can be seen, then, that "equality of rights under 

the law" is a deceptively simple phrase. On the basis of that 

criteria is discrimination lawful? On the basis of what criteria 

can classifications be justly drawn? What does it mean to be 

a "person" under the law? 

This last question - concerning personhood - is the 

subject of Chapter Four. It is to persons that rights 

and responsibilities belong (whether those persons are 

considered to be separate individuals or act in collectives 

such as families). What, then, is the meaning of personhood 

in America? Is it a variable concept or a universalistic 

one? Is personhood a "knapsack" which is removed when one 
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enters some relationships but is retained in others? Or is 

it an integral characteristic of an individual man or woman 

that remains with him/her and retains its meaning regardless 

of what relationships he/she enters into? How is personhood 

to be defined - what is a "truly-known" person? 

Feminists argue that the "postulates of personness," 

the propositions upon which the rights and privileges of 

American citizens are based, are universalistic and individual

istic. The "Founding Fathers" did not assert their rights 

to self-government, free speech, etc., on the basis of their 

whiteness, nor even that of their maleness. They, rather 

asserted that such were the rights of human beings, that 

such were the rights of persons. These being the premises 

on which the American polity was founded, they constitute 

the premises by which personness is defined in America. Feminists 

therefore point out that women are equally human beings and, 

thereby, equally persons. It is a simple, straightforward 

argument. Moreover, it is the argument that propertyless 

men, Black men, Chinese men, etc., have used successfully, 

to claim their rights and privileges as persons. The ascriptive 

barriers for men have been levelled by the force of the arguments 

of universalism and individualism. Therefore, say the feminists, 

apply these premises consistently and universally: do not define 
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woman on the basis of such ascriptive characteristics as 

reproductive capacity, and do not claim the right to limit 

women's rights, circumscribe their activities, and regulate 

their lives simply because they are not men. The postulates 

of personness have been defined, . the universal set forth -

now justice and right require that all instances of this 

universal be accorded the same treatment. 

Moreover, for this abstract contractual view, it is 

the case that each instance of a universal is an equal and 

discrete instance. Persons do not come in halves or quarters 

or thirds - two individual human beings cannot equal only 

one person. Nor is th? personness of any individual defined 

by his/her social relationships (unless, of course, the 

personness of all individuals is so defined - unless it is 

one of the postulated characteristics). No individual can 

therefore lose rights and privileges belonging to him/her 

as a person by entering into such relationships. Each 

person is individual and autonomous. Therefore, women as 

persons are, for the feminist view, individual and autonomous. 

Anti-feminists, operating from a different epistemo-

logical base, define personness differently. From their 

natural history viewpoint, individuals are as they appear 

to be - what is "truly known" is that which is given by 

direct, sensuous observation ( and induction from such 

observation), Moreover, lacking an Archimedean point, all 

that this view has for an observational field is the status 
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quo. This status quo and the relationships extant in it 

are, for this view, reflections of divinely-given order and 

values. Therefore, one arrives at different categories 

of persons on the basis of differing appearances (and 

"social functions"), and at different categories of rights -

depending on the true nature of the category to which an 

individual belongs and on the relationships which that 

individual enters (the rights and privileges in these 

relationships being natural by virtue of being divinely 

given) . 

As noted earlier, the definition of rights and 

privileges, of categories of personhood, of different 

individuals' "true natures," depends on a definer, and one 

~n a position of sufficient power to enforce such definitions. 

This view allows one group to set itself up as the standard 

of full personness - i.e., with full - and inalienable 

rights and priveleges, and with irrevocable autonomy -

against which all others must be measured. This group, 

throughout all of American (and Western) history, has been 

white males. For all others, their personness has been 

an incomplete variant of white male personness - and their 

rights have been mutable and alienable. 

Thus it is apparent that what is, at essence, the 

question in discussions of the roles and rights of women 

is their personhood vis a vis men's. Are women "not men," or 

are they instances of the same universal definitions of 
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persons (although varying in ways which, for the purposes 

of rights and privileges of persons, are irrelevant)? Are 

women defined and limited by their anatomy (as it differs 

'~from men's), or are they individual and autonomous human 

beings who are also female?? 

The anti-feminist legal and ethical view has been charac

terized,as has been noted and will be demonstrated, by a natural 

history point of view. Thus~ anti-feminists take the legal 

order as it is and view it as an expression of eternal moral 

truths. They do not see the present ordering as an accretion 

of past changes an~ value-choices, but as a reflection of 

authoritative values. They seem to see the past (and the 

present and the future) not as a series of human choices, 

but as given. Men are as ~hey are, and the same holds for 

women. Thus, the relations between them are set by nature. 

What is "natural," moreover, cannot be changed for "the 

better," it can only be destroyed. This view sees the alter

native to what is, not as what can be, but as what "is" 

lLO longer being. This all-or-nothing view is directly related 

to the epistemology embraced by anti-feminists. If one takes 

the world as one finds it and says that the truly-known 

world is that, and only that, given to me by my senses and 

by induction from my observations, then one has limited 

knowable reality to the status quo. This is, indeed, the 

stance that anti-feminists take. It is a particularly 

narrow perspective, for at each challenge to the status 
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quo, anti-feminists look at their particular world, as it 

exists at that moment (or back to a "remembered" world 

they believe should be re-instituted - to avoid further 

destruction of society) and say, "This is how it is 

"naturally." Thus, in the nineteenth century, enfranchisement 

of women was "unnatural;" in the twentieth, this right is 

"natural," but other equalities are not. What "is" ought 

to be. 

There are certain verities which anti-feminists do 

not lose sight of. For them, these are the givens upon which 

social order and social relatedness are based, and they cannot 

be changed without destroying that order and that relatedness. 

The primary belief is, to put it one way, that women 

as mothers and wives are the foundation of society. To put 

it a rather different way, women are defined for purposes of 

law and social relation by their reproductive capacity. Women, 

in the anti-feminist view, are meant (and th~refore, are 

naturally) to be mothers and wives; this is their role, their 

mission, their duty - and anything that interferes with it is 

unnatural, immoral and destructive. Moreover, it is only 

women who are defined in this way, not men - men are defined 

by their potential as producers, women as reproducers. 

Since the reproductive sphere (and with it the domestic 

sphere) have been assigned to women as their sole natural 

domain, then all else must be men's"sphere." Thus, men and 

wome~ are naturally different 'physiologically, and hence, 
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have natural differences in social functions (and rights 

and privileges). The differences in social function(and 

rights and privileges) are for this view, as much given 

and as unchangeable (without societal destruction) as are 

the physiological differences. 

What status can such beliefs have in a purportedly 

democratic and egalitarian society and polity? That they 

have a deeply imbedded status in American thought is clearly 

pointed to by the facts that these same arguments are 

presented, ln very slightly modified forms, consistently 

from the 19th century to the present. Their sta·tus is also 

highlighted by the slow progress made by feminist causes, 

and by the arguments of the feminists themselves. 

The feminists' arguments divide into two mai6r 

categories: a) those which reflect their epistemological 

premises and the implications of those premises; and b) those 

which use those premises to answer the claims of the anti

feminists.Thus, feminists find themselves not only having to 

claim for women, on the basis Of th5=ir equal humanness, the "human" 

and "natural" rights claimed by men, but also to claim for 

women the right to define themselves as persons and as 

individuals. Feminists have made these claims on the basis 

of epistemological premises, and their legal and ethical 

view has been characterized by an abstract contractual point 

of view. For such a view, society and the relations among 

individuals are of man's (generic) making. Since, for this 
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view, any truly-known individual or thing is always an 

instance of a universal law, all persons are equally instances 

of the same universal law of personness. Thus, their relations 

cannot be based on characteristics not deduced from the 

postulated properties of personness, and therefore, their 

relations cannot be "given" on the basis of those, irrelevant 

characteristics. Individual persons must jointly choose the 

order of their society and polity, and must decide what 

rights and responsibilities are to attend upon persons· 

Once having chosen, however, there can be no distinction 

made among these equal persons. 

Autonomy and equality are central themes of this 

vision of social relatedness. Since all persons are instances 

of the same universal laws, each is equally so and none 

can be a person for any other. Thus., the rights and respons

ibilities that attend upon persons, attend upon each person 

equally and individually. For this view, individual person

ness is a constant - it cannot be subsumed in social relations. 

Therefore, as man is defined for purposes of the 

rights and privileges belonging to persons, so must woman 

be defined. This view does not, of course, take man 

(masculine) as the standard - theoretically, anyway. 

"Personness" is the standard. The problem is that only men 

have been defined as persons and, therefore, women have seemed 

to claim rights that "belong" to men as men (masculine). 

Hence, the charge that feminists want to "be men." 
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What the feminists want, however, is to be acknowledged 

as persons - individual and autonomous. 

What the writings and the rhetoric of the two major 

sides of the movement present us with, then, are several 

counterpointed stances - authority as reflective of a social 

consensus of "given" values versus authority as contractually 

created (and periodically validated); equality as treating 

fundamentally different beings differently and according to 

their 'separate "natures," versus equality as treating 

essentially identical beings similarly, where the matters at 

hand pertain to their "personness;"and, finally, social, 

legal, political and moral personhood as categorical and 

alienable, versus social, legal, political, and moral 

personhood as universalistic, individual, and inalienable. 

The basic question; is: Are women females who happen to be 

human, or humans who happen to be female? 

, , 



CHAPTER TWO 

THE NINETEENTH CENTURY: 
CONSENSUAL VALUES OR CONTRACTUAL DECISIONS 
AUTHORITY AND THE ENFRANCHISEMENT OF WOMEN 

In the early nineteenth century in America, the 

position of women and the general view of the justness of 

that position might have seemed to fit the anti-feminist 

vision. Men and women were considered to be basically 

different sorts of beings and these differences, and, thus, 

the dissimilar roles, rights, and responsibilities of men 

and women, were considered to have been divinely ordained. 

The women were in their place and all was right with the 

world. 

And yet, as early as 1776, Abigail Adams (March 31, 

1776, as cited in Butterfield, 1965.) wrote to John, her 

husband: 

... in the new code of laws which I supp6se it will be 
necessary for you to make, I desire you would remember 
the ladies and be more generous and favorable to them 
than your ancestors ... If particular care and attention 
is not paid to the ladies, we are determined to foment 
a rebellion, and will not hold ourselves bound by any 
laws in which we have no voice or representation. 

~ohn's (April 14, 1776, cited in Butterfield, 1965.) reply 

to her 1S, however, more refJective of the general consensus: 

As to your extraordinary code of laws, I cannot but 
laugh. We have been told that our struggle has loosened 
the bonds of government everywhere; that children and 
apprentices were disobedient; that Indians slighted their 
masters. But your letter was the first intimation that 
another tribe, more numerous and powerful than all the 
rest, were grown discontented. 

33 
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Indeed, John Adam's reply is uncanny: the very charges levelled 

against the revolutionaries are those which would in turn b~ 

levelled against the suffragists (and, later, against those 

seeking the passage and ratification of the Equal Rights 

Amendment) - "We have been told that our struggle has loosened 

the bonds of government everywhere ... " As shall be shown, 

those charges exemplify the natural history legal and ethical 

view - change is not toward future pos?ibility but, rather, is 

toward destruction and disintegration. 

Given the circumstances under which the country was 

created and its government instituted, it was, however, only 

a matter of time before these other "tribes" grew restive 

and asserted their human rights - and demanded· ~cknowledgement 

of those rights. The time for women came in 1848. The first 

organized and sustained feminist challenge to the constituted 

order - social, legal, and political - was issued at the first 

Woman's Rights Convention, held at Seneca Falls, New York, 

In June, 1848. 

In the Declaration of Sentiments (1848, cited in 

Stanton, Anthony, and Gage, 1889/1970. pp.70-71.) adopted 

at this convention, ,feminists held (among other things) that 

man "has compelled her [woman] to submit to laws in the formation 

of which she has no voice, " and that "he has usurped the 

prerogative of Jehovah himself, claiming it as his right to 

assign for her a sphere of action, when that belongs to 

her conscience and her God." At this same convention, feminists 
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also adopted a resolution calling for woman suffrage, and 

one asserting the basic human equality of men and women (1848, 

Resolutions, Ibid., p.72.): 

Resolved. That it is the duty of the women of this country 
to secure to themselves their sacred right to the 
elective franchise. 

Resolved. That the equality of human rights results 
necessarily from the fact of the identity of the race 
in capabilities and responsibilities. 

Thus, in the first official document of the American women's 

movement the accept~d bases for political authority and for 

political membership (citizenship) are challenged. 

These two issues are distinct but importantly inter-

connected. Does the source of political authority reside in 

individuals or in communities (groups)? The answer to this 

question raises others - how is political authority created 

in an, avowedly, contractually based, democratic polity? 

Does authority pre-exist the agreement of the "contractors," 

- i.e., is it something "there" upon which they draw for 

their purposes, or does it exist only by virtue of the agree-

ment of the parties involved? The answers to these questions 

imply, and are in turn implied by, the answers to the questions 

surrounding the second issue. 

The second issue - political membership - involves 

the question of the relationship of members of and residents 

in the polity to political authority. Is that relationship 

direct or is it mediated? Is it dipect or mediated at the 

point of contract; direct or mediated at the point of 
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affirmation (voting); direct or mediated at the point of law 

enforcement? A related question is that concerning the "mark" 

of authority: how is political authority to be recognized by 

those bound by it? And where that political authority is 

mediated, how are the legitimate mediators to be known? 

As was noted in the introduction, the epistemological 

premises one adopts have importa~t. implications for the positions 

one can consistently take on legal and ethical issues. Thus, 

it was noted that the natural history legal and ethical view, 

being based in common-sense observation of the status quo, 

yields norms grounded in immediately perceived differences 

and in customary relationships which are founded in these 

biological (ascriptive) differences (e.g., family, tribe, 

matriarchy, patriarchy). For this view, "ought" is derived 

from "is" (as perceived.by the observer. esconced in that status 

quo). This natural history legal and ethical view is that of 

the anti-feminists, and their norms are indeed grounded in 

immediately perceived and in customary relationships. The 

Minority Report of the (U.S.) Senate Select Committee on 

Woman Suffrage [1887] (cited iB Anthony and Harper, 1902/1970, 

p.95.) declared the "givenness" of extant society: 

... We find an abundance of evidence both in the works 
of nature and in the Divine revelation, to establish the 
fact that the family properly regulated is the foundation 
and pillar of society. 

In the Divine economy it is provided that the man shall 
be the head of the family. 

Man is found to be the legally recognized head of the family 
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and the Bible says man is the head of the family, therefore, 

he is naturally the head, and so ought to be. The above 

quotation is indicative of the anti-feminist appeal to revelation 

and to direct observation - "the works of nature." And direct 

observation gives the source of political authority to be 

the family. 

For this view moreover, authority has its foundation 

in a consensus of authoritative beliefs. These beliefs are 

held to be constitutive of the social and political order; 

they are givens, their origins to be found in tradition, 

religion, and customary practices. Thus, we find the Report 

of a Select Committee (to consider woman's rights petitions) 

of the New York Assembly [1854J (cited in Stanton, Anthony, 

and Gage, 1889/1970, p.616.) holding that, "A higher power 

than that from which emanates legislative enactments has 

given forth the mandate that man and woman shall not be equal." 

If, then, divine revelation mandates that man and woman are not 

equal, and man is the head of the family - whlch is the 

"foundation and pillar of society" - where does this leave 

woman? The Supreme Court (Bradwell v. Illinois, 1872.) held 

that: "The constitution of the family organization, which 

is founded in divine ordinance, as well as in the nature of 

things, indicates the domestic sphere as that which properly 

belongs to to the domain and function of womanhood." And 

in case unmarried women should misunderstand and think them

selves exempt, the Court (Ibid.) continued: "The paramount 
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destiny and mission of woman are to fulfill the noble and 

benign offices of wife and mother. This is the law of the 

Creator." Thus, we find that for the anti-feminist, 

natural history view, political authority resides in a 

particular community - the family. Moreover, the family 

is divinely constituted; it is one of the authoritative 

values upon which society and polity are founded. And the 

belief that man and woman "shall not be equal" and that woman 

is subordinate to man in the family - which is her destiny -

are among the authoritative beliefs constitutive of the social 

and political order. 

These authoritative beliefs, are, moreover, held "on 

the principle of authority," that is"on trust and without 

discussion." Because these beliefs are givens; because they 

constitute the social and political order; and because they 

are to be held "on trust and without discussion," any 

questioning of them is proscribed. The weakening or dissolution 

of such beliefs - the inevitable result of any questioning 

of or any challenge to them - is, in this view bound to generate 

destructive acts directed against the values and practices of 

the established order and, ultimately against the self. 

(Friedman, 1973, p.123). 

Thus, authority is, for this view, something "there" 

upon which the society and polity draw. Moreover, it seems 

to be all of a piece: a challenge to or weakening' of anyone 

of its manifestations threatens the whole. Thus, the proposal 
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in the nineteenth century that women might have equivalent 

political and legal rights with men and that women might 

have these in their own right, met with anti-feminist reaction 

that ranged from hyperbolic to hysterical. That this view 

sees all of society and polity as being of a piece (and a 

fragile one at that) can be seen from the rhetoric. What 

was at stake here were all levels of society and polity from 

the individual to the race, as this excerpt from a "Pastoral 

Letter" [of the General Association of Massachusetts to the 

Churches under their care, 1837J (cited in Stanton, Anthony, 

and Gage, 1889/1970, p.81) illustrates - "If the vine ... 

thinks to assume the independence and overshadowing nature of 

the elm, it will not only cease to bear fruit, but fall in 

shame and dishonor into the dust." The "vine" here is woman, 

naturally dependent of the "elm",'man not only for support 

but also for honor and respect. Should woman presume to consider 

herself man's equal, not only will she lose her support and 

her place in society (honor) , but the family will be destroyed 

("cease to bear fruit") by this disruption of the natural order. 

The threat to the marriage relation - i.e., woman 

subordinate to man legally, politically, and morally - was a 

constant harangue of the anti-feminists. The anti-feminist 

view accorded with that of Blackstone (Commentaries, 433), 

that in a marriage there is one person and that person is 

the husband. A Mr. Burnett, a New York Assemblyman, addressing 

a Select Committee of the Assembly to consider woman's rights 
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petitions [1854J ascribed this mandate to an even greater 

authority, declaring God the Author-uI women I s legal non

existence - " ... it is well-known that the oeject of these 

unsexed women is to overthrow the most sacred of our 

institutions, to set at defiance the Divine law which declares 

man and wife to be one." The ad hominem (ad feminam?) 

comment is also reflective of the view under discussion here -

any woman who challenges the way things are (and therefore 

should be) must be unnatural, "unsexed"." The same sort 

of argument can be seen in turn-of~the-century Association 

Opposed to Woman Suffrage literature (Maine Chapter) (NAWSA 

Archives, Box 39): "This theory and polity, tending to the 

subversion of the natural and Divine order, must make man less 

a man and woman less a woman." Not only are the women proposing 

such notions unnatural, but the result of their challenges 

is the subversion of the entire "natural order." 

The anti-feminists sought not only the retention of 

the inequality of man and woman in the marriage relation, 

however, but also, as a Senator Bayard (speaking on a bill to 

establish the Territory of Pembina, and to guarantee suffrage 

and office-holding rights therein without regard to sex, race 

color, or previous condition of servitude [1874J (cited in 

Stanton, Anthony, and Gage, 1881/1970, p.31.) states, her 

subordination to man: "Under the operation of this Amendment, 

what will become of the family hearthstone ... ? You will have 
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a family \vi th two heads - " a house divided against itself. " 

You will no longer have that healthful and necessary subord-

ination of wife to husband." Moreover, not only was woman's 

office of wife threatened, her office of mother was in dire 

jeopardy should she become insubordinate and seek legal and 

political rights as a citizen in her own right. James, Cardinal 

Gibbons (1916) (NWP Archives, Tray 49, Box 1), an outspoken 

opponent of woman suffrage (and of the legal equality of 

men and women) foresaw a disastrous result: "I wish I could 

show them the ultimate result of participating In public 

life. It has but one end - the abandonment ... of the home." 

This office was, indeed~ threatened by any challenge to the 

social order as it stood: feminism was, for many anti-

feminists, such as Rabbi Silverman of Maine (AOWS, NWP Arch-

ives, Tray 49, Box 1,), just one subversive movement among 

many: 

There is no difference between woman suffrage, socialism, 
and the present feminist movement ... no matter which cause 
was first, disaster to matrimony and home will follow ... 
they are subversive of the best interests of the child 
and will destroy all that God and man have in the past 
years built up. 

Or, as the masthead of an anti-feminist periodical, The 

Woman Pat~iot (NWP Archives, Tray 32, Box 3.), put it, 

"The Woman Patriot: Dedicated to the Defense of Womanhood, 

Motherhood, The Family, and the State AGAINST Suffragism, 

Feminism, and Socialism." (capitalizations in the original) 

Indeed, that masthead sums up the anti-feminist view of the 
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"givenness" and unity of the social and political orders: 

woman must remain as she finds herself in these orders - a 

wife and mother, subordinate to man in marriage, and related 

to the polity through him - or everything from: her womanhood 

to the state itself will crumble. Not only would such relations 

as marriage and the family perish, but also the entire human 

structure. Thus, for example "race" (presumably the human 

race) would be harmed - "Any occupation ... which draws 

woman's attention from her most exalted duties of motherhood, 

will result in detriment to the nation and the race." (Cardinal 

Gibbons, NWP Archives, Tray 49, Box 1.) The above-stated 

fears of Cardinal Gibbons - mere "detriment" - are tame 

compared to those of the following anonymous anti-feminist 

pamphleteer who saw suffrage rights for women as a threat 

to the very process of evolution: " ... the Anti-Suffrage 

women ... believe that the whole purpose of progress and 

evolution is that of differentiation and specialization, and 

see in the levelling of both sexes to the same activities of 

life nothing but retrogression." [1916J (NAWSA Archives, 

Box 38.) What is, should be and is "natural," whether given 

by divine revelation or the process of progress and evolution. 

Furthermore, all of society depends upon whatllis'l staying 

as it "is." Nor was such a view merely that of an eccentric; 

u.s. Representative John Reagan (Texas, principal opponent 

to renewal of a House Select Committee on Woman Suffrage) 

E1883J (cited in Anthony and Harper, 1902/1970, p.31.) 
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expressed this view to the House in 1883: 

But I suppose whoever clamors for action here finds 
... it is not necessary to regard the interests of 
civilization and the experience of the ages in 
determining our social as well as our political policy; 
but we will arrange it so that ... we shall go back as 
rapidly as we can march into barbarism. That is the 
effect of ... disregarding the social interests of society 
for a clamor that never ought to have been made. 

Women's claims are unnatural ("never ought to have been made") 

and must be silenced in the interest of society. And of the 

church, the state, and, again, even of sex itself, as a Mr. 

Callaway stated in The Woman Patriot (no date, p.4, NWP Archives, 

Tray 32, Box 3.): 

... the men who expect the ambitious female politician 
- who is often in reality a hysterical fanatic suffering 
from pathological disorders - to stop and be satisfied 
as soon as she has the right to cast a vote, are fooling 
nobody but themselves. 

The feminist is out to "eliminate sex" wherever 
it exists ... She cannot amend nature - although she does 
not even admit that - but she can do infinite harm to 
church and state. She represents nothing but hysteria 
and atavism. 

Here, as in the first quotation about the vine, we find personal 

destruction or deterioration forecast (or charged against) 

those women who question the authoritarian beliefs which 

anti-feminists hold constitute the social and political order. 

No challenge to this order is permitted and no change or 

advancement is possible, for any change in the present order 

(whatever that order may be ) is perceived as a threat to the 

entire structure of human social organization. The more serious 

the challenge becomes, the more serious and far-reaching the 

threat is seen to be. 
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Returning to our first question, we have seen that 

anti-feminist thought falls into the approach to authority 

which views it as something given by religion, tradition, 

and custom as embodied in a shared set of beliefs. It is not 

constituted by the agreement of those who participate in a 

political order but is, rather, constitutive of that order .. 

Authority, in the anti-feminist view, precedes the social 

and political order and those orders must reflect and accord 

with that authority. Thus,a challenge to those orders is a 

challenge to authority and to the authoritative beliefs 

which are the foundation of that authority. 

The second approach to the concept of political 

authority noted in the Introduction was seen there to be 

related to the abstract contractual legal and ethical view 

and the norms associated with such a Vlew. This second approach 

holds that it is precisely political authority that must 

be created by the founders of a polity because men are 

individuals who do not share the same values, so that no social 

order could be maintained if each were to insist that govern

ment reflect his values. All members of the polity, then, 

must submit to common rules, regardless of their private 

opinions: the authority necessary to the existence of society 

is not conceived in terms of common beliefs, but In terms of 

a common framework of rules. Thus, as was noted in the 

Introduction, the abstract contractual view, basing the true 

knowledge of persons on the satisfaction of the postulated 
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characteristics of personness, yields norms which identify 

the moral with the universal. If our conceptions of how 

person are to be treated legally and ethically are not given 

to us by direct sense observation, then we must decide how 

persons are to be treated. And, since all who satisfy the 

postulated characteristics of persons are equally persons, 

then our decisions must be made by common agreement, according 

to commonly agreed-upon rules. 

The abstract contractual Vlew, then, being based in an 

epistemology which deduces its knowledge of persons from 

the universalistic,postulated [characteristics of personness, 

yields norms that are universalistic - and individualistic. 

This seems odd, on its face, for one would think that as 

epistemology that sees all individual human beings as instances 

of a universal law of "personness" would yield norms that 

were of a "mass" nature. And one would also think that an 

epistemology, such as the anti-feminist one, that took individual 

human beings as they are found in direct observation would 

yield norms that were highly individualistic in nature. And, 

yet, the reverse of one's casual expectations is the case. 

For the natural history view, the anti-feminist view, does 

not in actuality take individuals as they are found in direct 

observation, but rather groups based on classifications 

grounded in visible characteristics and differences. And, 

so, it yields group norms - and its concept of' authority 

establishes the norms of one group as authoritative for the 
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entire society. Society, for this view, is constructed 

of a hierarchy of groups and their values. 

The abstract contractual view, however, postulates 

the characteristics of personness in generalized, universal-

istic terms. Thus, individual human beings are instances of 

an universal law and are therefore the same only at the most 

basic level. This view, moreover, looks at individuals as 

instances of this universal, not groups - be they races or 

sexes - and does not presume the more specific character-

istics of individuals. Thus, this view does not presume 

that all women are the same, nor all blacks, etc. It does 

assume, however, that each individual and all individuals 

are equally persons and that, therefore, where treatment 

(e.g., rights) is accorded to persons as persons, then each 

and all must be accorded the same treatment. A sermon by the 

19th century minister and speaker, Theodore Parker, on "The 

Public Functions of Woman"[1853] (cited in Stanton, Anthony, 

and Gage, 1889/1970, p.277.) stated the premises and conclusions 

as follows: 

Every person, man or woman, is an integer, an individual, 
a whole person; and also a portion of the race, and so 
a fraction of mankind . 

... So the individual rights of woman carry with them the 
same domestic, social, ecclesiastical, and political 
rights, as those of men. 

As noted above, and earlier, this view identifies the 

moral with the universal. Thus, rights ascribed to persons 

cannot morally be witheld or withdrawn from any who satisfy 
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the postulated characteristics of personness. Feminists 

were very clear on this point from the outset of the movement, 

as this excerpt from the 1850 (Salem, Ohio) Woman's Rights 

Convention "Call" (cited in Stanton, Anthony, and Gage, 

1889/1970, pp.103-104.) demonstrated: 

We ... calIon the women of Ohio ... to inquire into the 
origins and design of the rights of humanity, whether 
they are coeval with the human race, of universal inheritage 
and inalienable; or merely conventional, held by 
sufferance, dependent for a basis on location, position, 
color, and sex, and like government scrip, or deeds of 
parchment, transferable, to be granted or withheld , 
immutable or changeable, as caprice, popular favor, or pride 
of power and place may dictate ... 

With their beliefs based in the abstract contractual view, 

i~ isto be expected that feminists would reject norms grounded 

in directly perceived biological differences. And Ernestine 

L. Rose,aprominent. suffrage proponent, was forceful on this 

subject in her speech to the Second National Woman's Rights 

Convention [1851J (cited in Stanton, Anthony, and Gage, 

1889/1970, pp. 237-238,): " ... what right has man, except 

that of might, to deprive woman of the rights and priv£leges 
" 

he claims for himself? and why, in the name of reason and 

justice, why should she not have the same rights? Because 

she is woman? Humanity recognizes no sex ... " Nor did feminists 

accept norms grounded in traditions based on these biological 

differences. Indeed, Elizabeth Cady Stanton (in a speech to 

the National American Woman Suffrage Association) [1891J 

(cited in Anthony and Harper, 1902/1970, pp. 176-178.) 

specifically rejected such norms, including (and especially) 
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religion, and denied the "naturalness" or "divinity" 

of their origin: 

Disenfranchisement is the last lingering shadow 
of the old spirit of caste which has always divided 
humanity into classes of greater or lesser inferiority ... 
The discrimination against color and sex in the United 
States are but other forms of this hateful spirit, still 
sustained by our religion as in the past, It is the 
outgrowth of the false ideas o£ favoritism ascribed to 
the Deity ... but which have their origin in the mind 
of man. 

Stanton ';'las not alone in her re.jection of established religion 

and of tradition. Indeed, one of the traditions vigorously 

reje8ted when it was turned against them (as it quite regularly 

was) was the Bible, "Divine. revelation," which feminists 

perceived as being manipulated to maintain white male privilege. 

Ernestine L. Rose [1852] (cited in Stanton, Anthony, and 

Gage, 1889/1970, pp. 536-537.) proclaimed the universalistic 

premises of feminist arguments and their rejection of any 

authority which vitiated those premises - "I see no need to 

appeal to any written authority ... No! on Human Rights and 

Freedom, on a subject that is as self-evident as that two and 

two make four, there is no need of written authority." Feminists 

argued, instead, that these differences are of no more relevance 

than are the national origins of men where the issue is human 

rights (Caroline Severance, Ohio feminist, speech to 1853 

National Convention, cited in Stanton, Anthony, and Gage, 1889/ 

1970, p. 569.): 

That as the manifest dissimilarities which cause the 
nations of the earth to differ ... are not found to 
invalidate their claims to a place in the vast brother
hood of man ... so there are no radical differences 
of the sexes in these respects which can at all impair 
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the integrity of an equal humanity - no sufficient basis 
for a distinction in so comprehensive a classification. 

On the broad base of this philosophy, on the ground 
of woman's undeniable and equal humanity, proven by 
the possession of identical human faculties, and equal 
human needs, we claim for her recognition of that 
humanity and its rights ... And we maintain that no 
accident of sex, no prejudged or proven dissimilarity 
in degree of physical, mental, or moral endowment, can 
at all stand in the way of the admission of such just 
claim; and no denial of such claim but must necessarily 
be fraught with evil, as subversive of the Creator's 
economy and design. 

(emphases in the original) 

This particular quotation is very instructive in the feminist 

point-of-view, for herein is asserted a universalistic basis 

for humanity, the equality of all instances of that humanity 

and, hence, the equality of rights for all instances of that 

humanity, and the identification of the moral and good 

with the universal. 

The rights which feminists sought were, according 

to their assertions, then, simply the rights of human nature -

fought for in the American Revolution - and, thus, the rights 

of all persons. Such indeed was the assertion of the 

"Declaration of Rights of the Women of the United States" 

issued by the National Woman Suffrage Association, 4 July 

1876 (NAWSA Archives, Box 67.): 

It was the boast of the founders of the republic, that 
the rights for which they contended, were the rights of 
human nature ... 

We ask of our rulers, at this hour, no special 
favors, no special privileges, no special legislation. 
We ask justice, we ask equality, we ask that all the 
civil and political rights that belong to citizens 
of the United States be guaranteed to us and our 
daughters forever. 
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For the feminist Vlew, then, society is composed of individual 

and equal persons, with individual and equal rights. 

As regards the concept of authority, we have seen 

that the abstract conceptual view entails a rules-based 

approach to authority relations. Again, this is because each 

instance of the universal law is a distinct and equal instance 

and, thus, there are no pre-ordained relations among these 

instances, these persons. They must, then, decide those 

relations. And no instance, or group of instances, has any 

pre-eminence over any other. Such an approach is precisely 

the feminist approach. Francis D. Gage, in a speech opening 

the 1851 Ohio Woman's Rights Convention <cited in Stanton, 

Anthony, and Gage, 1889/1970, p. 113.) put the central 

question for feminists in this regard quite succintly 

Where. then did man get the authority that he now 
claims over one-half of humanity? From what power the 
vested right to place women ... in an inferior position? 
Came it from nature? Nature made women ... his equal ... 
Does he draw his authority from God, from the language 
of holy writ? No! For it says that "Male'and female cpeated 
he them, and gave them dominion." Does he claim it 
under the law of the land? Did woman meet with him 
in council and voluntarily give up all her claim to 
be her own law-maker? 

(emphases in the original) 

Indeed, the feminists asserted that the present set of 

authority relations constituted oppression because they 

hypocritically claimed the right to an equal part in political 

decisions only for part of that humanity. Once again, 

Ernestine L. Rose [1851J (cited in Stanton, Anthony and 

Gage, 1889/1970, pp. 237-240.) framed the issue dramatically 
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-but cogently 

Is she not then included in that declaration. Answer, 
ye wise men of the nation and answer truly, add not hypocrisy 
to oppression! Say that she is not created free and equal 
and therefore (for the sequence follows on the premise) 
that she is not entitled to life, liberty, and the pursuit 
of happiness. But with all the audacity arising from an 
assumed superiority, you dare not so libel and insult 
humanity as to say that she is not included in that 
declaration; and if she is, then what right has man, 
except that of might, to deprive woman of the rights and 
privileges he claims for himself? .. 

Carry out the republican principle of universal 
suffrage, or strike it from your banner and substitute 
"Freedom and Power to one half of society and Submission 
and Slavery to the other." 

Feminists could be said, then, to view political authority 

as constituted in the United States in the nineteenth century as 

illegitimate in that it has been agreed upon by less than one 

half the population. Moreover, they vigorously objected to the 

extension of male suffrage - to immigrants and to blacks -

while native-born women were still denied their rights. The 

following excerpt from a speech by Elizabeth Cady Stanton 

(to the Legislature of the State of New York) -[1854] (cited 

in Stanton, Anthony, and Gage, 1889/1970, pp. 595-604.) 

betrays some of the racism which arose (or surfaced) as 

white men proposed to give black men and immigrant men the 

vote. But it also shows that Stanton understood quite clearly 

what was at issue here: that women, as women, were to be 

withheld their rights as citizens: 

... Now, gentlemen, we would fain know by what authority 
you have disenfranchised one-half the people of this 
State? .. Can it be that here, where we acknowledge 
no royal blood, no apostolic descent, that you, who have 
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declared that all men were created equal - that 
governments derive their just powers from the consent 
of the governed, would willingly build up an aristocracy 
that places the ignorant and vulgar above the educated 
and refined - the ditch-digger and the alien above the 
authors and poets of the day - an aristocracy that 
would raise the sons above the mothers who bore them? 

Feminists, were forced, therefore, to challenge men's 

assertions that democracy, freedom, and justice were the 

founding principles of the America. Indeed, feminists declared, 

on the Centennial, the existing political authority relations 

in the United States to be a usurpation of power rather than 

a truly political authority, as their "Articles of Impeachment" 

(NAWSA Archives, Box 67.) stated: " The history of our 

country the past hundred years has been a series of assumptions 

and usurpations of power over women, in direct opposition to 

the principles of just government, acknowledged by the United 

States at its foundation ... " 

Moreover, for the abstract contractual approach to 

authority relations, it is necessary that the rules must 

be antecedent to any decision, and that the rules may only 

be changed along universalistic lines - to be more inclusive, 

for example - and not along lines "given" by sensed categories. 

During the struggle for the recognitions of the suffrage 

rights of women, however, some men asserted that the elective 

franchise was a privilege, not a right as they had earlier 

claimed. Such view is clearly in disaccord with a rules-based 

approach to authority relations, and it was contemptuously 

rejected by feminists - including male feminists such as those 

members of the Connecticut Legislature who submitted a 
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Minority Report to the Committee of Constitutional Amendments 

[1867J (cited in Stanton, Anthony, and Gage, 1889/1970, 

p.317,), which read in part: 

It is claimed by some that the right to vote is not a 
natural right, but that it is a privilege which some have 
acquired, and which may be granted to others at the 
option of the fortunate holders. But they fail to 
inform us how the possessorR first acquired the rightful 
power to withold that privilege from others, according 
to caprice or notions of expediency ... this doctrine 

can only be justified by the same arguments that 
are used to justify slavery or monarchy. 

The charges of "caprice" and "expediency" reiterate the 

charges levelled by the feminists against their opponents 

very early on in the movement - as in the 1850 "Call" to the 

Salem, Ohio Woman's Rights Convention (cited in Stanton, 

Anthony, and Gage, 1889/1970, pp. 103-104.): 

We ... call on the women of Ohio ... to inquire into 
the origin and design of the rights of humanity, whether 
they are coeval with the human race, of universal 
inheritage and inalienable; or merely conventional, 
held by sufferance ... to be granted or witheld, made 
immutable or changeable, as caprice, popular favor, 
or the pride of power and place may dictate. 

Feminists did not, therefore, devote as much energy 

to the answering of the first questions - on the source 

or origins of political authority - as they did to the latter 

questions (concerning political membership and the "mark" 

of authority), because they felt that they were simply 

reasserting the purported principles of the founding, to 

wit: "We, the people of the United States ... do ordain 

and establish this Constitution for the United States of 

America • ." It was the contractual basis of political 
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authority that was a "given" for feminists. Thus, for the 

feminists it was clear that political authority did not pre

exist the agreement of persons, but was only rightfully 

constituted as a result of those agreements. The issue, 

then, was not whether granting the vote to women would violate 

the "true order," but, rather that less than one-half of 

"We, the people of the United States" had arrograted to 

themselves the sole right to be the parties to those agreements 

- and to decide the rights and access to positions of authority 

of all others in the polity. 

It was not only their own beliefs and convictions that 

led the feminists to concentrate most heavily on the second 

set of issues, however. The arguments with which they were 

confronted forced them to direct their attention toward 

those issues and to formulate their own arguments in terms 

of "individuality" versus "caste," "aristocracy," "despotism," 

and "slavery." As has been noted, for the abstract contract

ual view, the feminist view, anyone who satisfies the post

ulated characteristics of a person is a person. The only entity 

which can satisfy the "postulates of personness" is the indivi

dual human being, and, thus, only individuals can hold the 

rights of persons. Citizenship and political rights belong, 

then, to individuals - and to each individual alone, as 

the "Declaration of the Rights of Women," (NAWSA Archives, 

Box 67,) proclaimed 4 July 1876, stated: 
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And, now, at the close of a hundred years, ... we declare 
our faith in.the principles of self-government; our full 
equality with man in natural rights; that woman was 
made first for her own happiness, with the absolute 
right to herself .. ; and we deny that dogma of the 
centuries, incorporated in the codes of all nations 
that woman was made for man - her best interests, ~n 
all cases, to be sacrificed to his will. 

Feminists thus asserted the autonomy - the separate and 

individual personness of every woman - and her indisputable 

claim to individual rights. 

Feminists held, moreover, that these rights belong 

to individuals on the basis of the universalistic postulates 

of personness, not on the basis of sensual characteristics; 

i.e., not on the basis of maleness or femaleness. The excerpt 

from a Minority Report (Wisconsin Legislature, Committee on 

Expiration and Re-enactment of Laws, reprinted in the Liberator 

of May 1850) (cited in Stanton, Anthony, and Gage, 1889/1970, 

p. 316.) puts this distinction between universalism and 

particularism quite cogently: "To exclude woman from the 

possession of equal political rights with man; it should be 

shown that she is essentially a different being; ... Man-

masculine is endowed by his Creator with certain inalienable 

rights not because he is male, but because he is human." 

If, then these rights belong to individuals as persons, they 

cannot, as Mrs. Stanton [1860J (cited in Stanton, Anthony, and 

Gage, 1889/1970, p. 679.) points out below, bewithheld 

or withdrawn from some individuals on the basis of these 

individuals' observable characteristics or social 

relationships, but rather are inalienable parts 
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of those individuals . 

... inasmuch as God made man in His own image ... whose 
exigencies no mere human law can meet, it is evident 
that the man must ever stand first; the law but the 
creature of his wants; the law-giver but the mouthpiece 
of humanity. If, then, the nature of a being decides 
its rights, every individual comes into this world 
with rights that are not tranferable. He does not 
bring them like a pack on his back, that may be stolen 
from him, but they are a component part of himself ... 
they live and die with him. 

Moreover, these political rights belonging to these individuals 

must be the same for all these individual persons, regardless 

of ascriptive characteristics, because as Parker (cited in 

Stanton, Anthony and Gage, 1889/1970, p. 277.) noted in his 

sermon on "The Public Function of Woman" [1853J, every man 

and woman is a person In the same sense. 

Every person, man or woman, is an integer, an individual, 
a whole person ... 

... So the individual rights of woman carry with them 
the same domestic, social, ecclesiastical, and 
political rights, as those of men. 

And, for feminists, these political rights are the same for 

all individual persons, regardless of the customs or traditions 

based on directly observable characteristics. This belief 

is well-illustrated in the following "Resolution" from the 

first Woman's Rights Convention [1848J (cited in Stanton, 

Anthony, and Gage, 1889/1970, pp. 72-73.): 

Resolved therefore, That, being invested by the Creator 
with the same capabilities, and the same consciousness 
of responsibility for their exercise, it is demonstrably 
the right and duty of every woman, equally with man; to 
promote every righteous cause by every righteous 
means; ... and this being a self-evident truth growing 
out of the divinely implanted principles of human 
nature, any custom or authority adverse to it, whether 



modern or wearing the hoary sanction of antiquity: 
1S to be regarded as a self-evident falsehood, and 
at war with mankind. 
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For the feminist view, these persons and their rights 

are constitutive of government. Feminists asserted (NAWSA 

Archives, Box 67,) that five great principles of just govern-

ment were recognized in the Declaration of Independence, these 

being: 

1st. 
Lnd. 
3rd. 

4th. 

5th. 

The natural rights of individuals. 
The exact equality of those rights. 
That rights not delegated by individuals are 
retainedby individuals 
That no person can exercise the rights ot 
others without delegated authority. 
That non-use of rights does not destroy them. 

The protection of those rights of individEals is the first 

duty of government, for the feminist view, as was asserted 

by the American Equal Rights Association [1867J <cited in 

Stanton, Anthony, and Gage, 1881/1970, p.190,): II Resolved, 

that as republican institutions are based on individual 

rights, and not on the rights of races or sexes, the first 

question for the American people to settle in· the reconstruct-

ion of the government, the RIGHTS OF INDIVIDUALS." (emphasis 

in the original) 

For feminists, then, the basis of political authority 

was contractual and grounded in commonly-accepted rules, and 

those defining the rules and agreeing in them could only be 

individual persons. Therefore, since ~he Consti~u~ion 

was the primary rule, and Slnce it was purportedly established 

by the whole people, then all who qualified as persons 

were equally covered by the rule and all were 
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equally entitled to participate in the creation or affirmation 

of political authority. As voting both creates political 

authority, and affirms political authority relations, then 

all individual persons were entitled to vote - men and 

women equally, as individuals, as political persons. 

How then, is political authority to be recognized -

what is the "mark" of political authority? For the feminist, 

abstract contractual, view, the mark,of political authority 

could only legitimately be signalled by a commonly agreed

upon procedure based on antecedently-promulgated rules. 

These rules must be impartially applied to all who possess 

the postulated "human nature," the "personness," on which 

democratic political authority is purported to rest. That is, 

if men are to have access to the vote and to positions of 

political authority on the basis of their "human rights," 

grounded in their "human nature (i.e., despite the obvious 

observable dissimilarities among men) 5 then they are basing 

the antecedently-promulgated rule on universal postulates, 

and all other cases must be decided by the same rule based 

on the same postulates. 

Feminists rejected, therefore, the legitimacy of male 

political rule, whether its roots were to be "found 

male physical characteristics - " .. . what right has man, 

except that of might, to deprive woman of the rights and 

priv ileges he claims for himself?" [Ernestine L. Rose, 

1851J (cited in Stanton, Anthony. and Gage, 1889/1970, 
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pp. 237-238,); or in traditions, religion, and custom 

["Call,"1850] (cited in Stanton, Anthony and Gage, 1889/1970, 

pp. 103-104.) -

Come and enquire if the position you now occupy is 
one appointed by wisdom ... come in single-heartedness 
ana with a personal self-devotion that will yield 
everything to Right, Truth, and Reasons, but not an iota 
to dogma or theoretical opinions, no matter how time
honored or by what precedent established. 

Thus, if the mark of political authority could only be 

signalled by satisfaction of universalistic, impartially-

applied rules (e.g., election to office on the basis of 

one person/one vote), then the mark of authority created by 

political acts could only be based in those same rules and 

hence, could not belong to one sub-group of persons simply 

because of directly observed characteristics or because 

of traditional practices. Men and women, as individuals, 

were, for the feminists view, citizens with equal political 

rights, and maleness did not constitute, in itself, a 

legitimate mark of authority nor any superior rights; 

ncr did femaleness, in itself, constitute lack of political 

personhood and rights as an individual. 

The feminists realized, however that they were confront-

ing a radically different viewpoint in their opposition. They 

realized that their opposition defined human beings (and, 

thus, their rights) on the basis of directly observable 

characteristics (or traditional classifications allegedly 

based upon observed characteristics or upon divine revelation 

- either way upon "natur.al laws"). Feminists asserted that 
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such classifications of human beings had no part in a 

democratic society. Some, as in the Minority Report of an 

1850 Wisconsin Legislative Committee (cited in Stanton, 

Anthony, and Gage, 1889/1970, p.316.), likened the anti

feminist definition of persons to divine right: "Kings, 

emperors, and dictators confine their subjects,by the inter~ 

position of the law, to what they consider their proper 

spheres; and there is certainly as much propriety in it as 

in the dictation by one sex, of the sphere of a different 

sex." Some, such as Charles C. Burleigh,- the poet, [speech 

to the 4th National Convention, 1853] (cited ln Stanton, 

Anthony, and Gage, 1889/1970, p.148.) called it despotism: 

"Just when one human being assumes to decide for another what 

is that other's sphere of action, just then despotism begins." 

And others, like Thomas Wentworth Higginson [speech to the 

Committee on the qualification of voters of the Massachusetts 

Constitutional Convention, 1853] (cited in Stanton, Anthony, 

and Gage, 1889/1970, p.250.), charged that anti-feminists 

created divisions of rank: "In monarchial countries, the 

dividing lines are not of sex, but of rank ... But among us 

the only rank is of sex ... It is a new aristocracy." Indeed, 

feminists believed that such classifications not only created 

a "new aristocracy," but as Elizabeth Cady Stanton [1891] 

(cited in Anthony and Harper, 1902/1970, p~. 176-178,) 

charged, that they also constituted a caste system -
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Disenfranchisement is the last lingering shadow of 
the old spirit of caste which has always divided 
humanity into classes of greater or lesser inferiority ... 
The discrimination against color and sex in the United 
States ... is the outgrowth of the false ideas of 
favoritism ascribed to the Deity ... Banish the idea 
of divine authority for these machinations of the 
human mind, and the power of the throne and the church 
... and man's headship in the State, the Church, and 
the Home will be heard of no more forever. 

And Susan B. Anthony [ Closing Address, 16th National 

Convention, 1884J <cited in Anthony and Harper,1902/70, 

pp. 27-28.) charged that they constituted slavery: "A dear 

and noble friend ... said to me, "Why do you say the "emanci-

pation of women"? I replied, "Because women are political 

slaves!" Is it not strange that men think that what to them 

would be degradation, slavery, is to women elevation, liberty?" 

For feminists, then, individuals - equal instances of the 

same universal law of personness - were the basis of legit-

imate government and political authority, possessed equal 

rights in relation to that government and authority, and 

all individuals stood in the same, direct, relation to 

government as each individual did. 

The anti-feminist view of political authority relations 

was rather different. We have already discussed their belief 

in the givenness of values and of the relationships which reflect 

those values. Moreover, as was noted earlier, directly 

observed human beings can be perceived as "coming" in familial 

groupings - nuclear, tribal, etc. Thus, anti-feminists 

accepted the traditional groupings in society as natural, 
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and, more, as divinely appointed (and as inaccessible to 

change - except as destruction). So, for this view, it 

can be surmised that the proper way to view and to treat 

human beings is according to such groupings. This is, indeed 

the way in which, purportedly, anti-feminists viewed political 

society. For anti-feminists, the constituent units of 

political society are not individuals, but families (or 

"potential" families), a sentiment often expressed in the 

U.S. Senate and well-represented by the following from a 

Senator Doolittle [speech before the Senate, 1866J (cited 

in Stanton, Anthony a:~\ Gage, 1881/1970, p.150.): "I have 

arrived at the conclusion that the true base or foundation 

upon which to rest suffrage in any republican community. is 

upon the family, the head of the family, because in civilized 

society the family is the unit, not the individual." Thus, 

it would seem that the answer to the second set of questions 

at the beginning of this chapter would be that, for this 

view, political authority is mediated to the individual 

through the family. And who in the family serves this 

mediational role as liaison between family and polity? Here 

is where the problems with the anti-feminists position begin. 

As the above quotation states, this role lies with the "head 

of the family." For anti-feminists, then, political member-

ship, citizenship, lies with the family as a unit, but as a unit 

represented by its head. And ·who shall represent it as its 

"head?" Senator Doolittle (Ibid, p. 151.) again:" the 
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ballot ... should be cast by the head of the family, and 

according to reason, nature, and religion man is the head 

of the family ... Within the family, man is supreme." Both 

nature and divine revelation have ordained the status quo and 

man's superiority within it, for this view [ Minority 

Report, Senate Select Committee on Woman Suffrage, 1887J 

(cited in Anthony and Harper, 1902/1970, p.E). 

We find an abundance of evidence, both in the works 
of nature and the Divine revelation,to establish 
the fact that the family properly regulated is the 
foundation and pillar of society ... In the Divine 
economy it is provided that the man shall be the head 
of the family. 

Anti-feminists took the family as the unit of political 

society and then immediately reduced the discussion one 

level of generality - to male heads of families. They. 

proceeded, however, to go several steps farther, all the while 

proclaiming that the unit which had political meaning and 

political representation was the family. The first step 

was to extend familial representative ability to any male 

member of the family. Thus, according to a M~s. Joseph 

Stoddard [Member of the Executive Board of the D.C. AOWS, in 

an article entitled "What Anti-Suffragists Believe.", 

no dateJ (NWP Archives, Tray 49, Box 1.): "Our fathers, 

husbands, brothers, and sons represent us at the ballot-box 

as we represent them in the home." It should be noted that 

at no point did anti-feminists proclaim that fathers should 

vote for their sons, nor tBat the eldest male member should 
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vote for all members of the family (which would be the 

only consistent position if the family were indeed the 

constituent unit of political society and were indeed 

represented by it~ male, "head") - only that male members 

of the family voted for female members of the family. In 

fact, anti-feminists went even further and asserted that 

all women were represented by all men. The Maine Association 

Opposed to Woman Suffrage (NAWSA Archives, Box 42) proclaimed 

that, "Woman is a sex, not a class. The women of every 

class are represented by the men of every class, and the 

fundamental interests are FAMILY interests, not individual 

interests." (emphasis in the original). Indeed, anti-

feminists finally took the logical last step with some arguing 

that the basic unit of political society is the male. The 

following from a Stanley Boudle in a speech to a U.S. House 

Committee [3-7 Jan 1918, Joint Resolution 200J (NWP Archives 

Tray 31, Box 1) is a dramatic illustration of this view. 

The man starts the family ... and he represents the 
necessary sex initiative which sustains the life of 
the family ... 

we instinctively give more [pay] to a young 
man than a young woman because we recognize him as the 
prime mover in the creation of life and the family ... 
Unmarried men vote, of course, but each is the potential 
creator of a family ... 

Man's sexual organ, then, is, the source of this authority, 

is the source of his "natural" right. And woman? (Ibid.) 

"Women, have they a mission? Yes, it is to rule in the world of 

love and affection - in the home ... Man is the king of this 
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universe." 

The periodical of the anti-suffrage movement, The 

Woman Patriot (NAWSA Archives, Box 42.), expressed this 

belief in male political rule in more political terms -

but the role oJ woman is still that of wife and mother in the 

home and as part of a family: 

... The Woman Patriot stands for ... the preservation 
of the military and political power of man, and the 
non-partisan moral educational power of woman ... 

For the exaltation of womanhood and motherhood against 
the imitation-of-man movement. 

For the division of labor and duties between the 
sexes for the best interests of the family and the state, 
against the unbalanced political ambition of all those 
who seek to arouse irresponsible individualism, the 
germ of autocracy, anarchy, and sex antagonism ... 
(emphases in the original) 

The assumption here is that the exercise of political rights 

and individual citizenship are male prerogatives. Should 

woman try to claim these prerogatives for herself, she is 

merely "imitating" man - not asserting her own nature; she 

would "unbalance" the natural order; and she would be guilty 

of "irresponsible individualism" - that is to say, wanting 

to assert her autonomous individuality rather than incorporating 

(literally) herself into a family "headed" by a man and 

submerging her identity and individual personality into his. 

Clearly, this is a very long way from the "family" as 

the unit of political society. And, indeed the family argument 

was specious all along, for it was never argued at all that 

sons who had reached maj ori t'y could be represented by their 
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fathers, nor that the eldest member of a family represented 

all members. This argument was, to some extent, a subterfuge: 

it is not polite to say in a democratic society that women 

are not equal members of that society and that they have no 

direct relation to the polity for the purposes of creating or 

affirming political authority (although they stood in a very 

direct relation when it came to taxes and punishment of crime). 

Nor is it politically astute to argue, in a society that 

enshrines (even when it ignores) the Declaration of Independ

ence, that women are not endowed by their Creator with certain 

inalienable rights. But these arguments do not represent 

mere subterfuge; they are expressions of a deeply held belief 

set forth in terms that are palatable to a society that 

considers itself democratic. This belief is that woman's 

nature, her role, her mission, her destiny, is defined by 

her reproductive capability - and is limited to that. Women 

belong in the home, period. Their rights, privileges, duties, 

are thus defined by their nature as mothers and wives (and 

housekeepers). To the extent that man is defined by his 

physical characteristics (strength, "sex initiative,"etc.), 

it is as the standard against which woman is measured. It 

can be reasonably argued that, for this view, anatomy is 

destiny - especially woman's anatomy and woman's destiny. 

Man is the standard, however, and thus, since woman's 

anatomy is dramatically different in a few regards (although 
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more identical as a whole than different), then woman herself, 

as a being, must be different: her nature, her destiny, and 

her rights must all, also, be different. 

Men and women are, then, essentially different sorts 

of beings. Anti-feminists, such as the Pennsylvania Association 

Opposed to Woman Suffrage (NWP Archives, Tray 49, Box 1), 

asserted that difference did not imply inequality - "Man 

and woman stand side by side as two EQUAL but DIVERSE human 

entities. Woman's nature lS fundamentally organically different 

from man's." (emphases in the original) But difference did 

imply, according to the Northern California AOWS (NWP Archives, 

Tray 49, Box 1), differences in "function" " . .. man is man, 

and woman is woman. Nature has made their functions different, 

and no constitutional amendment can make them the same." The 

difference in nature implied, moreover, differences in natural 

rights - "The acquisition of the ballot was not so much denied 

by man as precluded by nature, from whose decision woman could 

not appeal." (Unattributed, NWP Archives, Tray 49, Box 1.) 

What, then, are women's rights, if not the right to 

direct political participation, to full and individual citizen-

ship? The Pennsylvania AOWS CNWP Archives, Tray 49, Box 1) 

had a clear answer, and one which sums up the anti-feminist 

position on this issue: 

The one indisputable right of woman in relation to 
the State is exemption from political duties ... 

Her right is the right to protection. The whole 
duty of man toward woman is to protect her, even against 
herself, if need be. 
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Woman's rights, then, are those necessary to preserve her 

natural role, whether she wants to fulfill that role or not, 

or is actually living according to her natural destiny. Man 

is her defender - and her enforcer. [Majority Report, U.S. 

House JUdiciary Committee, Select Committee on Woman Suffrage, 

1884J (cited in Anthony and Harper, 1902/1970, pp. 48~49.) 

Woman's true sphere, is not restricted ... From the rude 
contact of life, man is her shield ... He is the defender 
of her rights, in his home ... 

The exceptional cases of unmarried females are too 
rare to change the general policy, while expectance 
and hope, constantly realized in marriage, are happily 
extinguishing the exceptions and bringing all within 
the rule which governs mother and wife. 

Women then, are fundamentally different from men; their 

"natural" roles, functions, missions, are different from 

men's (woman's is the home, wifehood, motherhood; man's is all 

else); their rights are different from men's (woman has 

the rights necessary to her as wife and mother; man has full 

civil, economic, and political rights which ~elong to him on 

-the basis of his Ilhuman nature"); and their relation to the 

polity is different from men's (men stand in a direct relation 

for all purposes; women stand in a direct relation for tax-

ation and punishment, in an indirect-, mediated-through-man 

relation for political participation and,for many years, liti-

gation). Thus, in the Aristotelian sense of the term, women 

are not citizens - i.e., persons who rule and are ruled in 

turn; women only are ruled. Women, then, are subjects not 

citizens, not full-fledged members of the polity. 
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For the anti-feminist view, then, men are citizens 

(with the attendant rights of citizenship) and it is they 

who form authority relations and who may affirm those relations 

and the laws based on them. Moreover, by virtue of their male

ness, men have a "natural" mark of authority, and thus stand 

In a "natural" position of superordination to women. It is 

this natural mark of authority which then permits them to 

decide who else may participate in political society - what 

is a natural right for them is a revocable privilege for others. 

Thus, men are individuals and citizens with the rights of 

individuals and citizens; women are wives and mothers living 

"naturally" In families with the rights necessary to preserve 

them in that role. Therefore, anti-feminism declares that, 

"Men and women being unlike it is foolish to insist that their 

relation to government should be the same." (Unattributed, 

NWP Archives, Tray 49, Box 1.) 

We see, then, that on the issues surrounding the 

relationship to political and social authority of women In 

America feminists and anti-feminists have distinctly different 

perspectives. These perspectives are informed by their 

epistemological premises, by their conceptions of what a 

"truly known" woman is. A truly known woman, for the anti

feminist view, is defined by her reproductive capabilities 

(whether used or not); she is wife-and-mother. The proper 

roles and social and political relations for this bei~g are 
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therefore defined - and circumscribed - by the family relation: 

woman is related to society and polity through the family. 

Moreover, her rights (and this will be even more clearly 

argued in the following chapter) are those necessary to 

fulfill her natural role. Therefore, even where the woman 

is the actual head of the family, she cannot, for this view, 

represent the family in the polity: 'this right does not fall 

to her. The vote, the right to participate In the creation 

and affirmation of political authority, is, for this view, 

a male right: a right necessary to man to fulfill one of his 

many natural roles, a right based on his natural authority, 

on his maleness. It must be remembered that in the 19th 

century - the same time feminists were pressing for woman 

suffrage and full citizenship for women - the franchise and 

the rights of full citizenship were extended by white males 

to black males (and most immigrant males). Thus, it was man's 

maleness that gave him natural political aut~ority. Moreover, 

for the anti-feminist view, these relationships and these 

rights are givens, they are"in the natural order-of things," 

and hence, are not available for positive change. Change 

is destruction, not advancement. The stability of society 

depends on stasis, and, especially, on women staying in 

their "proper sphere." 

For the feminist view, however, a "truly known" 

woman is, for the purposes of rights and her relationships 

to society and polity, a "truly known" person. That is to 
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say that whatever are the universalistic premises by which 

political personness, citizenship, have been defined, by 

which men have wrested their rights from other men, then 

these are the premises by which a truly known woman is defined. 

Women, for this view, are defined by ·their equal humanity, 

their equal personness, with men. Their rights and relations 

to society and polity are, therefore, based in this same 

equality, this same universality. Rights, therefore, belong 

to human persons, not to males, and the relations built 

around those rights cannot presume male superiority or 

authority. Moreover, the epistemological premises of this 

position preclude the definition of the postulates of 

personness on the ~~sis of ascriptive characteristics. 

Therefore, men cannot simply define political personness 

to exclude women, for this would violate the very foundations 

of their own rights. For this view, women do share in 

authority and do have the right to vote. The problem lS 

that men are arbitrarily and tyranically preventing 

women from exercising their natural rights. The question 

is one of power, not one of the. "granting" cif· rights to women; 

the question is one of illegitimate oppression versus legitimate 

authority based in consent and the acknowledgement of the 

rights of all participants in the agreement. 

It is instructive to note that the arguments of 

feminists and anti-feminists on the issues of political author

ity reiterate many of the central issues in the Two Treatises 
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on Government, John Locke's contract/consent theory answer 

to Sir Robert Filmer's Patriarcha and the patriarchal 

doctrine. Cordon J. Schochet (1975, pp. 10-16.) describes 

the essential components of the patriarchal doctrine 

as "anthropological," "moral," and "ideologica.l." Anthro

pological patriarchalism purported to be an historical account 

of the development and transformation of the primitive 

familial association into a wider and more perfected society. 

Schochet notes that "the meaning of 'individuals' or 'people' 

In much of literature of the Stuart period can be clarified 

by recognizing that for many authors it was only the fathers 

of families who agreed to compacts of government." (12) Moral 

patriarchalism justified obedience to the state on the ground 

that political authority had originally belonged to fathers. 

The heads of independent families were presumed to have been 

the patriarchs named in the Old Testament, who were thought 

to have possessed monarchial. power, and kingship· was said 

to have begun with God's grant of a universal and unlimited 

monarchy to Adam and again to Noah. Moreover, moral patriarch

alism held that social relations and political institutions 

were not voluntarily erected or otherwise established by 

men for their own convenience. As Schochet notes, what had 

to be established was that men had always lived in families and 

that familial and political ~ule were not separable - "in 

short, that a man who was naturally bound to obey his father 

could never be sufficiently free to be the author of his own 
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political obligation."(13) He says further~ "In this 

identification of paternal and regal authority we can see the 

complete application of the familial symbols to politics, 

and it is this strict adherence to the metaphor that most 

significantly denotes the fullest version of the patriarchal 

theory of political obligation." (13) Schochet notes that it 

was essential to the patriarchal thesis that obligation be 

understood as a part of the nature and order of the universe 

(or the dictates of God) if the natural authority of fathers 

was to have any bearing on the power of kings. (14) Finally, 

ideological patriarchalism was "the simple use of the fatherly 

image as the basis of political obligation without an elaborate 

supporting set of historical and moral principles. The ... 

most frequently encountered form was the interpretation of 

the Fifth Commandment ... Parents, and especially fathers, 

were used as symbols for all persons vested with authority." 

<14-15) 

Locke argued, however, that the familial origins of 

government were of no value in understanding the nature of 

man's political obligations. He believed that the allegiance 

was due to the state because of the trust that it held and 

only so long as that trust was not violated. Thus, each 

generation and, in fact, each individual person theoretically 

retained the right to determine whether or not a government 

was properly performing its functions. Thus, the state was 

conventional, a contrivance that was the creature of those 
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whom it was to serve. 

Clearly, feminist and anti-feminist arguments reiterate 

the conventional vs. natural (divinely given) views of the 

origin of the polity - and thus, tie back into a controversey 

of theories that was presumed to have been settled in the 

United States in fav6r of the Lockean theory. What seems 

clear also is that anti-feminists applied Locke to men and 

Filmerian patriarchalism to women (in much the same way that 

Locke did!). And political theorists considered that since 

the contract/consent theory had been widely applied in the case 

of men and their rights, the matter needed no further consider

ation. Feminists argued, however, that if men wanted to claim 

the benefits of Locke's theory for themselves then its implic

ations must be carried through to their logical conclusions -

equivalent rights for women. One person's relation to the 

polity cannot be consensual while the next person's relation 

to the same polity is divinely. ordained and immutable. Not 

if logical consistency is desired. 

Thus, a central question for this chapter concerns the 

individuality and autonomy of each person. To conclude with 

the arguments of the feminists: the rights of some persons 

cannot be withdrawn or conflated into those of another person; 

and legitimate authority rests on the consent of individual 

persons, not on that of collectivities (especially where the 

"representation" of some within that collectivity is enforced, 

not consented to ) . Authority , its "mark," and authority 
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relations are not given, but must be created and affirmed 

by the agreements of individual persons - and the postulates 

of that personness must be universalistic in character, not 

ascriptive. Women are, therefore, no less persons because 

they are not men; they are no less citizens because they 

are not men. 



CHAPTER THREE 

LAW AS THE RECOGNITION OF THE ESSENTIAL IDENTITY 
OR AS THE RECOGNITION OF THE ESSENTIAL DISSIMILARITY OF THE 

SEXES? EQUALITY OF RIGHTS UNDER THE LAW 

The dire consequences forecast by anti-feminists did 

not come to pass with the passage of the Nineteenth Amend-

ment to the Constitution - but neither did the new order 

hoped for by feminists. Curiously, considering the warnings 

of the anti-feminists, the only major social or legislative 

changes were moralistic and aimed at preserving family integrity 

(see, for instance, J. Stanley Lemmons, The Woman Citizen, 

1973) - demonstrating that many of those who had opposed 

woman suffrage on precisely these moralistic grounds very 

quickly accepted it as the status quo, and designated the use 

of the ballot for "social legislation" as a proper role for 

women. It soon became obvious to feminists, however, that 

very little had happened for the rights of women. Women 

could still not sit on juries in many states, did not control 

their own finances in many states, and were excluded from 

many occupations. Feminists realized that federal and state 

statute books abounded with laws which excluded women from 

the natural rights of persons accorded to men (and that, even 

where the law did not specifically exclude women, the practices 

of these governments achieved the same effect). They also 

realized that the governments were not inclined to change 

75 
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either the laws or their treatment of women. Nor, indeed, 

were all women inclined to pressure these governments for 

such changes - feminism and anti-feminism do not follow 

sexual lines. Therefore, feminists gathered forces to once 

again do battle for their vision of women's rights. 

The predominant challenge of feminists to the political 

and legal status quo in the twentieth century has taken the 

form of the "Equal Rights Amendment," also known as the 

"Lucretia Mott Amendment," to the United States Constitution. 

The original version of the amendment - approved in July 1923, 

at Seneca Falls, in the 75th anniversary year of the Seneca 

Falls Convention of 1848 - was worded: 

1. Men and women shall have equal rights throughout the 
United States and every place subject to its 
jurisdiction. 

2. Congress shall have power to enforce this article 
by appropriate legislation. 

The current wording before the States for ratification is: 

1. Equality of rights under the law shall not be denied 
or abridged by the United States or.by any state on 
account of sex. 

2. The Congress shall have the power to enforce, by 
appropriate legislation, the provisions of this article. 

3. The amendment shall take effect two years after the 
date of ratification. 

This proposed amendment to the U.S. Constitution has 

engendered nearly sixty years of heated debate. It has raised 

several different but interrelated sets of issues. The first 

set of these have to do with the concept of equality. What do 

we mean by it? Is it a unitary or a multi-faceted concept? 

If multi-faceted, how do its various manifestations relate to 
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one another - are they complementary, independent, or 

mutually exclusive? If to treat people "equally" means to 

treat them "according to one and the same rule," (Flathman, 

1973a, p. 373.) on the basis of what criteria do we decide 

the rule? What are relevant and irrelevant criteria; what 

just and unjust discrimination? 

The second set of issues pertain to the role of govern-

--,ment. Through their laws, the various governments in this 

country enforce a set of values and a set of social relations 

based on those values. Whose values are to be enforced, 

whose vision of equality embodied, whe~e there are deep-set 

differences? Where the interests of individuals clash, on the 

basis of what criteria does the State weigh their respective 

rights? Where the State has a legitimate need to regulate an 

activity "for the public good," or "in the public interest," 

what are the criteria of relevance for deciding whose activities 

shall be regulated and/or circumscribed? And, again, whose 

vision of "the public interest" is to be enforced? 

Finally, in a nation "of laws, not of men," where it 

is a point of pride that the laws are generalized, universal

istic - that they apply to all persons equally and equally 

protect the rights of persons - what does it mean to be a 

"person"under the law? Does this concept have a universalistic 

meaning or a particularistic and variable meaning? 

Examining first the concept of equality, it is noted 

that "equally," as defined in the Oxford English Dictionary, 
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(1971, p.254.) means, "According to one and the same rule." 

Our problem lies in the formulation of that rule. As Richard 

Flathman (1973a; pp. 366-367.) notes, many philosophers in 

dealing with the concept of equality start with the notion 

of general ~ule or generalizability. He cites Marcus Singer's 

formulation of the Generalization or Universalizability 

Principle: "What is right (or wrong) for one person must be 

right (o~wrong) for every relevantly similar person In relevant

ly similar circumstances." This formal principle does not, 

however, get us very far, for it must be ascertained not only 

what is right (or wrong) for the person (or classes of 

persons), but also what are the criteria of relevance in 

determining who are relevantly similar persons and what are 

relevantly similar circumstances. This principle, then, 

prescribes neither equality nor inequality. What it tells 

us is that, if two persons are to be treated differently, there 

must be some relevant differences between them. Thus, what 

differences are to count as relevant, and for what purposes, 

are separate questions from what equal treatment means. More

over, for the formulation of the Generalization Principle 

given here, we must also decide what is right (or wrong), 

just or unjust, for the persons under consideration. These 

questions are moral and political, and their answers must 

come from these arenas. 

These answers will reflect the epistemological 

premises of the persons making them. Thus, if one considers 
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a truly known person to be an instance of the universal laws 

concerning personness, then the differences that will count 

as relevant where the rights and responsibilities of persons 

are concerned will be limited and their relevance will have 

to be proved, not presumed. This is to say that if all 

persons are instances of the same universal laws, and are 

all equal instances, then discriminations among those persons 

must be carefully circumscribed by reference to specific 

requirements or limitationsof specific circumstances; such 

discriminations will not be justifiable on the basis of 

observed, ascriptive characteristics of those being discrim

inated against (or ~or) unless those characteristics directly 

relate to the particular case at hand. Thus, for instance, 

despite the fact that most women are, on the average, less 

physically powerful than most men, it would not be justifiable, 

on this view, to exclude all women from occupations requiring 

the lifting of weighty objects. It would ho~ever, be justifi

able to require the applicants, all applicants, to demonstrate 

the ability to lift the weight necessary to do the job (without 

requiring that it be lifted or carried in any particular 

manner unless that manner is also directly related to the safe 

performance of the job at hand). This view is, of course, 

the abstract contractual, feminist view. 

If, however, one considers a truly known person to be 

that person as given by observation and as received through 

tradition, then the differences that can count as relevant are 
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multitudinous. And what b: right or wrong, just or unjust, 

will vary with the type or classification of person with 

which one is dealing. Thus, for this natural history, anti

feminist view, the differences between persons are set by 

nature, and what is right for each person is what is in accord 

with that person's natu~e - as woman or man, black or white, 

etc. There are, then, naturally delineated differences between 

persons that must, for this view, be heeded in our dealings 

with persons. Thus, women have those rights teat accord with 

their nature - as wives and mothers - and the differences 

between men and women in their divinely given roles and natures 

must be observed in order to treat them justly. To treat 

them as being the same would hot be to act according to the 

meaning of the word "equally" for it would be treating 

dissimilar beings similarly. 

There is a further question In relation to the meaning 

of the concept of equality which must be addressed. J.L. Lucas 

(1973. p.348) asserts that the first rule in achieving clarity 

when speaking of "Equality" is always to ask: "Equality in 

respect of what?" The word "equal" by itself is incomplete -

we need to specify the respects in which things are said to 

be equal. Between any two things, however dissimilar, we 

can always find some point of resemblance: and between any two 

things , however similar, we can always find some point 

of difference. We must therefore, specify the criteria of 

relevance for the "relevant respects" in which two persons are 
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the same (and thus entitled to equal treatment). 

When, however, we choose to regard one feature as 

relevant and all others as irrelevant, we have chosen,wittingly 

or not, a certain type of equality - either as an ideal or as 

fact - at the price of forgoing other equalities based on other 

criteria of relevance. As Lucas (Ibid) states " ... the Equal

ities we claim or affirm are optional alternatives, not con

joint necessities." Thus, we can choose (as some prominent 

examples from among many possibilities) equality of opportunity, 

equality of results, equality before the law. It is equality 

of rights under the law which feminists are seeking to have 

recognized in the Equal Rights Amendment (although other 

sorts of equality may be, and are being, sought through other 

vehicles). Let us first look, however, at the other types of 

equality which have been or are being sought in the political 

arena to see how they differ from the type sought under the 

Equal Rights Amendment. 

The demand for "equality of opportunity" as it is sought 

ln the political realm can be understood as the demand for 

equality of educational and occupational opportunities. As 

Onora O'Neill (1977, p.144-146.), a scholar of social philo

sophy and ethics, notes: "An equal opportunity society does 

not have to offer each person exactly the same work, commodities, 

recreation, friends, and so on, but in a broad sense it is 

supposed to give each person an equal opportunity for 
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educational and occupational attainment, ~7here "attainment" 

is interpreted so as to cover both the learning or work and 

the credentials or pay that schools and jobs provide." (Ibid, 

pp. 144-145.) But there are two interpretations of equal 

opportunity; two sets of criteria for judging when opportunities 

are equal; two sets (at least) of criteria for judging what 

are irrelevant differences in regard to educational and occu

pational opportunity. 

The "formal" interpretation of equality of opportunity 

holds that, once the rules governing admissions to places of 

education, appointments to jobs and promotions are fair, a 

society is an equal oppportunity society. Thus, two persons, 

A and B, are seen to have equal educational and occupational 

opportunities if neither faces a legal or quasi-legal obstacle 

in doing something which the other does not face. O'Neill 

(Ibid., pp.145-146.) points out that this formal interpretation 

is "part and parcel of the classic liberal tradition of 

political thought, in that it is mainly an extension of the 

idea of securing the equal liberties of all persons. Just as 

the removal of class, income, race and sex obstacles could 

make all persons able to vote ... so a removal of legal obstacles 

could open up places of education and employment to persons 

from all social groups." 

On the "substantive"inte:rpretation of equality of 

opportunity, opportunities for A and B with respect to educ

ational and occupational opportunities ,are to be regarded 
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as equal, says O'Neill o not because neither faces legal or quasl-

legal obstacles which the other does not face, but because they 

belong to social groups whose rates of success at obtaining 

the learning or work, credentials or pay are equal. Thus, 

an equal opportunity society is one in which the success rates 

of all major groups are the same. 

On the formal interpretation, the number of criteria 

which are relevant to equality of treatment in terms of 

educational and occupational opportunities is very small -

legal or quasi-legal obstacles, or unfair rules - while the 

number of criteria which are irrelevant are infinite (for 

example, class, sex, previous opportunities, health, social

ization). For the other, substantive, interpretation~ the 

reverse situation obtains. Many of those characteristics which 

are irrelevant for the formal interpretation (e.g., previous 

opportunities, culture, socialization) are likely to be very 

relevant when the measure of equality of opportunity is 

taken in group rates of success. Thence the call for· prefer

entialand quota-admissions, hirings and promotions as 

opposed to simply the elimination of obstacles. 

"Equality of opportunity" has to do with the sort of 

equality sought through the Equal Rights Amendment only on its 

formal interpretation, and only where it is the federal or 

state government laying down or preserving the obstacles to 

educational and occupational opportunities afforded or 

supported by those governments. This is not to say, of course, 
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that many women, and many feminists, do not seek substantive 

equality of opportunity; only that the E.R.A. is not the 

vehicle through which they hope to obtain this end (or, if 

they do, to say that they are grossly mistaken). 

0' Neill (Ibid, P .146. ) notes that a society which confers 

substantive (or actuarial) equal opportunity is very different 

from one which aims at equality in respect of results. Again, 

"equality of results" is an incomplete predicate: we must 

specify what results - income, education, health, welfare, 

standard of living, status, etc. The concept of equal results, 

even when the types of results are specified, is a definition

al nightmare - for, if·we require equality of results, the 

chain of potentially relevant characteristics of individuals 

is regressive to an extent most people would find unacceptable. 

How far back in each person' 's lif.e history must society go to 

ensure equality of result - back to the genetic structure? 

The end of equal results could conceivably be imposed py 

society, but, if it is to be more than a transitory phenomenon, 

it seems that it 1S the indivudHals who must be changed in 

terms of those characteristics which are relevant. Thus, 

if the goal is equality of result in educational attainment 

(and not just in credentials or grades), then either the more 

intelligent persons must be levelled down or the less intelligent 

enhanced - from the very onset of intelligence. Or, with 

incomes, either society would be required to manage everyone's 

money - or fools be made wise and con-artists honest. 
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Equality of results is not what feminists are seeking 

through the E.R.A. This sort of equality is, however, sought 

by some "radical" feminists, who seek the restructuring of 

relationships between men and women and a radical and system

atic change in socializa"tion practices. These feminists 

(and all feminists of this variety are women) seek to abolish 

the whole notion of men's and women's roles - even, for some, 

as they relate. to reproductive capacities (see Shulamith 

Firestone,1970). This sort of feminism is however, related 

to the feminism that seeks equality or rights under the law 

if only in that the arguments of anti-feminists against 

equality of rights presuppose the socialization practices 

radical feminists oppose, and presume the relationships and 

sex-differentiated roles radical feminists seek to restructure 

and/or abolish. Thus, the more successful that anti-feminists 

are in imposing their vision of society, the more cogent the 

arguments of radical feminists seem. 

Equality before the law is, as J.R. Lucas (1977a, 

pp. 139-145.) notes, formal equality - the principle of 

Universalizability or Generalizability. This principle, 

although it establishes nothing of a sUbstantive nature, is 

not vacuous in political reasoning, because a polity is governed 

by laws, and laws involve universal terms. Thus, formal 

equality becomes, in political reasoning, equality before 

the law. But, as Lucas notes, this sort of equality will secure 

men equal treatment in some respects at the cost of necessarily 

not securing men equal treatment in all respects. This is the 
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case, of course, since only those considerations which go 

into "Justice's scales" are weighed· not all fCl.ctors are 

considered relevant. Yet, equality before the law secures 

to all the protection of the law, and it secures uniform 

administration of the law. 

As Geoffrey Marshall (1967, pp. 261-276.) points out, 

however, equality before the law does not require every 

person to be treated in the same way but only similar treatment 

for those in similar circumstances, or an absence of discrim

inatory treatment except for those in diff~rent circumstances. 

And, once again, the criteria of difference are critical -

especially where legislative classification or discrimination 

are concerned. When courts apply tests to legislative 

classifications, however, they do not appear to hold all 

such classifications or discriminations equally suspect, and 

it is not always clear what hurdle they are requiring the 

impugned legislation to clear. As Marshall notes, sometimes 

they seem satisfied with mere relevance; at other times more 

is demanded. Even if it is clear which test is being applied, 

decisions are often unpredictable because of the different 

ways a large number of possible differences between persons 

or situations may be weighed. Indeed, he cites Mr. Justice 

Jackson to this effect: "The equal protection clause ceases 

to assure either equality or protection if it is avoided 

by any conceivable difference that can be pointed out 

between those bound and those left free." (Railway Express 
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v. New York, 1949). 

Now equality before the law is clearly very closely 

related to equality of rights before the law. But, it is 

arguable, I think, that a polity can claim that all persons are 

equally protected by law and by its uniform administration 

without their being protected by equal laws - or laws that 

treat all persons as inherently equal with discrimination 

and classifications based only on specific, delineated factors 

directly relevant to the subject under consideration. This is 

a fine distinction, but I still believe that it can be argued 

that, in the United States, men and women are equal before the 

law in the senses specified above, without the argument presuming 

or entailing that their rights before the law are equal. Nor, 

as we shall see, are those rights equally protected. 

The foregoing discussion, albeit brief, is relevant to 

our purposes for two reasons. First, to clarify what sort 

of equality feminists are seeking through th~ E.R.A. (and it 

is the rhetoric and literature related to that Amendment to 

the Constitution which is the subject of this chapter). 

Second, because anti-feminists tend to view equality as a 

unitary concept - a monolith - (or, at least, to speak as 

though they do). This, too, reflects their epistemological 

premises as seen through their conception of authority and 

law. For, on the anti-feminists view, law must reflect 

accepted (traditional, customary) social values and practices. 
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Thus, law follows values - and what feminists must be seeking 

is a change in values, in "true" rights, in men's and wome;n' s 

natures. Anti-feminists tend, therefore, to view all atteIT~ts 

to equalize the rights of men and women before the law as 

attempts to make men and women the same - for if their rights 

are the same, they must be the same. 

We have already stated that it is "equality of rights 

before the law" for men and women which is the feminist answer 

to "equality in respect of what?" This perceived (it is the 

recognition of this equality which feminists seek, not its 

creation) equality of rights is, for feminists, based in the 

inherent and essential equality of men and women as human 

beings, as instances of a universal law, and as the entities 

on which, as Mrs. Pell [Chairman, National Council, National 

Woman's Party] (1938, p.1~2.) states, democracy is founded: 

"Our America still holds for the fundamental premise of the 

democratic state that human beings are the only real and 

tangible entities." Moreover, feminists have repeatedly 

asserted, in the Congressional hearings which are the source 

for most of the quotations in this chapter, and in other 

fora, the principle that this equality as persons results in 

equality of rights; the rights are entailed by the personness 

as U.S. Representative Florence P. Dwyer (1970, pp. 27-28.) 

points out: 

The important thing is that no American - regardless 
of sex, race, religion, or nationality - should be 
arbitrarily denied rights and opportunites which are 
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essential components of his humanity and citizenship 
... They belong to a person, as a person. 

Thus, for the feminists view, men and women are instances of 

the same universal laws defining personness. "Equally," 

therefore, means treating all instances of the same universal 

laws, i.e., all persons, according to the same rule. "Equality" 

for the feminist view means, then, that only those character-

istics of human beings which are universalistic are relevant 

to their rights before the law. This is to say that the 

criteria on which the rule (by which they're treated) is 

based cannot be grounded in sensed characteristics (sex, 

race, etc.). Thomas I. Emerson [Lines Professor of Law, 

Yale Law School] (1971, pp. 401-406.), stresses the irrelevance 

of sensed characteristics where rights and obligations are at 

issue: 

The equal rights amendment embodies a moral value 
judgment that a legal right or obligation should not 
depend upon sex but upon other factors - factors which 
are common to both sexes. This judgment is rooted in 
the basic concern of society with the individual, and 
with the right of the individual to develop his own 
potentiality ... Equality of rights simply means that 
sex is not a factor. 

Thus, where rights are claimed on the basis of humanness or 

personhood - however these are defined - a universal has been 

constituted and all who meet the specifications (however 

clearly or unclearly delineated) of this universal are instances 

of the same universal. Therefore, since men have not felt it 

necessary to specify in detail what they consider their 

essential human traits, it can simply be assumed that 

whatever they consider to constitute their essential humanness 
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and, hence, their universal human rights, can be applied to 

women. We do know that men do not distinguish among them-

selves - where political, civil, and legal rights are concerned 

- on the basis of size, strength, intelligence, "rationality" 

(except in the cases of psychotics and idiots), marital 

or parental status, fertility or sterility, or virtually any 

other ascriptive characteristic (except, for some, race and 

sexual preference), so we can assume that none of these 

constitute valid ground for distinguishing between men and 

women where political, civil, and legal rights are concerned: 

either these characteristics are relevant to these rights 

or they are not; they cannot be both. 

This is, indeed, how feminists have perceived the 

"universal laws" on the basis of which rights have been claimed 

by men. Helen Hill Weed, speaking for the National Woman's 

Party (1938, p.166.), argued that women only want what men 

have claimed for themselves as "human rights." 

In every community the status of man is accepted as the 
normal status of a human being,and the rights which men 
collectively possess are regarded as human rights ... 

... women are but demanding that human rights be the 
birthright of all American citizens 

Mrs. Myra Ruth Harmon [National Federation of Business and 

Professional Women's Clubs] (1970, p. 10) noted, however, 

the shifting of the premises when women have claimed those 

same rights - "The obvious fact that women are different from 

men does not justify legal restrictions imposed upon women." 

If these rights are, as men have claimed, "human rights," they 
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they are universals where human beings are concerned, and to 

deny them to women requires denying that women are "persons" 

in the same sense that men are, which as "A Woman Lawyer" 

(1945, pp. 56-58.) points out, is exactly what has been done 

by the U.S. Supreme Court . 

... the Court has placed woman "in a place by herself," 
and has advanced biological reasons for excluding females 
from provisions relating to the fundamental rights of 
persons and citizens. In effect, the Court has decreed 
that women are a special sort of citizen, not included 
in the terms "persons," and "citizens" as used in the 
supreme law of the land. 

That women are not "persons" in the same sense that 

men are is precisely what anti-feminists argue. As opposed 

to the feminist view (of an essential humanness in which men 

and women are equal and from which human - political, civil, 

legal - rights derive), anti-feminists hold that human beings 

are, at essence, different and that there are classes of 

differences signalled by observabl~ characteristics. Directly 

observed persons come ln different colors, ages, and sexes 

(among other observabl~ characteristics) and, ~ence, their true 

natures are different. Therefore, as Mrs. Young of the 

National Committee on the Status of Women (1948, p.116.) 

asserted, these different classes of persons should be 

accorded different treatments by law: "The species "homo 

sapiens" is divided into two classes; and ... these two classes 

... are distinguished by certain fundamental differences which 

it is desirable to recognize in the law." As noted earlier, 

anti-feminists hold that social practices reflect consensual 
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social values, and that laws should also reflect these 

values, these "facts of life" as the National Consumers 

League (1956, p.68.) called them -

American women today are being seriously offered a gold 
brick in the "equal rights" amendment ... It expresses 
a theory of sex equality and ignores the fact of sex 
difference. Men and women are different in biological 
structure and social function ... By and large, our laws 
reflect the facts of life. 

Laws therefore should not attempt to change the rights of 

men and women, because their respective rights reflect their 

respective natures (Agnes G. Regan, NCCW, 1925, pp. 72-73.): 

The National Council of Catholic Women is opposed to the 
equal rights amendment because of the fact it presents 
a fundamentally unsound conception of what is meant 
by "equal rights." ... 'The differences of function - the 
result of natural law - imply essential differences in 
rights and duties. There can be no question that a 
woman should have in law definite, specific rights in 
accordance with definite, specific duties which nature 
has imposed upon her. 

Laws should, rather, reflect these differences in classes 

of persons, and be "proportional" in d8signating rights 

(Rt. Rev. John A. Ryan, National Catholic Welfare Conference, 

1938, pp.12-15.) - " ... the feminists ... forget that social 

justice is proportional not arithmetical. Laws should be 

adapted to the needs and capacities of each class." 

What, then does "equality" mean for this view? It means 

treating similar personB according to the same rule - but 

men and women are not similar persons. As late as 1970, the 

AFL-CIO, represented by Mrs. Myra Wolfgang (1970, pp. 31-45.), 

was quite clear on this: "We live in a world of socially 

prescribed differences ... of customs relating to masculinity 
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and feminity. To achieve equality, we must start by recognis-

ing physical and biological differences." Equality consists 

of recognizing the essential different-ness of various 

categories of human beings - this differentness being known 

through the senses and through the usages of tradition and 

custom - and of honoring these differences in law and social 

practice. 

Equality means, again, treating similar persons according 

to the same ru~e - and all women are similar persons. It is 

therefore just, on this view, to treat all women the same: 

according to their essential nature as women, i.e., wife and 

mother. Thus, in an oft-cited decision in the case of Muller 

v. Oregon (1908), the opinion of the Court, written by 

Justice Brewer, held: 

That a woman's physical" structure and the performance 
of maternal functions place her at a disadvantage in the 
struggle for subsistence is obvious ... and as healthy 
mothers are essential to vigorous offspring, the physical 
well-being of woman becomes an object of public interest 
and care in order to preserve the strength and vigor 
of the race. 

Still again, history discloses ... the woman has always 
been dependent upon man ... Differentiated from the other 
sex, she is properly placed in a class by herself, and 
legislation designed for her protection may be sustained 
even when like legislation ... for man ... could not be 
sustained. 

This same conception of equality - i.e., treating women 

differently than men and treating all women the same - can be 

found in the following excerpt (introduced into the Congress

ional Record by Senator Sam Ervine in 1971) from Rights of 

Persons by Bernard Schwartz (1971, pp. 57-63,): 
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... there is still one recognizable purpose for which 
sexual classification may be constitutionally employed 
... that of protection of the female sex where women 
are inherently or traditionally a proper subject of 
governmental solicitude ... 

... protective statutes .•. may be justified as legis
lative attempts to protect the health, safety, and 
welfare ... of women ... "bartending by women, may 
in the allowable legislative judgment, give rise to 
moral and social problems against which it may devise 
preventive measures." ... Public amusements subject 
to the police power because of their effect on public 
morals may be regulated on the basis of sexual class
ification, with women excluded from participating 
in them. 

We shall return to thisexcer~t later in this chapter - in 

relation to the role of government - but let us consider 

now why only woman is in a "class by herself." 

If the rights of persons are dicatated by their 

essential natures, then it would seem that men's rights would 

be equally as clearly delimited as are women's. If all 

women are defined by their role (or potential role) as 

mothers, then, surely, all men are also circumscribed by 

a similarly essential role. This clearly is not the case, how-

ever. As we have seen from the citations in this and the 

previous chapter (and as we shall see in the following chapter), 

man is the measure of what full human existence is or can be; 

whatever he chooses as his role or "function" is his "natural" 

role or runction; whatever he claims as his rights, are his 

rights "by nature." It is only woman who is narrowly defined 

and circumscribed in her "nature," her role or "function," 

and her subsequent rights - and she is circumscribed and 
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defined by precisely that in which she differs most dramatic-

ally from man (who is the historical observer and definer 

and whose definitions have the force of law and the sanction 

of tradition). Thus, woman is defined and circumscribed by 

her reproductive difference from man - "The definite, specific 

duties which nature has imposed on her." For this view, 

those political, civil, and legal rights which Americans are 

wont to call "natural" or "human" rights are not either of 

these: they are men's rights. And men's and women's rights 

are, by definition, different because their natures are 

different. The centrality of this position for anti-feminists 

is illustrated by the following from a Mrs. Lister, a rep-

resentative of black women (1948, p. 142.) -

The National Council of Negro Women is unalterably opposed 
to the so-called equal rights amendment which is nothing 
less than a declaration in the fundamental law that 
wom~n, however different from men in their physical 
str~cture, biological or social function must be 
accorded by government, identical treatment with men. 

Conversely, for those "natural," "human" rights to be women's 

rights, then women w~uld have to be identical with men. 

Frances V. Perkins [Secretary of Labor] (1945, pp. 77-84.) 

made this point clearly - that equal rights mean identical 

natures -

Man and woman have identical rights only on the 
theory that they are identical in structure and function 
from every other point of view .... 

... some so-called discriminations find their just~ 
ifications in the social judgment of the community based 
on experience. 

Thus, we can see that, for anti-feminists, the "equality" which 
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the feminists seek and the "equality" which the anti-feminists 

seek have completely distinct meanings. Again, as the follow-

ing from t~e National League of Women Voters (Katherine 

Ludington, 1925, pp. 42-45.) illustrates, for anti-feminists 

equality means difference and what feminists seek means the 

identity of men and women in all regards: "We draw ... a 

distinction between equality of legal and social status and 

identity of legal and social status ... Now, gentlemen, what 

we want is practical equality, not a mechanical identity." 

(emphases in the original) 

It is curious that anti-feminists have struggled so 

furiously against something which they say (William Roach, 

National Council on the Status of Women, 1948, pp. 131-138.) 

cannot be: 

No amount of legal theorizing-- carr overcome the fact that 
men and women have fundamental differences that must 
be recognized in prescribing rules of conduct . 

... As Justice Felix Franfurter so pithily remarked, 
"the Women's Pal"ty cannot amend nature." -

This same phenomenon - the demand that laws proscribe what 

the demanders believe that Nature prevents - was also noted in 

the nineteenth century (e.g., J.S. Mill, The Subjection 

of Women). Anti-feminists in the twentieth century have, 

in their declarations along this line, hit, however, on a 

very real difference between their epistemological premises 

and those of feminists. To wit, anti-feminists consider 

treating all persons according to the same rule as doctrinaire 
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or theoretical (Francis V. Perkins, 1945, pp. 77-84.) -

" ... there is a body of women who may be described as profession

al feminists ... in claiming for the equal rights amendment 

this group is doctrinaire rather than reasonable, theoretical 

rather than realistic." - arid as an abstraction, far distanced 

from their pragmatism and realism (National Consumers League, 

1945, pp. 134-136.) - "Realism, rather than any glittering 

abstraction, is the basis of the opposition of-the National 

Consumers League to the proposed amendment." Or, as the 

National Women's Trade Union league put it (1945, p.134.), 

their concern with "real rights:" This amendment is impractical 

because it deals with abstract rights rather than real rights." 

These are charges which have regularly been levelled at 

feminists, and it is true that it takes a large step back 

from the everyday, observed world to envision all persons as 

essentially and inherently equal. It is a step, however, 

which has regularly been made by men where tDeir rights are 

concerned (not always easily made, to be sure, but made none

theless). Moreover, it is an equally large conceptual leap 

from the multitude of observable differences among individual 

human beings to the gross classifications of those human beings 

by sex or race, to name just two oft-used categories. In the 

observed world, man is different from woman - but so is man 

different from man, and woman different from woman. In either 

case, the feminist "abstraction" or the anti-feminist class

ification by ascriptive characteristics, there is a step taken 
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away from the world "as is:" which one gives the "truer" 

picture of human beings depends on the perspective of the 

observer-definer. 

We see that feminists and anti-feminists differ 

dramatically in their understandings of the concept of "equality" 

and in what it means in terms of political, civil, and legal 

rights for men and women. Yet, it is precisely with one or 

another of these understandings that the rights under consid~p

ation must deal. Either men and women have the same rights 

under the law, or they do not; either men and women are 

basically similar beings where rights are concerned, or they 

are not. These ostensibly simple statements imply, however, 

very different attitudes on the part of the government 

~oward its citizens - especially women. Thus, if all persons 

have the same rights before the law - if all persons stand in 

the same relation to the government - because of their essential 

equality, then the government must deal similarly with each 

person. For this view, no person's (or class of persons') 

rights may prima facie be overridden: cause must be given and 

the cause must have much greater weight than the rights over

ridden. Where the rights of one group of persons are over

ridden in, for example, "the public 'interest," the reasons 

for this denial of rights must be directly related to the 

promotion of that interest. Thus, for instance, it is 

generally agreed that known felons can legitimately be barred 

from certain types of employment (e.g., those requiring the 
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carrying of firearms). It 1S doubtful that much agreement 

could be reached, howevel'"l, tha-t for example, "known 

alcoholics" (perhaps those with arrest records) could legit

imately be barred from public entertainments even though 

they are likely to become disruptive. The curtailment of 

the rights in the second case is not balanced'by the importance 

of the public interest served. 

If however, different classes of persons stand in 

different relations to the government, if their rights 

before the law are different by nature (with this nature 

reflected in the law), then the government is not obligated 

to deal similarly with' each class. Indeed, for this view, 

it is obligated to deal differently with each class. Thus, 

there is no clear formula for the balancing of the rights of 

individuals, or for deciding whose rights may be over

ridden "in the public interest." Where it is the case,as 

I have argued here that it is with the anti-feminist 

point-of-view, that what are designated "human"rights are 

seen as "belonging"predominantly to one group of persons, 

then the situation is presented where the rights of that 

group are often seen to have preeminence over the rights of 

those with less universal claims. Moreover, it is more 

likely that the rights of these other groups will be curtailed 

more readily for less weighty "public interests" - for example, 

barring women from public amusements so that men may behave 

inan irresponsible and wanton manner. 
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The anti-feminist view above does, though, provide 

a much clearer view of the public good than does the feminist. 

For the feminist view (where all individuals stand in the 

same relation to the government and have the same rights), the 

relative weights of various public interests are moral and 

political choices, the particular balance to be struck among 

various visions of the common good is a decision to be common-

ly made. For the mti-feminist view, however, the true vision 

of the common good and of the proper public jnterests to be 

served is a given: all that is required is the consideration 

of the natures of the component groups in the society and 

polity, and of the dictates of traditions and religion. 

Phyllis Schafly (1977, pp.116-121.) is a prominent 

proponent of the anti-feminist view of the individual and 

the common good -

One's attitude toward these laws is based directly on 
one's assumptions and scale of values. If you think 
that the family is a social value to be cherished and 
encouraged, then the existing laws are good . 

... The women's liberation movement to the contrary, 
there are male and female roles. It is just as hurtful 
for a man to be deprived of his role as provider and 
protector as it is to a woman to be deprived of her 
maternal role. It is just as hurtful to a husb~nd to 
be deprived of his right to have a wife who is a mother 
for his children as it is to a wife to be deprived of 
her right to be a full-time homemaker ... 

and, given this clear understanding, the obligation of the 

polity is also_clear -
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To reject the obligation to take whatever action 
is necessary to safeguard the moral, social, and economic 
integrity of the family is to abandon the future to 
a bunch of marital misfits who are seeking their identity 
as Ms., mistaken about morals, misinformed about history, 
motivated by the axiom "Misery loves company," and who 
want to remake our laws, revise the marriage contract, 
restructure society, remold our children to conform 
to lib values instead of God's values, and replace the 
image of woman as virtue and mother with the image of 
prostitute, swinger, and lesbian. (Ibid, pp. 212-213.) 

It is clear for the anti-feminist view who belongs where for 

the common good to be realized. It is also clear in the 

above quotation from that inveterate anti-feminist, Schlafly. 

in what woman's nature consists - she is defined by her 

sexuality and her reproductive capacity. Woman is either 

"virtue and mother" or she is "prostitute, swinger, and 

lesbian;1I she is either restricted in her sexuality and 

reproductive capability to the roles prescribed by male-

dominated society and government, or she is beyond the moral 

and legal pale. Nowhere, is she, however~ simply a person 

with interests and needs of her own beyond those dictated 

by her womb and her sexual attractiveness to-men. We will 

return to this point later, but let us now examine the status 

of the rights of women vis a vis "the public interest." 

Earlier in this chapter, in the citation from Muller v. 

Oregon (1908) we found Justice Brewer asserting that woman lS 

"properly placed in a class by herself, and legislation 

designed for her protection may be sustained, even when like 

legislation ... for man ... could not be sustained." And we 

found Bernard Schwartz (1971, pp. 57-63.) claiming, "; .. 

there is still one recognizable purpose for which the sexual 
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classification may be constitutionally employed ••.. that 

of protection of the female sex where women are inherently 

or traditionally a proper subject of governmental solici

tude." "Inherently or traditionally" covers a large territory 

and the second adverb allows the avoidance of the fact 

that some women may not see current governmental practices 

as "governmental solicitude" nor as "protection." But 

for the anti-feministv~ew" women, and their rights and 

interests, do not change and the sta:t:us quo reflects the 

moral order: Schwartz's locution is exactly what anti

feminists mean. And he goes on: "Public amusements subject 

to the police power because of their effect on public morals 

may be regulated on the basis of sexual classification,with 

women excluded from participating in them." (Ibid.) In the 

positions of both Brewer and Schwartz what stands forth most 

clearly is the fact that woman's relation to society and 

polity is dictated by her reproductive capacity - woman is 

"inherently" an "object of public interest." It matters not 

what "woman" wants - and even less what particular and individual 

women might want or what their interests might be. Women are 

defined by their biological capacity - their nature is 

reproducer and nurturer. To preserve that nature unsullied 

therefore, men say restrict women's activities and their 

rights - in the interest of "the race" or of "public morals." 

Judith Baer (1978, p.195.), a scholar on the subject of 

"protective" legislation "for" women, describes this attitude: 
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The traditionalist argument has usually gone something 
like this: From the fact that women bear and can nurse 
children, it follows that women have primary responsibility 
for child care, which takes place in the home, follows 
the conclu&ions that homemaking is also her responsibility. 
From this assignment of these responsibilities follows 
the conclusion that all else in a woman's life must 
.be; subordinate to this. And from this, follows the 
necessity for restrictions. 

'Legislativeolassifications which limit women's rights 

have generally been based not on characteristics or features 

specific to a particular case (and therefore mutable), but 

rather, on woman's physical differences from man (which ar~, 

by and large, immutable). Thus, "protective" labor legislation 

- for instance, maximum hours law for women only - were upheld 

to preserve women's strength for childbearing and rearing 

(and for cooking and cleaning). But women needed protection 

from unfair wages and wage discrimination - they worked longer 

hours and took home less pay than men - noi from the opportunity 

to earn enough to keep themselves alive, and not from that 

"freedom of contract" for which men fought so hard for them-

selves. As Baer (Ibid, pp. 64-65.) points out in her discussion 

of Muller: 

If one believes that freedom of contract is a constitutional 
right which workers actually enjoy, the limitation of 
this freedom for women can be defended only if one agrees 
that women should have less freedom under the Constitution 
than men. The opinion does not flinch from this necessity. 
It declares that women may be denied rights which men 
enjoy both for what the state views as their uwn benefit 
and in the interests of the larger society. Of course, 
any law which limits the working hours of a particular 
group of workers - miners, for example - curtails their 
freedom of contract relative to other workers. Viewed 
in this light, Muller would not seem so startling - until 
we remember that it is possible to choose to be, or 
cease to be a miner; but one does not choose to be, or 
cease to be a woman. 
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That one does not choose to be, or cease to be a woman 

is precisely the point however, for the anti-feminist view -

woman's nature is an immutable given. Woman's nature, for this 

view, fuses the interests of women with'those of others. Indeed, 

women have no legitimate interests, and no rights, separate 

from those which relate them to men and children and, through 

them, to the larger group (society, polity). Women's 

"true natures" tie them irrevocably to the family unit, and 

their "true" interests lie there, as do their "true" rights. 

Baer (Ibid, p.23) notes that there are several factors 

which could provide support for arguments for special labor 

legislation for women. First, there are the physical 

characteristics which distinguish women from men. Second, 

there are social differences in the responsibilities of the 

sexes. Third, there are economic conditions: women's inferior 

working conditions and the need perceived by male workers to 

protect themselves from female competion. F0urth there are 

the political conditions, notably the lack of strong labor 

organization. About these factors, she (Ibid.) comments: 

... Interestingly, the arguments for discrimination 
usually are not based on the factors which distinguish 
all men from all women, and vice versa. No one seriously 
argues, for instance, that testicles are a requirement 
for executive jobs or ovaries for clerical ones ... most 
arguments ... rely ... on two phenomena which are common to 
only some men or to some women: physical strength and 
childbearing. 

This should come as no surprise,however. These arguments take 

this form because, for the anti-feminist view, childbearing 

is woman's nature - and therefore is common to all women 
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(and with it comes cooking and cleaning). Senator Sam Ervin 

would even write housekeeping into the Constitution as a 

woman's duty. 

When He created them, God made physiological and 
functional differences between men and women ... 

Our country has established by law the institutions of 
marriage, the home, and the family, and has adoptee 
some laws making rational distinctlons between the ~espective 
rights and responsibilities of men and women . 

... I have drafted a substitute Federal equal rights 
amendment ... 

Section 1. Equality of rights under the law shall not 
be denied or abridged by the United States or by any 
State on account of sex~ This article shall not impair, 
however, the validity of any law of the United States 
or any State which exempts women from compulsory military 
service or which is reasonably designed to promote the 
health, safety, privacy, education, or economic welfare 
of women, or to enable them to perform their duties as 
homemakers and mothers. 

By the same token, physical strength (sometimes lauded as"pro-

tectiveness" and sometimes linked with "innate" male aggressive-

ness") is imputed to all males by virtue of their maleness. 

Feminists have understood - only too well - the world

view with which they are confronted ~n anti-feminist arguments. 

U.S. Representative Margaret Heckler (1970, p.39.) portrays 

it as discrimination masking as privilege and protection: 

I have heard it said that the only discrimination that 
is still fashionable is discrimination against women. 

Pehaps as some say, it is derived from a protective 
inclination on the part of men. But women seek recognition 
as individual human beings with abilities useful to 
society - rather than protection from the real world ... 

Women are not requesting special privilege - but 
rather a full measure of responsibility. 
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Indeed, the argument that some classes of persons are 

"naturally" suited or unsuited for various occupations and 

roles has been in our history a racist, as well as an anti-

feminist argument and feminists have not failed to point this 

out. Some, such as U.S.Representative Shirley Chisholm (May, 

1970, pp.33-35.), have seen a clear link between racism and 

anti-feminism as ways of viewing human beings - "That one sex 

needs protection more than the othe~ ~~ male supremacism and 

as ridiculous and as unworthy of respect as the white supremacism 

that society is trying to cure itself of at this time." 

Feminists have also recognized the hidden arguments in the 

anti-feminist rhetoric' about the difference between men and 

women - i.e., that with lesser average relative physical 

strength goes lesser relative moral and intellectual capability: 

hence, woman's need for protection "in her own best interests." 

Mary Murphy, a representative of a women's union of rapid 

transit workers - women who were being force? out of their 

war-time (WWI) jobs by "protective" legislation - put the 

feminist perception quite well -

Now those who oppose the equal rights bill ... are 
trying to place wom~n in industry before our legislature 
as a class of weaklings, as a special class devoid of both 
moral sense and physical stamina, totally unfitted 
mentally, morally, and physically to decide for ourselves, 
to judge between right and wrong, good or bad. 

Clearly, then, feminists have repeatedly rejected arguments 

which assert that women - as women - can be singled out for 

legislative discrimination, even if it is called protection. 

And it is herE that the argument made earlier - that 
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women and men in the United States can be said to have 

equality before the law without so saying entailing that 

they have equality of rights before the law - comes to the 

fore. For laws which deny those who bear children certain 

rights, deny those rights equally to men and women, as an 

example. Thus, for i:nstiance in Geduldig v. Aiello (June 

17, 1974), the Supreme Court of the United States decided 

(with Justice Stewart delivering the opinion of the Court) 

-under the Fourteenth Amendment - that a California temporary 

disability insurance program which denied benefits for 

pregnancy-related disabilities was not sex-discriminatory 

because (among other arguments)" there is no r:isk from which 

men are protected and women are not" (although prostate

related disabilities were covered!). The opinion continued, 

"Likewise, there is no risk from which women are protected 

and men are not." Babcock, Friedman, Norton, and Ross. eds., 

(1975, p. 398.) note that the Cour~ and state laws, also 

assume that pregnant women are automatically unable to work 

for the entire period of pregnancy - perhaps thE'ir "true" 

natures overwhelm them! - and thus cost is an alleged factor. 

It is almost as if the Court were saying to women, "If you want 

to work and have the rights and protection that men have in 

the workplace, you cannot have children; and, if you want to 

have children, you cannot work and be accorded the rights and 

protections men are accorded." 

It is important to note here that this, very recent, 
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case was decided under the Fourteenth Amendment. This 

amendment's "Equal Protection Clause" is frequently cited 

as an example of why the Equal Rights Amendment is not 

needed. But, as Mr. Justice Jackson said,"The equal protection 

clause ceases to assure either equality or protection if 

it is avoided by any conceivable difference that can be 

pointed out between those bound and those left free." (Railway 

Express Agency v. New York, 1949.) And as the following 

presentation by Marguerite Rawalt of the Women's Bar 

Association (1970, p.21.) to the 1970 Senate Hearing on the 

E.R.A. demonstrates, the "equal protection" clause has 

regularly provided neither to women: 

"Sex is a reasonable classification" was the principle 
laid down by the United States Supreme Court in 1908 to 
justify denial of "eq'Ual protection of law" guaranteed 
by the 14th Amendment, to women workers .... 

The 14th Amendment did not give women the right to 
vote .... 

The 14th Amendment did not give women the right to 
practice a lawful profession .... 

The 14th Amendment has not been held to extend to 
w~men the right to work at any lawful occupation of an 
individual's choice .... 

... The "reasonableness" of placing all females in a 
"class" as a ground for denying 14th amendment protection 
has mushroomed through the years •... 

The 14th Amendment does not insure fair and equitable 
property rights to married women .... 

The 14th Amendment, through the decades, was not 
applied to abrogate longer prison terms for women 
criminals than for men .... 

The 14th Amendment .... has never yet been applied by 
the S~preme Court to guaranteee to an individual female 
the right to work at any lawful occupation of her choice 
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although the Court has applied its guarantees ... to 
insure the ~ights to work at any lawful occupation to 
Chinese laundrymen, Japanese fishermen, a train conductor, 
and an Austrian cook. 

It is clear, from even a brief survey of judicial 

or legislative history, that gender in and of itself has 

been'regularly considered sufficient and legitimate grounds 

not only for giving women different rights based on their 

different situation, but also for withholding basic civil, 

legal, economic, and political rights from women. It is not 

clear, however, how such an excessively broad classification as 

gender can stand as justification - for not only different 

but discriminatory and', indeed, punitive treatment of those 

who fall into this classification - in a polity which claims 

that its authority and political power is based in the "rule 

of laws, not men." In the face of the treatment women have 

received in those, laws, that phrase takes on the character of a 

bad joke. Women are, however, protected by law (they are not 

subject anymore than are Inen to completely arbitrary power) 

and they can be relatively certain of the uniform administration 

of the laws. Women are "equal before the law" with men in these 

these senses, then, but they do not have "equality of rights 

before the law" with men, nor equal protection of those 

rights which are said to be the rights of citizens, of persons. 

It i~ of course, clear that no laws and no system of 

justice can treat every person identically in every situation 

and circumstance. There must be ways of distinguishing between 
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persons and situations: if equality(of wh~tever sort) means 

according similar treatment to similar persons in similar 

circumstances, then we must have some basis for judging when 

persons and their circumstances are similar. Where the laws 

of the United States and the separate states are concerned, 

it is the boast of judges and legislators that the criteria 

for relevance for making these judgments are generalized and 

universalistic - that persons are treated in and before the 

law not as rich or,poor, black or white, male or female, 

but as citizens and persons. This boast reflects part of 

reality, but only part. The other part is the treatment 

of persons in the laws on the basisof their ascriptive character

istics, especially race, sex, and color, and on the basis of 

their economic power. That these two parts of reality co-exist, 

however unpeacefully, reflects the argument of this paper -

that there are two distinct strains of political thought 

operant in the United States (illuminated here by the feminist 

and the anti-feminist arguments concerning the rights of 

women). And, once again, the criteria of relevance chosen 

for distinguishing between/among persons reflect the beliefs 

concerning human equality and social ordering of their 

adherents. 

Anti-feminists see criteria based on ascriptive 

characteristics ( and economic power) as not only right but 

proper - these criteria reflect a natural order and a received 

tradition (based on the dictates of God,and Nature). This 
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order and tradition must be the starting point for all laws 

(Myra Wolfgang, AFL-CIO, 1970,pp. 31-45.) - " We live in a 

world of socially prescribed differences ... of customs relating 

to masculinity and feminity. To achieve equality, we must 

start equal by recognizing physical and biological differences." 

Laws, for this view, should reflect innate differences -and 

should therefore treat men and women differently: "Laws 

should be adapted to the needs and capacities of each class." 

(Ryan, 1938, pp. 12-15.) It should be noted, again, that for 

the anti-feminist V1ew women constitute a "class" under all 

circumstances and that therefore the law is justified in 

treating women differently from men in all instances (although 

legislators and judges may choose to be generous and "give" 

women the same rights as men in some instances). Thus, for 

anti-feminists, dissimilarity is assumed among ascriptively 

different classes of persons, and dissimilarity of treatment 

is viewed as right and legitimate. 

Feminists do not, for their part, disallow all 

differences of treatment among persons. They do, however, 

disallow different treatment of worrl~n solely because women 

are not men. Thomas I. Emerson (1970, pp.298-299.) is explicit 

on this point -

legislation directly concerned with physical 
differences found either in all men or in all women are 
relatively rare ... Unless the difference is one that is 
characteristic of all women and no men, or all men and 
no women, it is not the sex factor, but the individual 
factor which should be determinative. 

The "individual factor" 1S the key for feminists. Thus, 
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for instance, legislation based on the individual factor 

of the need of a woman to recuperate after childbirth, 

which is really identical to the individual factor of the 

need of a surgery patient to recuperate, is permissible for 

the feminist view (as long as the woman is not required to 

start the maternity leave at some arbitrarily defined time, 

regardless of her individual circumstances, although barring 

abnormal complications, she could reasonably be expected to 

terminate such a leave after a clearly defined length of time). 

Feminists do not, moreover, deny that there are relative 

average differences among men and women in aptitudes and 

abilities, roles and functions. (Many do deny, pending 

scientific proof otherwise, that these relative average 

differences reflect innate and immutable differences between 

male and female human beings. A$ Janet Radcliffe Richards 

points out in The· Sceptical Feministtl980), however, even 

mnate, differences between men and women do not in themselves 

prescribe how such differences are to be treated: is does 

not entail ought; ought is a moral and a political choice.) 

What feminists do deny is that some differences among men and 

women permit differential treatment across-the-board. Judith 

Baer (1978, p. 179.) 

The question is not whether any attribute is a valid 
basis for discrimination, but which kinds of discrimination 
the attribute might or might not justify ... Not only do 
obvious sexual differences not justify differential 
treatment by themselves, but the justification of 
one kind of sex-based discrimination does not legitimate 
any other kind. 
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Feminists deny, moreover, that classifications (criteria 

of relevance) and treatment can be based on any "natural" 

social and political superiority of one "class" - for they 

deny the "naturalness" of any classificatory system. Feminists 

do not, therefore, disallow classifications; they disallow 

the "overclassification" of persons (especially women), and 

they require, as Thomas I.Emerson (1971, pp. 401-406.) 

argues below, that criteria of relevance for differential 

treatment be based in specific situations, not ascriptive 

traits: 

The existence of a characteristic found more often in one 
sex than the other does not justify legal treatment 
of all members of that sex different from all members 
of the other sex ... The circumstances that in our present 
society illembers of one sex are more likely to be found 
in a particular type of activity than members of the 
other sex does not authorize the Governemnt to fix the 
legal rights or obligations on the basis of membership 
in one sex. They may operate by grouping individuals in 
terms of existing characteristics or functions, but not 
through a vast overclassification by sex . 

... The equal rights amendment embodies a moral judgment 
that a legal right or obligation should •.. depend ... 
upon ... factors which are common to both sexes. 

What of the argument, then, advanced by such figures 

as Emmanuel Celler and Sam Ervin, that there are "rights" 

which women have achieved (or been granted), but which would 

be "lost" should men and women be treated equally in their 

rights. These rights, which are more often designated 

"privileges" by their adherents, are rights to such things as 

widow's benefits, child support, and alimony. It is important 

to note that almost all of these "rights" (the important 
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exception being from exemption from military conscription) are 

related to the wife's economic sUbjection to and dependence on 

the husband in an ongoing marriage - which sUbjection and dependence 

anti-feminists see as natural and feminists see as imposed and 

legally-enforced. From the anti-feminist perspective, these are 

important rights of women, and this argument carries great weight: 

these are rights which protect and preserve women in the natural 

roles of wife and mother. That these rights also Entail costs to 

women who do not fill these roles (or do not see them as defining 

their entire being) costs such as discriminato~y marital property 

laws and such as "legitimation" for paying working women less than 

working men - does not bother anti-feminists. To protect and 

preserve woman in her natural functions and roles is the proper 

aim of laws which affect her, and the "loss" of these rights/priv

ileges is a matter of deep concern for feminists. Moreover, these 

rights are not discriminatory against men(as is often charged, 

with increasing effectiveness) because they reflect valid, and 

true criteria of relevance for the differential treatment of men 

and women. 

Feminists do not deny that the marital relation 

imposes obligations on the partners for each other's welfare. 

They do, however, argue that, were it not for the economic depend

ency imposed on married women and the failure of the economy and 

society to meet the needs of women workers who have children, 
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these are rights w9men would not need as women. Feminists 

argue that it is dependent spouses left behind - whether by 

death or divorce - who need help and support, not just widows 

and ex-wives; it is those who have the primary responsibility 

for child-rearing who need child-support, not just mothers. As 

Thomas 1. Emerson said (1971, pp.401-406.) "The law may 

operate by grouping individuals in terms of existing character

istics or fUnctions, but not through a vast overclassification 

by sex." In the same vein, it is workers who are exposed to 

chemical hazards who need protection, not just unsterilized 

women of child-bearing age. When society and the polity view 

men and women as individuals, it is apparent that individual 

men need these protections as much as individual women. It is, 

for the feminist view, as wrong to deny these rights and 

protections to needy men because they are men as it is to use 

these rights and protections as legitimizations for discrim

inating against women in other areas. The criteria of relevance 

are sex-based, and preferential/protective treatment in one 

instance does not legitimate similar treatment to all cases -

most especially not where such treatment also entails high 

costs in individuality and autonomy. 

Just as the law can legitimately distinguish prefer

entially/ protectively among individuals in particular circum

stances, so can the law distinguish negatively among indi

viduals - 1.e., circumscribing and/or regulating the rights 

of some individuals, and overriding the claims and interests 

of those individuals, in the "public interest." 
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Both feminists and anti-feminists concede this power of the 

law. They differ in their understandings of the public interest, 

and they differ on the criteria of relevance for differences 

in treatment. 

The anti-feminist view holds that serving the public 

interest entails preserving and promoting the natural order 

of things. Therefore, gender-based (or race-based) circum-

scriptions of rights (and suppressions of claims and interests) 

are justifiable if they serve this end. Indeed, they are not 

only justifiable but "right" in that they are based in and 

promote the natural order. Thus, the treatment due different 

groups of individuals 1s inherent in their respective natures. 

And, as Bernard Schwartz (1971, pp.57-63.) states, some groups 

may be barred from "public" activities and amusements so that 

other groups may fulfill their "natures." 

.. . there is still one recognizable purpose for which 
the sexual classification may be constitutionally 
employed ... that of protection of the female sex where 
women are inherently or traditionally a proper subject 
of governmental solicitude ... 

.. . "bartending by women, may, in the allowable legislative 
judgement, give rise to moral and social problems against 
which it may devise preventive measures" ... Public 
amusements subject to the police power because of their 
effect on public morals may be regulated on the basis 
of sexual classification, with women excluded from 
participating in them ... 

In other words, because men may get rowdy or lewd, women 

may be excluded from jobs and from public amusements. The 

government may take "preventive measures" to protect both 

the "morals" of women and "public morals." But why not 
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regulate and circumscribe the apparent source of these 

problems - men? Because "women are inherently ... a proper 

subject of governmental solicitude:"inhe~ently so because 

they are inherently wives and mothers and, as such, must 

be kept chaste, modest and circumspect in their behavior. 

Woman, for this view, is !'virtue and mother ," and the public 

interest is to maintain this natural order - at whatever cost 

to individual women. Mor~over, because of the limited scope 

of woman's nature (wife-and-mother), the "public interest" 

takes precedence over the interests and claims of individual 

women more rapidly and to a greater extent than it does over the 

interests of men, either as a group or as individuals. 

There are, however, other conceptions of how the 

"public interest" is defined, and of how it is balanced with 

the rights, claims, and interests of individuals. Virginia 

Held (1970, p.186.) asserts that, 

... the assertions themselves, that "x is In the public 
interest" or that "x is not in the' public interest" are 
normative claims-that a decision in favor of x ought 
or ought not to be made ... Anyone claiming that x is in 
the public interest is ... asserting a claim as justifiable. 
But to assert a claim as justifiahle, and even to have 
such a claim declared politically valid, is not to say 
that it is justified in a fin~l sense. 

As regards conflicts between claims of public interest and 

rival claims she says (Ibid, pp. 186-188.) the following: 

And a valid judgment that ~ is in the public interest 
does not, on·my analysis, imply that judgments of 
individual interest in conflict with it are invalid. 

A settlement between rival claims th~t something is 
or is not in the public interest on the basis of the 
political authority of the claimants does not amount to 
a position that whatever a political system decides is 
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therefore morally justified, since such assertions, even 
if valid upon the political system, may be invalid 
upon other systems, such as the moral systems of 
individuals. 

On my analysis, an individual may validly claim 
that a given decision, policy, law, or arrangement is or 
is not justifiable, and a polity may validly claim the 
contrary. Both can be considered to be offering altern
ative hypotheses - for which it behooves them to have 
supporting principles and evidence - concerning what is 
and what is not justifiable. And any dispute between 
them can only be settled by going beyond the systems 
of both, even when a preponderance of individuals may 
give weight to one side or the other. 

There is, for Held, no single definitive conception of "the 

public interest" which holds for all cases. To assert that 

a law or ,policy is in "the public interest" is to make a 

claim that such a law or policy is justifiable - not, necessar-

ily, justified. Therefore, no definition, no assertion, of 

public interest automatically predominates over the claims 

of individuals. 

Richard Flathman (1973b, pp. 514-521.) makes a similar 

point about this concept, but carries it farther. He asserts 

that "public interest" is a term ordinarily used to commend or 

approve. But the criteria used to evaluate actions of govern-

ment must take into account the full range of effects of those 

actions on all segments of the'''public.'' Flathman (197 3c, 

pp. 522-532.) asserts that, therefore, "public interest" is 

properly applied to a measure only when its full impact has 

been considered and normative considerations relevant to 

justifying that impact have been marshalled. In other words, 

reasons must be given. 
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In this, "public interest" is similar to other commend

atory terms - such as "good." Flathman (1973b, pp. 518-520.) 

notes that R.M. Hare in his analysis of the word "good" has 

distinguished between the "primary" or "commendatory"force 

of the term and its "secondary" or "descriptive" force. The 

commendatory meaning is primary because this meaning is constant 

despite great variation in the descriptive meaning, and because 

the evaluative force of the word can be used in order to 

change the descriptive meaning for a class of objects. Further, 

the logic of the word "good" is such that we misuse the word 

if we commend when we are unable to supply a descriptive mean

ing in support of the commendation. Flathman. notes that 

the fact that the logic of the word requires a descriptive 

meaning mandates discussion (the content of which will vary 

from case to case) of why II good II was applied to an act or 

object. 

So also with the commendatory term "public interest:" 

a descriptive meaning must be supplied. The descriptive 

meaning will also vary in content from case to case. Thus, 

there can be no single, all-inclusive, once-for-all-time 

answer to "What is in the public interest?" Each claim of 

public interest must be justified, a descriptive meaning supplied, 

reasons given. Then only can conflicts be adjudicated and 

value decisions be made. 

When the claims of individuals or groups of individuals 

must be balanced against the claims of "public interest," 
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then,there can be no pre-determined outcome.(Flathman, 1973c, 

p.525.) The understanding of "public interest" just presented 

precludes Schwartz's sexual classification - i.e., the 

automatic repression of the claims, interest, and rights of 

women whenever a governmental body so chooses. To say that 

such a classification can be employed where women are 

"inherently or traditionally a proper subject of governmental 

solic'it'ude" is to say that no reasons (for the preceding 

statement is an assertion not a reason) need be given. 

Moreover, Schwartz's and the anti-feminists' ranking of interests 

and claims does constitute an all-inclusive meaning of "public 

interest" vis-a-vis the interests and claims of individual 

women. The feminist view, however, is reflected in the 

citation from Baer (1979,' p.179.) 

... Not only do obvious sexual differences not justify 
differential treatment by themselves, but the justification 
of one kind of sex-based discrimination does not legitimate 
any other kind. 

So also, the predominance of a public interest over the interests 

of individual women in one instance does not entail a similar 

predominance in every instance - or even in an ostensibly 

similar instance. Each claim must be justified on its own 

merits, and each justification applies only to that case. For 

feminists, there is no inherent ranking of interests or rights, 

and traditional rankings carry no more weight than the reasons 

given to support them justify. Sexual differences are not 

in and of themselves valid reasons for a ranking of interest, 

claims or rights. 



CHAPTER. FOUR 

PERSONS, STATUS, AND RIGHTS 

Political rules, and the rights and obligations with 

which they are concerned, have reference to persons in the 

polity covered by those rules. This is a simple statement 

- a simplistic statement, on its face. The crux of this 

statement lies, however, in the meaning of "person" and here 

all simplicity vanishes. What does it mean to be a "person" 

in a given polity? Are all human beings within the polity 

equally persons? If they are not, how - and by whom - is 

personness defined? What are the criteria for distinguishing 

among persons and non-persons? Are these criteria immutable 

and if so, are the statuses based upon them also immutable? 

If immutability is claimed, upon what is it alleged to be 

based? 

A further question raised here is whe~her political 

rights and responsibilities do indeed belong to individual 

persons, or whether they accrue to statuses1' Specifically, 

for the case at hand, do women have political rights and 

responsibilities as individuals and citizens, or do they have 

the rights and responsibilities they do because they are 

(actually or potentially) wives and mothers? If it is 

argued that rights and responsibilities accrue to statuses, 

what meaning can this have in a purportedly democratic society? 

More importantly, 'what import does such a view have for the 
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autonomy :- moral, social, legal , political, and economic -

of individual women? 

What, then, is the meaning of personhood in America? 

We have seen that epistemological premises have important 

implications for political positions and for one's understand~ 

ing of the meaning and scope of political concepts (such as 

political authority or equality of rights under the law). 

These premises also bear upon how one conceives of persons 

and of their relationships with on~ another. How a human 

being is considered to be "known" bears importantly upon how 

that human being is to be concei7ed of and dealt with in social 

and political contexts. 

Thus, if, on the "natural history" Vlew, a truly known 

being, a "person" is that person as given by sensed observation 

then for this view - theoretically, at least - there is no 

unitary concept of "personness." Human beings, as given in 

direct observation, appear to have few, if any, universally 

shared characteristics from which the observ~r could induce 

a universalized concept of a person. Human beings are female 

and male, multi-colored and multi-aged, and tend to come in 

oociaJ groupings, and, thus, are categorizable by these among 

other characteristics. By these categories of truly known 

human beings, the observer classifies the world, and from 

these categories are generalized political and social statuses 

and rights. As has been noted earlier, who stands in what 

relation to whom depends upon the observer and definer. 
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Moreover, this view relies entirely upon the world as "given" 

to the observer, Since most political and social observers 

of human beings stand neither at the beginning of human 

society nor at an Archimedean point outside time, what is 

given to the observer is society as freighted with tradition, 

customary practices, and extant relationships. What are 

also given to the observer are his own sex, color, age and 

so on. 

On the other hand, the "abstract contractual" Vlew 

holds that a truly known person is any human being who meets 

fuedeductively postulated characteristics of a person. For 

such postulated characteristics to have useful meaning, they 

must be cast in universal terms - i.e., not based in sensed 

categories. Thus, whatever the postulated characteristics 

of a universalized "person" may be, whoever meets them is.a 

person. This same premise holds for political and social 

persons and for their attendant statuses and rights. Moreover, 

each individual either is a person or is not a person. An 

individual cannot be a person in one instance and a non-person 

in another. Nor can personhood or its rights be forfeited 

by entering into a relationship with another individual. 

Nor, obviously, can one individual be the representative 

person of another human being who also meets the postulated 

characteristics. Individual human beings are persons (or are 

not) in their own rights and personhood is not a "knapsack" 

which can .be lost - or stolen; it is an integral characteristic 
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of an individual man or woman and remains with him/her and 

retains its meaning regardless of the relationships into 

which he/she enters (except, probably, in the case of the 

severely brain-damaged or the completely insane). 

From· their distinct epistemological premises, the two 

sides of the movement have drawn quite distinct concepts of 

the personhood of women and, hence, of their statuses and 

rights. Indeed, virtually from the outset of the movement, 

feminists and anti-feminists have both clearly perceived 

their essential differences on how men and women stand in 

relation to one another - and how women stand in relation to 

the polity . 
. ., 

As note:d above, the natural history, anti-feminist, 

view, ,categorizes and classifies human beings on the basis 

of observable characteristics, and, from these categories 

are generalized political and social statuses and rights. 

Moreover, there is, theoretically, no single definition of 

a "person." In fact, however, for this view, the status of 

white males is that of persons (in all legal, moral, social, 

political, and economic senses) and citizens, and their rights 

are those of persons and citizens - and rulers. Senator 

Bayard [1874J (cited in Stanton, Anthony, and Gage, 1881/1970 

p. 577.) from the nineteenth century, on the relative position 

of men and women in the family -

Under the operation of this Amendment, what will become 
of the family hearthstone ... ? You will have a family 
with two heads - a "house divided against itself." 
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You will no longer have that healthful and necessary 
subordination of wife to husband ... I can see in all 
these attempts to invade the relations between man 
and wife ... elements of chaotic disorder, elements of 
destruction. 

and Phyllis Schafly (1977, p.61.), on the same subject, 

from the twentieth century -

Any successful vehicle must have one person at the 
wheel with ultimate responsibility ... A family cannot 
be run by committee ... 

Every successful country and company has one "chief 
executive officer." None successfully functions with 
responsibility equally divided between chairmen or 
copresidents ... 

If a marriage is to be a successful institution, 
it must likewise have an ultimate decision maker, and 
that is the husband. 

Men are to rule and to'have rights and powers, because they 

are men. 

Women, on the other hand, being observably different 

from men, have a different status. The status of women is 

defined by their physiology - or in the twent~eth century 

their "function." Women have ~ function -,reproduction 

and nurturance (including the care and tending of adult 

males) and this function, this natural role, is the basis 

of their status. Their rights and responsibilities are 

based in that status and, thus, they have the rights and 

responsibilities of wives and mothers. Justice Bradley, 

Bradwell v. Illinois (1872), reaffirmed woman's legal 

non-existence and sole definition as mother and wife -
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... the civil law, as well as nature herself, has always 
recognized a wide difference in the respective spheres 
and destinies of man and woman. Man is, or should be, 
woman's protector and defender ... The constitution of the 
family organization, which is founded in divine ordinance, 
as well as in the nature of things, indicated the domestic 
sphere as that which belongs to the cfuma-±n and function of 
womanhood. The harmony, not to say, identity of interests 
and views which belong, or should belong,to the family 
institution is repugnant to the idea of a woman adopting 
a distinct and independent career from that of her 
husband. So firmly fixed was this sentiment in the 
founders of the common law that it became a maxim of 
that system of jurisprudence that a woman had no legal 
existence separate from her huspand, who was regarded 
as her head and representative in the social state. 

An 1878 "Memorial" to Congress [Madeleine Dahlgren, Anti-

Woman Suffrage Society, to a Senate Committee on Privileges 

and Elections] (cited in Stanton, Anthony and Gage, 1886/1970, 

p.102.) reiterates women's need for limited rights and 

for pretection -

We cannot without prayer arid protest see our cherished 
privileges endangered, and have granted us only in 
exchange the so-called equal rights .... we claim, 
through our physical weakness, .... that protection which 
we need for the proper discharge of those sacred and 
inalienable functions and rights conferr~d upon us 
by God. . 

This protection included, for anti-feminists, such as the 

Pennsylvania AOWS (NWP Archives, Tray 49, Box 1.), protection 

from wanting other rights - "The only indisputable right 

of woman in relation to the State is exemption from political 

duties ... Her right is the right to protection. The whole 

duty of man toward woman is to protect her, even against herself, 

if need be." Thus, women as women are entitled to rights 

only as those rights are entailed, as Frances V. Perkins 

(1945, pp. 77-84.) asserted, by their wife-and-mother role: 
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Time and again the literature of the proponents 
refers to "complete equality in marriage" as one of 
their goale ..••. The phrase ... overlooks the role of 
woman as mo~her and contradicts the facts of physiology, 
psychology, and social science, Men and women should 
have identical rights only on the theory that they are 
identical in structure and function from every other 
point of view. 

The status (political, economic, etc.) of women is, then, for 

Perkins and anti-feminists in general~ based in their single 

function, and the status of men is based in their multiple 

functions. Their rights are, therefore, distinctly different. 

In the face of the facts that many women do not marry 

and do not have children, what is the source for the anti-

feminist stance? The anti-feminist, natural history view 

sees women from a perspective which is conditioned by tradition. 

The prism of tradition through which women are observed is 

colored by religion, and by ideologically structured views 

of social relations. Thus, anti-feminists see the "natural," 

relation of woman to be that of a member of a male-headed 

nuclear family within which the woman's resp0nsibilities 

and role are limited to the bearing of children and the care 

of the nuclear family in the home. This relation is seen 

to be divinely ordained and anti-feminists assert that it 

is the traditional - and thus natural - relation for woman, 

although, as Richard Sennett (The Fall of Public Man, 1977), 

Phillipe Aries (Centuries of Childhood, 1962), Barbara Berg 

(The Remembered Gate, 1978) and Eileen Power (Medieval Women, 

1975) have all amply demonstrated, this sort of social relation 
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is a new historical deve~opment and not at all dictated 

by "women's nature." 

Not only is the male-headed family the natural relation 

of woman to man, for the anti-feminist view, it is also the 

natural relation of woman to soci,ety. "Woman's true sphere 

is not restricted ... From the rude contact of life, man is 

her shield ... He is the defender of her rights in his home." 

[Maj ori_ty Report, Hou.se Select Committee on Woman Suffrage, 

1885J (cited in Anthony and Harper, 1902/1970 pp. 48-49.) 

Moreover, any change in this relation is, as Schlafly (1977, 

pp. 212-213.) states, a threat to the integrity of the family, 

to law and to society:' 

To reject the obligation to take whatever action is 
necessary to safeguard the moral, social, and economic 
integrity of the family is to abandon the future to a 
bunch of misfits who a~e seeking their identity as Ms ... 
and who want to remake our laws, revise the marriage 
contract, restructure society, remold our children to 
conform to lib values instead of God's values. 

Indeed, anti-feminists have also considered the male-headed 

family the natural relation of woman to the polity. Bradwell 

v. Illinois, 1872): 

The harmony, not to say, ident~y of interests and views 
which belong, or should belong to the family institution 
is repugnatnt to the idea of a woman adopting a distinct 
and independent career from that of her husband. So 
firmly fixed was this sentiment in the founders of the 
common law that it became a maxim of that system of 
jurisprudence that a woman has no legal existence separate 
from her husband, who was regarded as her head and 
representative in the social state. 

"Head-of-household" laws are still extant, and still are 

used to deny women legal and economic rights, in many states. 
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Not only are such laws still operative, the legal and ethical 

view underlying them is still current in its own right. The 

"philosopher" of the Reagan administration, George Gilder (1973, 

p.140,), is one of its most outspoken proponents, and he 

excoriates the desire of feminists to be perceived as auto-

nomous persons -

A key reason for our current failure is the tendency 
of bureaucrats and social theorists to look upon the 
society chiefly as an aggregation of individual units ... 
This bias ... derives from a seductive misconception 
of democracy and of the great moral mandate of our founding 
fathers. The assumption that"all me.n [meaning men and 
women] are created equal ... endowed ... with certain 
unalienable "Ri.ghts" has been interpreted to mean that the 
laws of the land must be sex-blind: that men and women 
are essentially the same ... Similarly, when the feminists 
speak of the need to consider us all "human beings" and 
"people," what they mean is autonomous rational individuals: 
men and women without powerful sex drives reaching into 
all their relationships and without kinship ties binding 
them to their very identities. 

In other words, as individuals, not as members of a family. 

How, then, does Gilder propose that we correct this misconception 

and redeem our failure? By reasseI'ting a "familial order" 

(p. 142.) -

It is objectively sound ... to define the society 
as chiefly an assemblage of families, family aspirants, 
and unmarried units within the familial order ... 
A sound social policy will devote itself to promoting 
the creation and maintenance of family connections. 

Such a policy will have to acknowledge and accomodate 
sexual differences. 

And where does woman fit in all this?, -Back, exclusi,vely, in 

"the home" again - minus autonomous individuality and individual 

rights, naturally. (pp. 245-249.) 

The central posit.Lon of the woman in the home narallels 
her central position in all civilized socie~y; .... 
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This essential female role has become much more 

sophisticated and refined in the modern world. But its 
essence is the same. The woman assumes charge of what 
may be described as the domestic values of the community; 
its moral~ aesthetic, religious, nurturant, social and 
sexual concerns ... 

... She does her work because it is of primary rather 
than instrumental value. 

the woman's place is the home ..... 

in a sense she also brings the home into the society. 
The radiance of the values the home embodies can give 
meaning and illumination not only to male sexuality 
but also to all other masculine enterprises .... 

The fact is that there is no way that women can escape 
their supreme responsibilities without endangering 
civilization itself. . 

We see, then, that for the anti-feminist view the family 

is the defining relation for woman. She may pursue other 

"interests," but her social roles and political rights are 

based upon this relation. The rights which anti-feminists 

think women are entitled to - as women - and which they argue 

women stand to lose if they are treated as autonomous 

individuals are genRrally those related to woman-in-a-

(broken)-family: alimony, child-support, rights to support and 

shelter. Thus, for instance, every section of Schafly's 

book, "The Positive Woman, every horror story about "libs" 

and the E.R.A., concludes with a section labelled "Effects 

on the Family" - for this view, woman has no distinct meaning 

apart from a family. 

Indeed it can be further argued that woman is defined 

by her relation to man. The following excerpt from an 1848 
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(the year of tbe first Woman's Rights Convention) editorial 

[The Philadelphia Ledger and Daily Transcript] (cited in 

Stanton, Anthony and Gage, 1889~070 , pp.271-272.) encap-

sulated this view: "A woman is nobody. A wife is everything . 

... The ladies of Philadelphia, therefore, under the influence 

of their most serious "sober second thoughts" are resolved 

to maintain their rights as Wives, Belles, Virgins, and Mothers, , 

and not as Women." And more recently, again from Phy~lis 

Schlafly (1977, p.56.) - "Marriage and motherhood give a 

woman a new identity and the opportunity for all-round self-

fulfillment as a woman." Women do not exist as separate 

beings - if they are not wives and mothers, they are belles 

and virgins (who will one day be wives and mothers); three 

of the four labels describe women as viewed by men and in 

relation to men. This view, however, discounts or ignores 

single mothers, abandoned mothers, divorced mothers, unwed 

mothers: they are not in an approved relation to a man and 

hence do not exist. Thus, the definition of woman for this 

view is in relation to others, especially a male. 

But, if women are defined in this way, can they be 

fully "persons" in their own rights? As we have noted earlier, 

for the anti-feminist view, rights and responsibilities 

accrue to statuses. The status of men is full legal,political, 

social, religious and economic personhood; the status of 

women is member-of-a-male-headed- family. The rights of men 

and women are therefore distributed accordingly. Thus, as 
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the National Council of Catholic Women (Regan, 1925, pp.72-73.) 

asserted, women have "specific" rights - "The difference 

of function - the result of natural law -imply essential 

differences in rights and duties. There can be no question 

that a woman should have in law definite, specific rights in 

accordance with the definite specific duties which nature 

has imposed upon her." 'They have, as the National League 

of Women Voters ( Ludington, 1925, pp. 42-45.) stated, those 

rights which match their functions as women, but other limit-

ations and disabilities may be imposed if not related to that 

"characteristic function" - "Our conception of the relations of 

the sexes is of a complementary relation in which women shall 

be free from~ny hampering.disabilities, existing limitations, 

which prevent them from performing for the community and for 

civilization their characteristic functions as women." That 

characteristic function being, of course, wife, mother, 

nurturer. And housekeeper - as Senator Sam ~rvin (1970, pp. 

4-8.) blatantly stated in his "substitute Federal equal 

rights amendment:" 

Section 1. Equality of rights under the law shall not 
be denied or abridged by the United States or by any 
State on account of sex. This article shall not impair 
however, the validity of any law of the United States 
or any State ... which is reasonably designed ... to enable 
them to perform their duties as homemakers and mothers. 

Rights for women, in this view, comprise freeing them from 

anything that would hamper them in their primary role. These 

rights are not, therefore, entailed to women as individuals, as 

persons, or as citizens: they are truly women's rights, 
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and, more specifically, the rights of mothers and wives, of 

women in their natural roles. 

A rather different conception. of the personhood of 

woman can be found in feminist writings and rhetoric. Again, 

for the feminist, abstract contractual, view 'individuals are 

persons when they satisfy the postulates of personness 

(however these may be defined). These postulates cannot, 

however, vary from one case to another for if, as Charles 

Ames [speech to the New England Woman's Rights Convention, 

1859J (cited in Stanton, Anthony and Gage, 1889/1970, pp. 

271-272.) pointed out, "human" rights are postulated in 

principle, then the conclusion must be invariable: "If the 

Mohamedan doctrine (that a woman has no soul) be true, 

then the opponents of the cause are justifiable. But 

concede that she has a rational soul, and you concede the 

equality of her rights." Representative Florence P. Dwyer 

(1970, pp. 27-28.) makes the same point in more modern and 

secular terms - "The important thing is that no American -

regardless of sex, race, religion, or"nationality - should 

be arbitrarily denied rights and opportunities which are 

essential components of his humanity and citizenship ... They 

belong to a person, as a person." Moreover, these postulates 

or personness canot" be induced from the characteristics of 

an individual case or those of groups of inductively similar 

individuals, whether those similar characteristics are 

physiological in nature [Wendell Phillips, speech to the 

New England Woman's Rights Convention 1859J (cited in 
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Stanton, Anthony, and Gage, 1889/1970, p. 275.) ... " this is 

not a new cause; it is an old one. It is as old as the 

American idea. We are individuals by virtue of our brains, 

not by virtue of our muscles." - or socially structured with 

a purported biological base ("A Woman Lawyer," 1945, pp. 

56-58.) -

and the Court has placed woman "in a place by 
herself," and has advanced purely biological reasons 
for excludirig females from provision relating to the 
fundamental rights of persons and citizens. In effect, 
the Court has decreed that women are a special sort of 
person and citizen, not included in the terms "persons" 
and "citizens" as used in the supreme law of the land. 

Nor can these postulates of personness be induced from the 

differences between individuals or groups of individuals. 

Thus, reproductive differences are not a legitimate, although, 

as Wilma Scott Heide [N.O.W.J (1970, pp. 292-293.) points 

out, they are a common, basis for inducing these postulates: 

"It is tragic, I think, that the reproductive abilities 

women share with all other mammals have been more highly 

valued and developed than the productive intelligence we do 

not share with any other animal." 

Moreover, rights for this view accrue to individual 

persons. Elizabeth> Cady Stanton [1888J (cited in Anthony, 

and Harper, 1902/1970, p. 138.) pointed out that women are 

considered individuals when it suits those in power to do 

so- "Even the preamble of the Constitution is an argument 

for self-government - " We, the people," You r.ecognize 

women as people for you count them in the basis of 
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representation." And Mrs. Pell [NWP] (1938, p. 132.) pointed 

out that individuals are considered to be the basis of our 

democratic system - "Our America still holds for the fundamental 

premise of the democratic state that human beings are the 

only real and tangible entities." Thus, the basis of the 

polity 1S the individual and it is to the individual that 

rights accrue, not to the family. Henry Ward Beecher [speech 

to the 186E Woman's Rights Convention] (cited in Stanton, 

Anthony and Gage, 1881/1970, p.165.) noted the duplicity 

of the anti-feminist argument concerning the family as 

the unit of the polity: 

But it is said, "She ought to act through her father 
or husband, or son." ... Why not go back to the tribal 
custom of the desert, and let the patriarch do all the 
voting? To be sure, it would change the whole form 
of our government; but, if it is good enough for the 
family, it is just as good for the classes. 

Such rights cannot, therefore, be withheld from women because 

they are different from men. As Jean Witter LN. o. W.] (1970, 

pp. 27-29.) asserts, women are no less human beings for 

being women: "Certainly women are human beings and deserve 

to be accorded equal treatment under the law. Women cannot 

be denied Constitutional Equality because they bear the 

burden of reproduction." Women are equally "persons" and 

the grounds upon which persons are accorded rights must be 

the same for all. Elizabeth Cady Stanton [1892] (cited in 

Anthony and Harper, 1902/1970, pp. 189-191.) noted that 
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men are not categorized by their biological relationships, 

and, thus, neither can women be: 

In the usual discussion in regard to woman's sphere, 
such men as Herbert Spencer, Frederick HA~rison, 
and Grant Allen uniformly subordinate her rights 
and duties as an individual, as a citizen, and as a 
woman, to the necessities of these incidental relations 
[mother, wife, sister, daughterJ, some of which a 
large class of women never assume. In discussing the 
sphere of man we do not decide his rights as an individual, 
as a citizen, as a man, by his duties as a father, a 
husband, a brother, or a son, some of which he may 
never undertake .... 

... Nothing adds such dignity to characer as the 
recognition of one's self-sovereignty the right to 
an equal place, everywhere conceded - a place earned 
by personal merit; not an artificial attainment by 
inheritance, wealth, family and position. 

Men cannot b~ given rights, as m~n, regardless of their 

social and biological relationships, and these same rights 

denied to women because of those relationships. Nor can 

these rights of persons be denied to an individual person 

in order to "protect him/her. Indeed for this view, a 

central right is that of autonomy for each individual (which 

does not, of course, exclude voluntary association for mutual 

ends and solidarity). Recognition of the autonomy of each 

individual woman, this has been a feminist goal all a.long 

as the following from an 1860 speech by Elizabeth Cady 

Stanton <cited in Stanton, Anthony and Gage, 1889/1970, 

p. 679.) illustrates - "Undo what man did for us in the dark 

ages, and stike out all special legislation for us; strike 

the words "white male" from all your consititutions, and, 

then, with fair sailing, let us sink or swim, live or die, 
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survive or perish together." And again, in 1945, Christine 

Kefauver [ National Alliance of Civil Service Women] 

(1945, P 42.) asked that women be treated as competent 

adults" 

We women ask no favors. We ask for equality before 
the law, for freedom to work, for an equal wage for 
equal work ... If an equal-rights amendment is enacted 
all these things can be gained under the Wagner Labor 
Relations Act, but only if women are regarded as 
adult human beings, and not classified as minors and 
"protected" out of desirable and well-paid positions. 

For this view, to assert that an individual needs "protection" 

or special attention on the basis of ascriptive characteristics 

is to deny that individual's full personhood, his/her 

autonomous adult status. Nbra Stanton Barney [NWP, daughter 

of E.C. Stanton] made this point quite forcef~lly (1945, 

pp.18-19.' 

Very few women today realize the price they pay for 
hanging on to special laws ... instead of standing for 
equality and the equal rights amendment. We are not 
persons .... We are at the mercy of any legislator in 
any of the 48 states who wants to pass any law to curb 
our freedom, no matter how absurd. We hqve the economic 
status of a child of five, and are continually linked 
up with minors instead of adults. 

To assert the need for protection, is also to place the 

individual to be "protected" in a tenuous legal position, 

as Nora Stanton Barney noted in the above citation and as 

Dr. Elizabeth Boyer [Woman's Equity Action League] (1970, 

p.443.) asserts in the following: 

At the time of the drafting of our Constitution 
four groups had no legal status and were not represented -
slaves, indentured servants, men of no property, 
and women ... Women remain ... with their legal status 
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unresolved. The suffrage amendment gave them the 
vote, but their rights are subject to common law 
interpretations and the laws of the various States, 
and a confusion of case decisions leaves them in an 
intolerable position. 

Who is to decide what is "protection" and what is "repression?" 

Obviously, an individual or group that "needs I' protection is, 

in the eyes of those imposing this protection, not competent 

to decide its own interests - such protection may, then, 

be expanded or contracted at the discretion of the protectors. 

Clearly, however, being subject to the will of others and having 

your political, legal, and economic rights subject to their 

definition of your "best interest" is not what is understood 

by autonomous adulthood or citizenship OT'" p':!rE.onness" 

In the United States. 

Moreover, for women (as for blacks), this purported 

need for protection or privilege has been largely based on 

ascriptive characteristics - i.e., on the fact that women are 

not men (and blacks are not whites.) This basis for protective 

treatment is rejected by feminists: it is in 'conflict with 

the feminist concept of how persons are to be defined and 

their rights assigned. (Heide [.N.O.W.] 1970, pp. 292-293.) 

It is tragic, I think that the reproductive abilities 
women share with all other mammals have been more 
highly valued and developed than the productive 
intelligence we do not share with any other animals. 
The cortex of the human brain has no sex any more than 
it has a race-related color. 

Representative Shirley.Chi~holm (September, 1970, Appendix.) 

notes moreover, the link between "difference" and imputed 

inferiority - "The unspoken assumption ::'s that women are 
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different. It has been observed before, that society for 

a long time discriminated agains~ .. the blacks on the same 

basis - that they were different and inferior." Mere 

differentness is not then, ground for "protective" treatment, 

although clearly there are times when individuals or groups 

of individuals need protection or privilege or special 

attention. On what grounds is this treatment to be apportioned 1 

Feminists deny that mere femaleness is sufficient ground; 

what feminists assert is the right of women to autonomy. 

They reject the definition of individuals by their anatomy 

(and other physiognomic traits): women are not a different 

sort of civil, legal, and political person, they are not 

less adult, they have no less right to equality of treatment and 

to recognition of their autonomous adulthood merely because 

they are not men. 

The argument is often raised against feminists that, 

if, for instance, it is acceptable to exclude minors from 

drinking, voting, etc., for their benefit and that of society, 

then it must be acceptable to exclude other groups or classes 

of individuals from activities and rights on the same bases. 

The obverse is also argued: that if women cannot be excluded 

- as women - from rights and activities, how can it be accept

able to exclude minors, etc? The feminists' answer 

to such arguments is based in their epistemological premises -

that the postulates of personness must be universalistic. This 

is to say that such postulates must DO~ be based on human 
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characteristics which immutably exclude entire segments 

of the human population. Minority is not immutable, female

ness is. Thus, for the feminist view, these arguments compare 

apples and oranges - the young do not stay that way, but 

women do remain women. To regulate women on the basis of 

their femaleness is, then, an entirely different matter 

from regulating the young on the basis of their mutable age. 

It would be, however, comparable _~o denying rights to all 

elderly persons merely because they have passed a certain 

age. Immutable physical traits cannot, for the feminist, 

abstract contractual view,. provide a basis for a valid 

definition of personhood or for the assignment of the rights 

and responsibilities of persons (unless such traits are 

inclusive rather than exclusive). 

We see, then, that once again we are confronted with 

drastically dichotomous conceptual=frameworks, dichotomous 

legal and ethical views which in turn structure dichotomous 

political viewpoints. For anti-feminism, the truly known 

woman is defined by her reproductive anatpmy, by her potential 

for giving birth to children, and by her roles as mother, wife, 

nurturer as given by custom, tradition, and experience. Since 

for the anti-feminist, natural history view, human beings 

are divided into classes or categories with different statuses 

in the eyes of the law, the society, and the polity, and 

since rights are based on these status categories, the rights 

of women are those set by their socially given roles of wife, 

mother, and nurturer (structured by woman's biologically given 
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reproductive anatomy). Other rights i.e., those which 

"belong" to men may be "granted" to women, but for this Vlew 

women's "inalienable rights" are those which permit them to 

fulfill their, traditionally defined, role. God, nature, 

custom, experience, and tradition are the delimitors of 

woman's true nature, her roles, and her rights. 

For feminism, the truly known woman is an individual 

human being who fulfills the postulated characteristics of 

personness. These characteristics may be postulated in 

numerous ~ays, but, for this view, they must be deductive 

and universalistic, Thus, in American political principles a 

"person" for legal, political, moral, and social purposes can 

be defined as an adult (i.e., above the age of majority) 

capable of choosing his/her goals, making his/her own 

decisions, and handling his/her own affairs. This is clearly 

a very limited and crude definition, but more complex and 

sophisticated definitions are no less universalistic, no 

less generalized. Therefore, say the feminists, if women 

are first and foremost persons, and if persons are not 

defined by particularistic specifications and delimitations, 

then women are equally the only-broadly-limned beings that 

men have asserted themselves to be. This is to say, if men 

are not delimited by their reproductive anatomy - i.e. their 

potential fatherhood - then no more are women delimited 

by theirs. This is not to argue that their reproductive 

anatomies do not have different impacts and implications on 
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and for men and women; it is to say that they do not 

serve as the basis for defining personness for either gender. 

Women are persons in exactly the same way that men are persons 

- personness is gender-free, not gender-defined. Thus, 

feminism rej ects the argument that if women are treate~ as 

persons they will lose their "femininity" o.r that such 

treatment entails treating women in every instance like. men, 

This argument assumes that personness is male-defined - to be 

a person is to be or be like a male, For feminism, however, 

this is an invalid defintion of personness, which must be 

universalistic, generalized and thus, gender-free. 

For this vi~w, then, however perspnness may be defined, 

its definition must meet the above specifications and, thus, 

the majority of human beings must be designated persons. 

Moreoever, in the American system, rights and responsibilities 

belong to such persons. Therefore, women have the same 

political, legal, civil, and economic rights~ as persons, 

as men have as persons. To speak, then, of "rights" which are 

peculiarly women's is to speak incorrectly - for these "rights" 

(alimony, child support) are not "rights" at all, for this· 

view, but boons granted to those whose legal and economic 

rights have been suppressed and whose very legal personality 

had been subsumed. Rights belong to persons, and individual 

persons or classes of persons in particular circumstances 

may have claims that supersede those of others. We commonly 

(if not always correctly) speak of rights (e.g., the right 
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to support) in these situations, but it must be remembered 

that these "'(lights" belong to the individual persons claiming 

them. Moreover, to the extent that they are rights, they 

are not entailed by the gender of the person claiming them, 

but by the situation. 

If there are, for tlhis view, no rights which are "women's 

rights" in the anti-feminist sense, neither are there any 

rights of persons - economic, political, legal, civil, moral

to which women may not lay claim. If, then~ anti-feminists 

want to withhold these rights from women, they must redefine 

- and rejustify - them as belonging peculiarly to men because 

of some particular role men alone can fill. Otherwise, to the 

extent men claim or have recognized rights based on their 

humanity, they must be willing to recognize the equal claim 

of women to these rights. 

Moreover, for this view, rights and responsibilities 

belong to individuals, not to classes and not to roles. Thus, 

for feminism, individuality, universality, and autonomyy 

define the truly known woman. 

The disparity of their view has not, of course, been 

unnoticed by feminists and anti-feminists. Nor have they failed 

to understand the epistemological premises - and the 

implications - of one another's positions. The anti-feminists 

have called feminism a "glittering abstraction" and theoretical, 

and have defended their own positions as being based in 

common sense. The feminists, for their part, have been even 
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less friendly, and have excoriated the anti-feminist position 

as being based on caste, rank, and aristocracy, while~defend-

ing their own position as being based on the same universal-

istic principles as those of the Founders. 

Neither side is totally wrong in its estimation of the 

other, nor in its estimation of itself. The anti-feminists 
-, 

see their posit~on as based in common sense, in experience -

" some so-called discriminations find their justification 

in the social judgment of the community based on experience." 

(Frances v. Perkins, 1945, pp.77-84.) They see their position 

as being grounded in custom - " By and large, our laws reflect 

the facts of life ... It is dangerous to tinker by constitution-

al amendment with the deep-rooted customs of the people." 

(National Consumers League, 1956, p.68.) This argument is 

patently true - laws which discriminate agains women or treat 

women differently from men are indeed based in the customs of 

the people and have, by virtue of being the ~aw, shaped and 

defined experience. As noted in the Introduction, however, 

induction from direct observation of common-sense substantial 

persons and things restricts knowable reality to the status 

quo. Persons and the relations among them are as they are 

and must, therefore, remain so. But to say that an individual's 

roles, status, rights, and responsibilities -are "givens," 

decided at birth by his/her ascriptive characteristics, is 

to define a caste system. This argument is _precisely that 
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which feminists have made against anti-feminists' epistemo-

logical premises. This perception has continued from the 

nineteenth century to the present. Nineteenth century 

feminists labeled the anti-feminist position with various 

epithets: despotism - "Just when one human being assumes to 

decide for another what is that other's sphere of action, 

just then despotism begins." [Charles C. Burleigh, 1853J 

(cited in Stanton, Anthony and Gage, 1889/1970, p.148.); caste 

"Disenfranchisement is the last lingeY'°ing shadow of the 

old spirit of caste which has always divided humanity into 

classes of greater or less inferiority." [Elizabeth Cady 

Stanton, 1891J (cited in Anthony, and Harper, 1902/1970, 

pp.176-178.); and slavery - "A dear amd noble friend ... 

said to me,"Why do you say the "emancipation of women"?" 

I replied, "Because women are political slaves!" Is it not 

strange that men think that what to them would be degradation, 

slavery, is to women elevation, liberty?" [Susan B. Anthony, 

1884J (cited in Anthony and Harper, 1902/1970, pp. 27-28.) 

Twentieth century feminists, for their part, are aware that 

the restrictions and regulations for women have changed, but 

they are also aware that the premises and the conclusions 

have remained consistent. [National Woman's Party flyer, 

undatedJ (NWP Archives, Tray 32, Box 7.) 

Much the same arguments are advaonced against complete 
freedom for women as were put forward by the anti
suffragists .... These arguments are basically identical 
with the arguments used since society began to 
discourage movements for the liberation of subject 
classes. They are founded upon a belief in the 
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inferiority of woman and her unfitness for equality ... 

Women are different - and inferior (Shirley Chisholm, 1970, 

Appendix.): 

... The unspoken assumption is that women are different. 
They do not have executive ability, orderly minds, 
stability, leadership skills, and they are too emotional. 

It has been observed before, that society for a long 
time discriminated against ... the blacks on the same 
basis - that they were different and inferior .... 

Moreover, feminists have perceived that the grounds for,· 

what they perceive as, this caste-system have been purely 

physical. Irtdeed, the grounds boil down to the fact that 

women are not men. As an instance of this perception, take 

the fact that on the one hand women are said to be unsuited 

for anything but nurturing roles (or low-paying jobs) 

because they are too emotional, while, on the other hand, 

men are said to be suited for any and all leadership roles 

(and high-paying jobs) because they are naturally aggressive 

and need to compete and dominate. "Men's" emotional and 

"hormonal imperatives" are the standard; "women's" emotions 

are different and, hence, inferior for roles and positions 

customarily dominated by men. Obviously, feminists do not 

accept the validity of such arguments, but they do understand 

the premises and implications of such arguments. 

Also, feminists have perceived that the anti-feminist 

grounds for treating women differently from men have almost 

always been based on (generally) immutable physical traits 

applied to women as a class (e.g., potential for childbearing), 
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as opposed to traits applied to men as individuals (e.g., 

not all men are stronger than all women, nor are all men 

equally strong, but men are not excluded as a group from 

occupations requiring physical strength). Women have, by 

this process, been excluded from rights and activities, and 

such an approach has been rejected by feminists. As Harrison 

Martineau [Letter t8 the 2nd National Woman's Rights 

Convention, 1851J (cited In Stanton, Anthony, and Gage, 

1889/1970, p. 229.) stated, one cannot know a priori what 

women as individuals can or ought to do: 

A priori conceptions have long been worthless in physical 
science, and nothing was really effected till the 
experimental method was clearly made out and strictly 
applied in practice, and the same principle holds most 
certainly through the whole range of moral science. 

Whether we regard the physical fact of what women 
are able to do, or the moral fact of what women ought to 
do, it is equally necessary to abstain from making any 
decision prior to experiment. 

Moreover, these a priori traits applied In regard to women 

have also been rejected on the basis of their physicality and 

ascriptivi ty . -' " ... this is not a new cause ; it is an old 

one. It is as old as the American idea. We are individuals 

by virtue of our brains, not by virtue of our muscles." [Wendell 

Phillips, 1859J (cited in Stanton, ~nthony, and Gage, 18891 

1970, p.275.) And they have been rejected because of their 

non-human bias in viewing women as more female than human. 

(Wilma Scott Heide [N.O.W.J 1970, pp. 292-293.) 
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It is tragic, I think, that the reproductive abilities 
women share with all other mammals have been more 
highly valued and developed than the productive 
intelligence we do not share with any other animal. 
The cortex of the human brain has no sex any more than 
it has a race-related color. 

For their part, feminists have perceived their 

own position as being based on the same premises which informed 

the principles of the Founders of the 8onstitution, and the 

"American ,idea." The epistemological premises of feminists 

permit an ethics of contractual law, and as noted in the 

Introduction (Chaudhuri, 1967, p.55.), 

Unlike the statically fixed legal codes of naive realistic 
societies, contractual law introduces concepts which 
involve abstract relationships between persons~ rather 
than sensed relationships alone. Contractual law allows 
society to be more dynamic in character, since the 
referents of its symbols are not fixed permanently as 
sensed characteristics. 

Fundamental among these concepts, for feminists, is that 

every truly known person is an instance of the universal 

laws which define the "personness" of human beings - "Our 

America still holds for the fundamental premise of the 

democratic state that human beings are the only real and 

tangible entities." (Pell, 1938, p.132.) - and that the 

abstract relationships among these persons are not based in 

sensed characteristics alone - "The important thing is that 

no American - regardless of sex, race, religion, or nation-

ality - should be arbitrarily denied rights and opportuni-

ties which are essential components of his humanity and ci tizen-

ship ... They belong to a person, as a person." (Dwyer, 
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1970, pp. 27-28.) 

The arguments of feminists are not, then, "true" 

in the same sense that those of anti-feminists are. If, 

however, you accept the premises on which feminists base 

those arguments, then the arguments are at least as valid 

as those of the anti-feminists. They are, moreover, as 

valid as the arguments on the basis of which men have 

advanced their rights and opportunities - indeed, they are 

the same arguments based on the same premises. The anti-feminists, 

however, have perceived and emphasized the abstract nature 

of these premises (as opposed to the "realism" -grounded

in-direct-observation nature of theirs): "Realism, rather 

than any glittering abstraction, 1S the basis of the opposition 

of the National Consumers League to the proposed amendment." 

(National Consumers League, 1945, pp. 134-136.) And, again, 

"This amendment is impractical because it deals with abstract 

rights rather than with real rights" (National Women's Trade 

Union League, 1945, p.134.) Moreover, they have perceived 

that the relationships which feminists conceive of are not, 

necessarily, grounded in reality as it 1S currently known, 

nor are they necessarily totally based on the physical 

characteristics of women. Thus, anti-feminists dubbed the 

feminists "theoretical" - ... there is a body of women 

who may be described as professional feminists ... In claim

ing for the equal rights amendment this group is doctrin

aire rather than reasonable, theoretical rather than reali-
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-istic. (Frances V. Perking, 1945, pp.77-84.) - and have 

seen feminists' aims as attempts at changing not just laws 

and practices, but nature itself - "Are we to put the stamp 

of truth on the libel here set forth, that men and women 

are to be equal?" [Burnett, 1854J (cited in Stanton, Anthony, 

and Gage, 1889/1970, p.613.) Of course, changing nature is 

what anti-feminists love to point out to feminists that they 

cannot do" ... man is man, and woman is woman. Nature has 

made their functions different and no constitutional amend-

ment can make them the same." [No. Calif. AOWS, 1911J 

(NWP Archives, Tray 49, Box 1.) Here, again, we find the 

natural histo~y assessment that the laws reflect a given 

order and to change the laws is to disrupt that order (William 

S. Roach, 1948, pp. 131-138.) 

No amount of legal theorizing can overcome the fact 
that men and women have fundamental differences that 
must be recognized in prescribing rules of conduct . 

... as Justice Felix Frankfurter so pithily remarked, 
"the Woman's Party cannot amend nature."· 

We are, thus, returned to our original questions. 

Are women females with their personness (and rights, respons-

ibilities, and opportunities) based in their femaleness 

(especially their reproductive capacity)? Or are women 

"persons" in the same sense that men have claimed to be -

with their maleness and femaleness irrelevant to the basis 

of that personness (and its rights, responsibilities, and 

opportunities)? Is woman "given" as female, determined 

by her sex to be mother (and, thus, wife, nurturer); or is 
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she autonomous and individual - shaped by her sex as is man, 

but not determined by it? Must, as the anti-feminists argue, 

woman change her anatomy to gain autonomy? Or is woman's 

different anatomy irrelevant to her claim tc- autonomy -

since, as feminists argue, the personness in which that 

autonomy is based is not, and cannot be, predicated on 

male anatomy - and, thus, her anatomy is apart from 

her autonomy? 



CHAPTER rIVE 

CONCLUSION 

The premise of this study, as stated at its outset, 

has been that the arguments presented in public fora, by 

feminists and anti-feminists, over the recognition and advance

ment of the rights of American women have consis;te.nitly been 

presented in terms derived from coherent legal and ethical 

views grounded in distinct, and incompatibl~ epistemologies. 

This premise may, I believe, be said to have been amply 

demonstrated. 

We have seen that anti-feminists may be said to operate 

from a naive realistic, or "natural history," epistemological 

basis - wherein the truly-known nature of any person or object 

(or relationship) is given by direct, sensed, observation. 

As discussed earlier, such a way of knowing limits knowable 

reality to the status quo. This status quo is informed and 

shaped by tradition, custom and experience (which are, in 

turn, informed by revelation and natural law). Thus, not 

only is it the case for this Vlew that what is, should be, 

but also that what is should be as what was before. The true 

nature of things and persons is given by God and Nature, and 

a society in proper balance reflects this givenness, and 

thus, what is, is what should be. 

This epistemological premise was shown to inform the 

anti-feminist views of political authority and of citizenship. 

152 
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Authority has its foundations in a consensus of authoritative 

beliefs which are ,constitutive of the social and political 

order, and which are "givens." Among these authorttative 

beliefs are that the family is divinely ordained -3.nd is the 

natural unit of society and polity (as opposed to the 

individual being such unit); that in the family resides 

political authority; and that, within the family woman lS 

subject to man. Another of these authoritative beliefs lS 

that the true nature of woman is wife and mother and her 

proper relation to society and polity is through the family. 

These beliefs, as "givens" were, moreoever, held "on trust 

arid without discussion~" Thus, if the true nature of woman 

is that ordained by God and demonstrated in her anatomy - wife 

and mother - and her true relation to society and polity 

is through the family, and within the family man is supreme, 

and the source of political authority is the family - and, 

hence, man - then woman has no claim to poli~ical authority 

nor to direct participation, to citizenship. To discuss 

such notions was to disrupt a properly-balanced society 

and polity; to grant such unnatural claims would be to destroy 

society and polity for it would go against their very nature. 

What is - woman subject to man, her legal, political and 

social personality merged into his woman excluded from 

citizenship; most women having, by law and practice, only 

one role open to them - all this since it is, must be: it 

is so because'it is meant to be so. 
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On the question of equality of rights, the epistemo

logical premises of the anti-feminists can be seen to structure 

their interpretation of this concept and their proposals for 

its application in practice. As noted earlier, if to treat 

people "equally" means to treat them "according to one and 

the same rule," then the question becomes, "On the basis of 

what criteria do we decide that rule?" What criteria are 

relevant, and how do we distinguish between just and unjust 

discrimination? Besides these considerations, we must also 

follow the Generalization Principle (" What is right [or wrong] 

for one person must be right [or wrong] for every relevantly 

similar person in relevantly similar circumstances."), and 

decide not only what is right (or wrong) in each instance, 

but also who are relevantly similar persons. As before, 

the perspective adopted depends upon how people are considered 

to be truly known. For the anti-feminist perspective, the 

true natures of individuals are given by direct, sensed, 

observation. By such a way of knowing, men and women are 

different, both physically and,generally, in their social 

functions. The way in which women differ most dramatically 

from men 1S in their reproductive abilities. Since women 

can bear children and give birth to them, and nurse them, 

as men cannot, this then must be their defining character-

istic; the true nature of woman is mother and nurturer. More

over, anti-feminists observe women to be most commonly 

found in male-headed nuclear families, where the wife's 
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responsibilities are limited to the bearing of her husband's 

children and the care of the family in the home. Thus, the 

natural state of woman is mother, nurturer, and wife in a 

male-headed family. The family is woman's natural relation; 

mother and nurturer is her natural role: all her rights 

pertain to her nature as thus defined. Woman's rights are, 

by definition, different from man's and, as a part of rather 

than head of a family, her relation to society is different 

from man's. 

If then, men and women differ so dramatically, then 

they must be essentially different sorts of human beings. 

Thus, if equality means treating similar persons similarly, 

then to treat men and women similarly would be to treat them 

unequally, not equally. Moreover, if we follow the 

Generalization Principle, we cannot treat both men and women 

rightly if we treat them in a similar manner, for they are 

not relevantly similar persons, 

For this view, all women, are, however, relevantly 

similar persons and their similarity lies in their given 

natures. Therefore, what is right for women following their 

true natures (i.e., wife, mother, nurturer) is right for 

all women. Thus, anti-feminists see equality as treating 

men and women differently, and equality of rights as accord

ing to men and to women those rights necessary to them to 

perform their proper roles and fulfill their true natures. 

Not only, then, can men and women justly be treated differently, 
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but all women can justly be circumscribed by law to woman's 

proper role (her shared similarity with all other women), 

and all women can justly be denied rights that do not pertain 

to that role. 

Feminists, on the other hand, may be said to operate 

from an "abstract cont:ractual"epistemological basis. For this 

way of knowing, in order to say that an individual thing or 

person is "truly known," the "universal laws" - the complex 

relations which define its properties and which it satisfies -

must be specified. These iliaws cannot be entirely or even 

largely based on observable traits. Just as "blue" in the 

technical, scientific meaning can not be known from what is 

given by the senses, so, for this view, "person" in a formal, 

legal, political, moral sense cannot be known from what is 

given by the senses. To truly know what a person is, one 

must postulate the characteristics of personness and specify 

the relations among these characteristics; i.e., one must 

specify the universal laws of personness. Feminists assert 

that the principles espoused in the Declaration of Independence, 

those which underlie the Constitution, those which men have 

espoused in advancing their rights - these principles can 

be said to constitute the postulates of personness and the 

relations among them (for Americans, at the very least). Thus, 

personness means individuality and autonomy, and society 

and polity are associations of autonomous individuals each 

of whom stands in a direct relation to those orders. Moreover, 
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since each individual is an equal instance of the universal 

laws defining personness, then each stands In a direct and 

equal relation to every other. There can, then, be no 

a priori relationships or rights - these must be consciously 

chosen and established by common agreement. The rules which 

govern those agreements must, in turn, reflect the universal 

character of personness and cannot, therefore, be predicated 

on sensed characteristics of individual human beings. It is 

not permissible to claim that all human beings are persons 

for some purposes (e.g., taxes, criminal prosecution~ while 

oniy some are persons for other purposes (such as participation, 

rights or opportunities). Thus, for the feminist view, what 

men have sought, and achieved, for themselves as persons 

cannot bewithheld from any other persons: to be a person is 

to be an instance of a universal, not a member of a sex, or a 

race. 

This belief in the universal nature of personness, 

and in the individuality and autonomy of every instance, 

every person, is reflected in the feminist views on political 

authority. The political order among such equal and auto

nomous individuals cannot be a "given," obtained by direct 

sensed observation. Such individual persons must, commonly, 

decide upon the political order under which they will live. 

Moreover, all persons are equally, individually and auto

nomously entitled to participate as choosers and affirmers. 

No person can choose or affirm for another - unless, of cours~, 
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rules based on universalistic premises (and not on ascriptive 

traits) are commonly agreed upon for establishing a procedure 

for such representation, or stewardship; and unless such 

rules are antecedent to any such agreemeint on representation 

or stewardship. Whatever rules individual persons agree upon 

for ordering their polity cannot, of logical necessity, be 

based upon sensed characteristics if these characteristics 

vitiate the universality of postulated characteristics of 

personness. If the rules must reflect that universality, then 

so should the authority-relations established by those rules. 

Why, foI' instance, would an equal and autonomous individual 

choose an authority-relation which made her a subject rather 

than a citizen, or which obliterated her personness in certain 

settings while others were full citizens and maintained their 

personness in all settings? 

The feminist stance on equality of rights under the 

law again reflects the epistemological premi:;:;e that "truly 

known" human beings are instances of universal laws. Thus, 

feminism asserts that, where civil, legal, political, and 

economic rights are concerned, these rights pertain to 

persons. There being no way to distinguish among persons on 

ascriptive grounds, these rights cannot be accorded or withheld 

on ascriptive grounds. Where their rights and needs as 

persons are concerned, men and women are essentially, relevantly, 

similar human beings. The genders may be distinguished between 

in cases that pertain to all of one gender and none of the 
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other (e.g., wet-nursing, sperm banks), but such distinctions 

end with those cases - gender-based distinctions in one 

instance do not legitimate gender-based distinctions in any 

others. In all other cases, individual human beings must be 

treated as such. Protections or restrictions may be granted 

to or imposed on individuals in particular, specified, 

situations, but only on the basis of their needs in or the 

requirements of that situation, not on the basis of ascriptive 

characteristics of those individuals (even if those character

isticsare shared by a majority of individual~ in that 

situation). Those rights which are accorded and protected by 

law and those restrictions which are imposed by law, pertain 

to persons, not to genders nor to races. If, then, they 

pertain to persons, they pertain equally to all persons and 

individually·to each person~ 

As with the anti-feminists, so for feminists a 

concept of what a truly known woman 'is underlies all their 

positions. For the abstract contractual way of knowing; a 

truly known woman is an individual human being who fulfills 

the postulated characteristics of personness. A truly known 

woman is a person, a human being, who is also female. For 

this view, the postulated characteristics of personness 

cannot be based in sensed traits and personness is gender

free: a woman is a person exactly as a man is a person. 

Since personness is gender-free, a woman is an individual, equal 

and autonomous instance of personness in her own right - she is 
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gender. Whatever gender-related differences there may be 

between men and women, they are irrelevant to their status 

as persons. The rights, opportunities, interests of women as 

persons are, thus, no more defined and delimited by their 

gender traits than are those of men. While gender is of 

importance in the lives of individual men and women, it can 

be of no relevance where rights are accorded, opportunities 

granted, or responsibilities imposed, on persons as persons. 

To be a person - individual, autonomous, and equal to every 

other person - one need not be male. To be female does not 

exclude one from individuality, autonomy, or equality: to be 

a woman does not preclude bein~ a person. 

Clearly, there has been a definite consistency In the 

positions taken by feminists and by anti-feminists on the 

issues presented here, and clearly those positions have been 

structured by the epistemological premises each group has 

embraced. The first premise of this study is thus demonstrated. 

Moreover, the consistency of the two arguments over 

the time span covered, and the variety of sources of rhetoric 

(especailly on the anti-feminist side) - religious, legislative, 

judicial, journalistic, organizational, and individual -

indicate the validity of the second premise: the political 

thought cf American women (and their male comrades) concerning 

their status and rights in this polity illuminates the exist

ence of at least two distinct traditions of political thought 
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at work, and in conflict, In America. These two traditions 

draw on different sources for their meaning, on different 

epistemologies for their premises, and seek different policies 

for their validation. 

The goals of these two traditions are generally as 

incompatible as are their premises. One tradition seeks to 

reinstate (or impose) a legal and ethical view that it considers 

to have been given by God. A Bill currently before the House 

In the U.S. Congress sets forth many of the positions contained 

in this legal and ethical Vlew: H.R. 3955,the "Family Protect

ion Act," states as its purpose - " ... . to preserve the 

integrity of the American family, to foster and protect the 

viability of American family life by emphasizing family 

responsibilities in education, tax assistance, religion, and 

other areas related to the family and to promote the virtues 

of the family." (1981, pp.1-2.) Among its provisions 

(pp. 5-62.), it would prevent federal aid money being used 

in divorce litigation or in any litigation concerning the 

rights of homosexual persons; exclude "corporal punishment" 

by parents or parentally-authorized individuals from the 

meaning of child abuse; forbid the federal government from 

imposing "rules or regulations relating to affirmative action, 

quotas, guidelines, or actions designed to overcome racial 

imbalance"on any "program or institution which is directly 

or indirectly operated by a church or religions organization~1 

forbid any "department or agency of the United States, of 
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any State, or of any political subdivision of a State," 

from abridging "the right of free exercise of voluntary 

prayer or religious meditation in any public building or 

any building which is supported in whole or in part through the 

expenditure of public funds. "The act would al·so, by amending 

previous legislation, require that government publications 

and all textbooks bought with federal government funds portray 

all women exclusively as homemakers and mothers. 

This bill encapsulates many of the positions discussed 

here in relation to the natural history legal and ethical 

view. This bill's sponsors view authority as grounded in a 

consensus of authoritative values "given" by tradition and 

divine revelation. They hold that the social and political 

orders should reflect those values (hence, mandatory prayer 

in public schools, portrayal of women only as homemakers 
• 

and mothers). The bill reflects a belief in a natural order 

of relations among individuals with which government ,should 

not interfere. It also demonstrates the belief that there 

ane different sorts of rights for different sorts of people, 

and that the rigBTs of some (e.g., parents) are pre-eminent 

over those of others (e.g., children). 

The move to limit the authority of the U.S. Supreme 

Court in such matters as school prayer also reflects the 

natural histoEY legal and ethical view of its proponents, 

as the right of others to prevent such action reflects 

their abstract contractuai, legal and ethical view. The 
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Constitution is the ultimate legal authority in the United 

States: the abstract contractual tradition seeks to keep it 

universalistic and views it as a common framework of rules; 

the natural history tradition seeks to make it an author

itative statement of the values that side cherishes. 

The two traditions are reflected in attitudes on 

racial integration. The abstract contractual tradition 

holds that the goal of our society and polity should be the 

perception and recognition of individual human beings as 

individual persons, and seeks to break down racial barriers 

to this end. The natural history tradition.believes that 

like should stay with (ascriptively) like, although every 

group should get fair treatment - separate but "equal;" 

this tradition opposes enforced (and, some, unenforced) 

housing desegregation, school integration, employment 

desegregation, etc., as destructive of community ties and 

community valu8s. 

The issues of status, personhood, and rights still 

resound in racial problems, and especially, in the treatment 

of Native Americans. Whether all human beings are equally 

persons and, thus, equal in status and rights as persons, 

is not a resolved question in this country. It is not resolved 

with regard to the races, with regard to homosexuals, nor with 

regard to womem, as for instance, "head-of-household" laws 

still operative in many states demonstrate. 
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Fourth-of-July and campaign rhetoric and "the American 

Dream" ideology would seem to indicate the abstract contract

ual legal and ethical tradition was overwhelmingly predominant 

in American political thought. Clearly, however, the ongoing 

struggle over the status and rights of women 'indicates the 

,strength of the natural history tradition. So, also, does 

the success of the "Moral Majority" in striking a responsive 

chord; so, also, do the backlash against affirmative action, 

and the spate of anti-homosexual legislation. 

The influence and pervasiveness of the natural history 

tradition is also indicated by the failure - until very recent

ly - of the discipline of political theory to deal seriously 

with the anomalous status of women in a polity where the 

ideology is democratic and individualistic, or to deal with the 

expressed political thought of either feminists or anti

feminists on that status. This work has sought to show how 

the political thought of American feminists and anti-fem

inists illuminates two traditions of American political 

thought, and it has sought to illuminate feminist and anti

feminist political thought for students of political theory. 

This first aim has been achieved, I think it may be said; 

the second is also, it is hoped, at least begun. 

The two traditions of American political thought 

illuminated here are, as has been shown, largely incompatible 

but our political practices have changed - if slowly and 

painfully. The possibility for change is, perhaps, illumin-
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inated by thi.s, final, quotation from Carrie Chapman Catt; 

[speech to the National American Convention of 1900J (cited 

in Anthony and Harper, 1902/1970, pp. 370-371.) 

... The rights of women have come in direct opposition 
to the popular consensus of opinion. Yet when they 
have once become established, they have been wanted 
by women and welcomed by men ... 

The practical acknowledges the wisdom, the common 
sense, the practical judgment of the woman movement 
until it asks for the suffrage. In other words, it 
approves every right gained because it is here, and 
condemns the one right not gained because it is not here. 
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